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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

The Newi Has Been a
Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

Volume Number 59

Holland, Michigan, Thureday, June
It

Dr. Westrate is s RADIO BROADCAST
TO BE FEATURE

Named Holland1

One of the

Health Officer

highlights of this

forty-secondChristianEndeavor

5,

Conclave Is
To Bring

Nambet 23

Holland Boy
Files of

In For

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

Crowd

Supreme

Test Friday

and Fifteen Years Ago Today

Convention at Holland will be the
Radio Broadcast. The time of the
HALF BLOCK ON WEST 10TH broadcast, 2:15 to 2:45, will be
STREET BECOMES BUSINESS set aside on Saturday afternoon
when, through the assistance of
SECTION — ALL LICENSES
amplifiers, all delegateswill be able
ALLOWED
to hear the “Hymn Sing" at the
Hope Chapel. The broadcasts are
Slip nt Fifth Street to be Rebuilt
over WJR, Detroit,the dates are
to Accommodate I Measure Crafts
June 14 and 28. — Michigan Endeavorer.

When

Folks ReaDr live

1930

Appears June

News Items Taken From the

Holland,the Town

SPEED BOATS GO TO FAST AT

Hollands Sends

GRAND HAVEN

Boys to Custer

Capt, William Preston of the
Grand Haven Coast Guards found
it necessary Sunday to call a halt

Training

Camp

Leon Winstrom In Ann Arbor To on the speed of motor boats in the
REGISTRATION FOR
channel at Grand Haven. Under THIS CITY HAB TWO MORE
Compete Further In Edison
DELEGATES FOR C. E.
the federal laws eight miles an
BOYS ENROLLED THAN
A marriagelicense has been isScholarship Contest
CONVENTION LARGE FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
hour is the maximum speed at
GRAND HAVEN
sued for Abraham L. Cappoit, 28,
Leon Winstrom, Route 1, Hol- which any boat may proceed in
Registrationof C. E. delegates
Mrs. Rev. H. Dosker of Ebenezer and Miss Nellie Verschure,30, both
For the first time in the history
al out the state is heavy judging died Monday morning after an ill- of Holland. The! News devoted land, of the local High school, has the channel. It is not the intention
gone to Ann Arbor by instruction of the Coast Guards to hold strictly of the Citizens'Military Training
from a contestin 9 of the principal ness of but a few hours. When the nearly a column to the wedding.
of Webster H. Pearce, state super- to this limit, but the fact is that Camps at Camp Custer, Holland
cities of the state including De- news came to Holland, it was quite
The contract for the new bank at intendentof public instruction, who nearly every motor boat operates at has exceeded Grand Haven in entroit, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, a shock for Mr. and Mrs. Dosker
Muskegon,Saginaw, etc. On May were seen driving in the city the Zeeland was let for $6,782. J. congratulates the young man on full speed which in some cases is rollment.There are now nine lads
There was a lot doing at
20 when the contest closed there day before. The couple hail been Baarman of Zeeland was the suc- winning thus far in the Thomas A. as high as 35 miles per hour. At from the southern part of the counWednesday night's council meetpresent constructionwork is under ty and seven from Grand Haven
cessful bidder while Oosting and Edison Scholarship contest.
were 590 registeredin 9 cities and married not quite a year.
ing but in spite of this fact our
Sons of Holland received the conMr. Windstrom is one of ten can- way on the piers and the wake of signed up for 30 days of camp life
TYPEWRITING
AWARDS
f.t 11 they kept coming. There are
able mayor handled the situation
didates who won and has gone to the speed boats and the swells they at Custer, from July 18 to August
GIVEN HOLLAND HIGH
s< ires upon scores of cities not inOur “city fathers" oujjht to pass tract for the brick work.
with dispatch and the session was
Ann Arbor where he will compete throw un causes a danger to the 18, Ottawa now has within one of
PUPILS JUNE 5 cluded in this total who haven’t yet an ordinance prohibiting cattle
ended by 9:16 o’clock—a great reThe Holland Amusement Cluh with these ten at the University new work.
the quota of 20 for the county which
setn in their registration lists. It is from running at large at any time,
lief owning to the hot weather.
is rather a remarkable showing.
Below will be found the Commer- expected that at least 1000 dele- of day or night; then we could fol- gave a very creditableentertain- High school.
Among other, things all licenses
ment in the “manly art” and the
Duo to the constant effortsof
The boys are to be given a luncial awards presented to the stu- gates from abroad will be present low the example of other cities
IIIHIIIIIIIIHIIIII*1
BBBgMHBaWi
including pool room, restaurant,
events were intermingled with mu- cheon at the Michigan Union, am*
the county chairman. Major George
soft drink, bowling alleys, etc., dents in Holland High School at end Holland,Zeeland,Grand Haven (j0 away with our front picket fenr- sic from the Citizens Band. The also a trip around the University
L. Olsen, and City Chairman Major
the weekly assembly period by i ml other places in Ottawa County es and leave our gardens and front, .
,
„
were allowed.
Spirea
William Wilds, county clerk at the
campus.
PrincipalJ. J. Riemersma,Thurs- vlll funds many more. Registra- yards open to tho^ admirW gazo
^ll
Saugatuck extends an invitation
court house, besides the concenMr. Pearce in closing his letter
day
morning, June 5.
t
n
and
Publicity
awards
will
be
of
p^trians.
The
number
of|l"e.re
wuaH
a
n'a‘
a,8p,*y
?l
to Holland city officials to visit
trated effort* in the south end of
ROYAL
j iven at the Annual Conventioncows in the city is 108. Supposing a,thotuKhno «n; was hurt. The said to Mr. Winstrom:
Beautiful All
there during their Centennial cele"I congratnlateyou on the honor
the county, several prominent men
Words
’ •anquet on Saturday evening, June.^at every cow represents a
Jre’Je B.8 follows: Sid Jarbration,the later part of July and
in that section have roused the
8, at six o’clock.Holland thus far Thm,aro40() hlimnnvotorRin
Ho,. vis and Louis Labudie; Charles you have won and assure you that,
per Min. Award
without doubt the “city fathers"
lads to the opportunitywhich Uncle
Alexander and Joe Borgman; Peter whether you arc successfulin the
Mildred Albers 45 Silver Pin 1 ads in publicity.
land;
surely
400
people
can
outand others from the city hall forces
Sam is giving them for 30 days free
-o
Notier and Wm. Phemambucq; final test or not, you have brought
Alice
45
Silver Pin
vote
108
cows.
It’s
also
about
HOLLAND’S BRIDAL WREATH camping.
will go in a body.
Dan Doyle and Will Damson; “Spi- credit to yourselfand to the school
CHRISTIAN HIGH SCHOOL ARE
SHOULD BE PRUNED FOLDr. Wm. Westrate, Holland's Catherine Meengs 44 Silver Pin BOI LIN'; ANNUAL JUNIOR- time that our “publicsquare’’ (now der" Smith and Guy Bennett. John you represent."
In Holland, attorney Thomas N.
Anne Marie Oorn 40 Silver Pin
Centennial Park) display flowers
LOWING THE BLOBable health officer was unanimousThe
contestants
at
Ann
Arbor
Robinson, John J. Riemersma, prinShafer
gave
a
clever
exhibition
of
hBNIOR
BANQUET
James Nettinga 38 Certificate
and
trees
rather
than
a
herd
of
HOMING
SEASON
ly appointed to again fill that ofcipal of the high school, the memtumbling and Fred Pfanstiehl today are the following:
TONIGHT
REMINGTON
cattle. Let’s clean up and make
fice. Mr. Westrate during his tenFrederick Barstow, Midland; Wilbers of the Sea Scouts and memproved
to
be
a
real
talented
bag
46 Silver Pin
Betty Oosting
Spirea,
of
the
Bridal
Wreath
something of this unsightly spot.
ure in officehas made an excellent
puncher. Holland needs a club of liam H. Bessey, East Lansing; Rob- type, should be pruned during the liers of the Holland Rotary Club
The Junior-SeniorClasses of the
Hester
46 Silver Pin
ester De Weerd
We<
officialand judging by the vote aciionnid \ hristlan High Schools
L. C. SMITH
A young horse, belonging to Mr.;yo.u.nfmpn *h° P™™1* f<'a,t,,y ert O. Bock, Kalamazoo; William summer to increase its attractive- have used their influence to spread
corded the doctor by the council
A. Carey, Lake Linden: Darwin H. ness after the flowering season is information concerning this oppor62
Gold Pin are holding their annua* spread this R Vnn d*r Voen got tired of cul- ftthl(,t,c sP°rt- K(*P il UP«
Ruth
Geerds
men at Wednesday'smeeting they
Harris, Grand Rapids; Eugene over. Holland has much Spirea tunity. By June 16, it is doubtful if
42 Bronze Pin Thursday evening and judging Lwni tivating com, ran away, jumped
Catherine Meengs
also thought so.
41 Bronze Pin the menu, with its fruit cocktail, two fences, and ran into town, col- FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY Kuhne, Hart; Conway S. Magee, and the time to use the knife is another boy can be enrolled as 87
I/eon Winstrom
A matter much in dispute for
)er cent of the entire state quota
36 Certificate meats, salads and fruit ice cream lided with a yoke of oxen, broke ' Miss Myrtle Knutson of Holland Flint: Willard Norby, Kscanaba; now.
some time was whether to extend Antonella Perkoski
32 Certificate together with other trimmings, it their
Augusta
Fogerty
thidr wagon
waimn
nnln and
nmt thereupon
thnrnnnnn irno
has JURt c>osp<i » successful year Royal E. Peake, Detroit; Kenneth The summer pruning should re- ins been filled.
pole
was
the busines district west on Tenth
Willett, Adrian; Leon Winstrom, move the smaller branches which
The camp has a capacity of 1,600
is some festive board the young caught by Wm. Smith. Note: The of teaching at Harlem school.
UNDERRWOOD
street. The final outcome, voted for
Holland.
48 Bronze Pin folks are settingdown to this eve- colt no doubt shied at a passing
have borne flowersand which have and 1,306 have been enrolled. Major
Betty Oosting
by all but two aldermen, was that
The Holland Elks will go to the
few leaves upon them. It will Olsen urges any Ottawa County
Scholten 40 Bronze Pin ning.
automobile.
a commercial zone be made of Bernice
big state convention at Grand Rap- DID IONIA INSANE FUGITIVE
There is a program to be followed
SHORTHAND
AWARDS
sometimesbe necessary to remove boy, who is consideringthe opporWest 10th street both north and
ids, accompanied by the Holland
REACH GRAND HAVENa whole cane from the shrub, but, tunity, to make up his mind now,
Helene Brinkman 100-Word Certi- by a playlet entitled “Looking for
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
south and west from River Ave. to
Martial Band who will be decked in
KNELT IN PRAYER
Mary Jane."
usually, only the ends of the for unless some drop out at the last
ficate.
AGO TODAY
Hope and Methodist church propcontinentaldress while the memThe program that is now being
branches need to be cut back to minute, there will be little chance
Hester De Weerd 100- Word Certierties.
bers of the lodge will be entirely
A supposedlyinsane man, be- a point where there are vigorous, of going to Camp Custer this sumgiven is as follows:
Jake Van Pqtten, River Ave., has in white.
All these matters and many ficate.
mer.
lieved by the officers to be one of leafy side shoots.
Toastmaster
Mr. J. A. Swets sold his woods land on the Kalamore are fully explained in the TWO ZEELAND BROTHERS
the group of criminal insane,who
Many of these flowering branch- The Holland boys to go are; Joe
Farewell Oration
mazoo
river
at
New
Richmond
to
official council proceedingfound
Peter Notier caught a 12-pound escaped recently from Ionia pri- es will have dead tips and their Ardema, Cornie M. De Boer, Albert
Lawrence Veltkamp Chicago parties.
WED DURING SAME WEEK
below and compiled by City Clerk
cat fish in Black River. “It was son was seen in the vicinity of the removal improves the appearance Gerrilson, Harold R KooUtra, Denton
Response ..................
Gerald Klassen
Oscar Peterson.
some pull on the line,’ Peter says. Pore Marquettestation at Grand of the plant. The pruning per- E Morlin. ClarenceG. Smith, KenMenno’s Melody Men ..........Selected
Holland, Michigan, June 4, 1930.
Wednesday,May 28th, Miss Ruth
Haven yesterday by several local mits the younger wood to have neth Stauffer, Jason Woldering and
The Common Council met in L. (Saver and Mr. Russel B. Kar- Reading'^ a"d
waTelelted prelident of
Percy Osborne paid $3.00 for men includinga section gang work- a better chance to grow, and the Elwin O. Lake.
the State Letter Carriers Associa- riding his bicycleon the sidewalk
regular session and was called to sten, both of Zeeland, were quietly
ing nearby. Officers were called but bush will produce more flowersthe
Saxophone-Clarinet-Piano
tion nt the convention held at Kal- when arraigned before Justice
order by the Mayor.
married at the bride’s home on
HOW GOVERNORS OF MICHIan outgoing Grand Trunk train year after pruning.
Don Westing, Russ Frederichs amazoo.
Present:Mayor Brooks, Aids. West Cherry street by their pasThomas Nicholas Robinson.
GAN USED THEIR VETO
foiled them in their attempt to get
No pruning of the plant during
Rex Bontekoe
Kleis, Prins, Brieve, Woltman, tor, Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg, who
POWER
the fellow as the man jumped the winter or early spring will be
Class Prophecy ...................
Juniors
Rev.
N.
M.
Steffens
of
the
WestHyma, Vandenberg,Steffens,Ha- pronounced the wedding ceremony.
Dr. H. C. Wills and wife, Dr. Ada aboard h coal car and was taken reqiured if the summer pruning
The cast playing "Looking for ern Theological Seminary has h
Michigan governors,compared
bing, Postma, Jonkman, Veltman, Both Mr. and Mrs. Karsten come
C. Wills, have purchasedthe Os- out of the community. The man of the flowering branches is pracMary Jane” follows:
his possessiona Latin Bible printed teopathic practice of Dr. David
with the chief executivesof some
Thomson, and the Clerk.
from old prominent families in Zeewore blue overalls and appeared ticed.
John Merrifield
in London in 1511, which he still
other states, have exerciitedthe
Minutes read and approved.
land and are popular young folks
o
unkempt. Attention was attracted
A Chicago Millionaireuses occasionally in connection Mills who is to leave Holland.
veto power mildly. Gov. Chase E.
Devotions: Mr. George Mooi.
in that community.
to
hin
by
his
peculiar
actions.
He
AugustusMerrifield... His Only Son with his work in the local college.
Osborn at the regular session of
Petitionsand Accounts
About the same time an an- Charles Barns
Rev.
H.
B.
Einink
of
Muskegon
knelt
teveral
times
ns
though
in
Bird
Augustus’ Chum
1911, vetoed 46 bills and parts of
Clerk presented Oath of Office nouncement reached Zeeland with
has accepted a call to the Central prayer and used the sign of the
Berkley Crane
A Friend of Both
A. Meengs. a resident of North Avenue Christian Reformed church cross. He slipped into one of the
bills, that is, specific items in apof Henry Vender Schel as a mem- the information that J. Gerrit KarState
Ambrose Paddington
Holland, died at the age of 77 of Holland.
propriation bills which he either
ber of the Playground Commission. sten, formerly of that city, and a
local cars on the Grand Trunk as it
A Composer of Opera years.
struck out or reduced.His veto
Accepted and filed.
son of Mrs. H. H. Karsten, had Wing Tu .................
was
pulling
nut
of
the
yards
just
A Laundryman
to Bell
record was considerably higher
Clerk presentedpetition from united in marriage with Miss JuliHenry Farma. a pioneer of Hol- a few minutes before the sheriff’s
Gustave Schultz
than any of his predecessors.
W. T. Bishon. superintendent of land and a veteran in the Civil officers arrived.Grand Rapids was
residents in the vicinityof Pine ette Brendel, at San Francisco,
Manager of Opera Company the school at St Johns, Mich., has
Woodbridge N. Ferris, govenor
AUDUBON
.SOCIETY ALSO
Ave. and 21st St. requesting the Calif., on Sunday, May 25. Both
War,
died
at the home of his daugh- notified by Sheriff Steketee.
Expressman
from 1913 tol917, vetoed but 12
been engaged as superintendent of ter, Mrs. Nicholas Hofsteen, at the
erection of a street light at the young people were residents of
WANTS
LEGISLATURE
TO
Pauline Wentworth
bills, although he was a Democrat
above stated street corner.
San Francisco at the time of their Whose Aunt run a Boarding Home the Holland Public School to take age of 81 years.
MISSION WORKERS MEET
PROVIDE LICENSE TAGS
the place of J. E. Clark who was
and the Republicans controlledthe
Referred to Lighting Committee. marriage. J. Gerrit is a brother
AT ZEELAND TODAY
Marie Varney
A Young Widow
legislatureduring his two terms.
Clerk presented communicationof Russell B. Karsten and sons of
compelled to leave for New Mexico C-eo. Steininger of Hope College
Collars with license tags and
CarlitaRomagna Schultz
is immediate successor, Albert E.
from Robinson and Parsons re- the late H. H. Karsten, the well
because of the serious illness of- 'took first place in the Rnvan OraThe
sixth
annual
convention
of bells for all house cats in MichiA Prima Donna
Sleeper, vetoed but 20 in four
questing payment of $234.75 cov- known miller of Little Wonder
child. Mr. Bishop is given a sal- torical contest and Theodore Zwe- the Union of City Mission Workers gan.
Gladys
years. Gov. Alex J. Groosbeck veering claim for damages to prop- Flour, many years ago.
ary of $1560 per
Imer won second place.
are meeting in the Third Christian This, in substance,will be asked
Who has Worked in a Restaurant
erty filed by the Manufacturers
Reformed church at Zeeland today, as a state law at the next session toed 38 during his three terras and
Music
between
the
scenes
by
Foundry Co.
an all day program having been of the state legislature, and the Gov. Green vetoed 76, in whole or
PROMINENT RELIGIOUS LEAD- “The WhisperingBaritone."
No action taken.
RECITALS PLANNED FOR
arranged.John Van de Water of request will be made by the Michi- T part, a record during his first
ERS BOOKED FOR CHRISTIAN
^ Clerk presented applicationfrom
Grand Rapids missions and Rev. L. gan State Audubon Society that, term. His veto record was lower
STATE
C.
E.
DELEGATION
ENDEAVOR ANNUAL MEET- ALLEGAN MAN CAUGHT FOR
during his second term.
Sylvester Zych for permission to
Van
Laar, Rev. J. K. Van Baalen has been in conference at Owosso,
ING AT HOLLAND
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
ILLEGAL FISHING CALLS * The Christian Endeavor Convencome under the CompulsorySewer
and Rev. A. J. Rus are on today’s and adopted a resolutionto that
Girl
Is
Democrat, of New York, during
Ordinance.
tion Chorus, which is being develprogram. This evening Rev. Ed- point of the subject.
GAME WARDEN NAMES
D. H. Vande Bunte, presidentof
New York Legislature'ssesGranted.
ward Masselink of Grand Rapids
oped by the Holland Committee,
The house cats of Michigan the
the Michigan Christian Endeavor
sion which closed last week, vetoed
Clerk presented the following association, has issued a call to the
under
the
direction
of
Eugene
F.
will
speak.
probably
never
before
in
their
A man by the name of Lee Deck274 and approved 879. The New
applicationsfor license to operate unions in the state to gather for er of Allegan county, who was Heeler, will give a recital on Frio —
lives, individually
set ns nine each,
soft-drink parlor, etc.:— Model the forty-secondconvention at Hol- caught fishing out of season, “Pub- day evening. A recital will be giv- MISS RUTH DRUKKER. DAUGH- 12 MORE STATES LIFT SI’KKD|or in the lives of their numerous York legislatureis Republican.
Drug Store, Joseph D. Cota, John land June 26 Pi 29.
ancestors,have had so many hard
lic Pulses” the Allegan Gazette en on the organ in the Hope ChapTER OF THE LATE REV. D.
L1MITB
Tupper. Woolworth Co., Will Blom,
things said about them as they did
Detroitwon the silver loving cup with a half column tirade charging el Auditoriumon Thursday night,
DRUKKER
MARRIED
$12,000 in
H. E. Harrington, Chris Korose.
today. Even a minister of the gosby registering 114 more delegates the game warden who caught nim and all music lovers are urged to
Improved
automobiles
ami
highYESTERDAY
Granted.
than its quota. Quotas also have as being a fellow with a grudge attend both of these beautifully
ways are sounding the knell of pel arose and in his wrath and
Sailboat
Clerk presented the following been reached by Golden Chain. and one who whispers false re- planned programs. Everyone who
raked them fore and aft, and when
state
speed limits.
applicationsand bonds for licenses: Flint, Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids ports and points out that there is has once heard the organ in the
he
sat
down
he
left
their
hides
Miss Ruth Drukker, who was the
Few statutesnow carry echoes of
Will Blom to conduct pool and bil- and Muskegon unions.
to
plenty of illegalfishing on that chapel is sure to be present to hear guest of honor at a shower given the chattering horseless carriage, metaphorically speaking-hanging
liard room with American Surety
again
the
rendering
of
music
alAs one of the smallest of the “Sucker Stream” without the wardat Zeeland by Zeeland and Holland which was considered a menace at on the fence.
Co. as bondsmen.
The offensive was opened on the TWO CAR LOADS OF SMALL
group. Holland is the leader in the en going out' of his way to catch most divine in its beautv.The State folks last week, was happily mar- any speed, as new legislation
Granted.
Convention will be held in Holland ried at her home on Fountain St.,
question of “Enemies of Birds," by
WIND CRAFT UNLOADED
publicity campaign. Detroit is a him. He winds up as follows:
marks
an
upward
trend in speed
Michael Baehr as Junk Dealer, close second.
Merrick F. Blair, known throughTHERE
“I am also accused of catching June 26-29.
Grand Rapids, on Wednesday,June standards.
with Benj. L. Vandenberg and
out the state ns a hunter and one
4, to Mr. Frank De Jong of Orange
Hope Memorial chapel will serve bluegills before the season, which
Of
the
12
states
which
have
The largest single shipment of
Richard Va
~
fan Eenenaam
as sure- as convention headquarters.Chair- is a straight lie, and some of the
City, la., in the presence of her taken the most recent action,10 of the original conservationistsof
ties.
immediate relatives and intimate raised their limits, while two, Michigan. He let the cats and sailboatsever received at Spring
men of committeesare: General, fellows who’ would like to see LEGION DISTRICT DINNER
Granted.
friends. The
menus,
me ceremony was
was pro- Indiana ami Vermont, eliminated their owners in on this observa- Lake came in Tuesday in two carGeorge Schuiling; assistant,Lam- me pinched might be greatly surIN HOLLAND TONIGHT
loads, to the Barrett Boat Work*
C. Kalkman to construct side- bert Olgers; secretary, Anna A. prised if they knew who was realtion:
nounced by the bride’s brother, Rev. fixed standards entirely.
walks. with Dick Van Tatenhove Koeman; assistant,B. McGilvra; ly doing the illegal fishing on near
"There are no two sides to this from the Palmer Boat Works of
Raymond B. Drukker.
There
are now nine states that
Fontana, Wis. There were 13 Class
and John J. Good as sureties.
The next Fifth District meeting
Both brother and sister will be have no speed laws, Connecticut,case such as you might find in
treasurer. Jay DeKoning; assistant, by lakes.”
and E boats in the consignment,
Granted.
The Allegan Gazette - comes of the American Legion and Aux- well remembered in Holland school Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, court of law, therefore,to change Caggregating
A. A. Nienhuis; registration, Wilabout $12,000, which
the order of things. I want to ask
Clerk presentedcommunicationson Diekema; entertainment,Prof. back with the following very fit- iliary members will be held at Hol- and College circlesas being the
Montana, Vermont, Virginia, and if there is anyone present who have been purchased by Spring
from the MichiganBell Telephone Clarence Kleis; buildingsand ban- ting reply:
land on Friday, June 6, at 6:00 children of the late Rev. D. K. Wisconsin.
Lake and Muskegon boat enthuCo. requesting permission to in- quet, Rev. E. Paul McLean; pubwants to defend the cats?"
Sneaks and Game Wardens
o’clock in the Masonic Temple. This Drukker who for a number of years
Massachusettshas the lowest A dead silence. Then he con- siasts for racing on the two lakes
stall a Public Pay Station on the licity, Charles A. Gross; decora“Mr. Lee Decker complains else- meeting will be a joint meeting of was pastor of the Fourte»>ntnSt. standard, 20 miles an hour, while
ground floor of the City Hall.
tinued, “Cats destroy more birds this season.
tions, Mrs. R. B. Champion;guides where in today’s paper because he the Legion and Auxiliary posts of Christian Reformed Church of this Nevada has the highest fixed miniRobert Ferris, a rigger, accomthan any other known agency. No
Referred to Public Building Com- and ushers, George Mooi; recrea- was prosecutedfor violation, of this district.
city. Later the family moved to mum, 50 miles an hour.
panied the shipment and he with
one
has
ever
been
able
to
educate
mittee with power to act.
The dinner will be served at 7 :30 Kalamazoo and then to Zeeland
tion, L. N. Moody; music, E. F. the fish law (fishingwith net in
Where 35 miles an hour was the
Clerk presentedcommunicationHeeler, who is developing a con- Schnable creek) and intimates that with Al Joldersma acting us toast- where they also made many friends. most general limit a year ago, the a cat to leave the birds alone. The several Spring Lake men worked
“I know that some people con- feverishlyto get the boats rigged
from the Common Council of the vention chorus to give a recital game wardens are sneaks. There master. Wynand Wichers, a former Mrs. Drukker after the death of 12 states that maintain the figure
and in the water before Decoration
City of Detroit recommendingthat Thursday and Friday evenings.
is an old saying that one should Zeeland man, is scheduled to give Rev. Drukker moved to Grand Rap- as their standard are matched by aider cats pets. Well, all right, let
Day.
them
have
them.
I
think
that
the
the larger cities in the State sponan
address,
and
also
very
entertainids where the son is the pastor of an equal number that have 45
Special programs have been ar- “take a thief to catch a thief."
There are eight cat* or C boats
sor an amendmentto the State ranged for juniors>and intermedi- People who violate the fish and ing music is promised by the com- one of the large churchesthere, miles un hour as their limit. Nine day is close at hand when this
state should have a cat licensing valued at $660 apiece and five
Constitution whereby the cities ates, the junior rally to be led by game laws do it as secretlyas pos- mittee in charge.
having recently taken the charge, states have
40-mile-an-hour
law. We have to license our dogs, sloops or E boats, at $1,200. The
would receivea more equal repre- State Superintendent Catherine S. sible and hence equal caution
Because of the brief time avail- Mr. De Jong is the son of Mrs. standard.
and they don't do one-thousandth C’s are 20 feet long with five-foot
sentationin the State Legislature. Murdock and the intermediate by necessary to catch them. Mr. able for notice, reservations for B. De Jong of Orange City, Iowa,
the damage a cat does. Here in beam and carry 225 square feet
Referred to Mayor and City State Superintendent Sara E. Mc- Decker must have known that he all members have already been and is a 1930 graduateo*« Calvin
Rev. J. Ranting of the Immanuel
Owosso we not only have to license of sail. The E’s are 28 feet long,
Attorney with power to act.
Cullough and David Kay, president was violatinglaw in fishingin the sent in, so be there Friday, June 6, Seminary and will probablysoon Church has announced his topics
our dogs, but we have to keep five foot beam and carry 285 feet
Clerk presented communicationof the intermediate section.
way he did. Very few people in- at 6:00 p.m.
be inducted into the ministry.
for Sunday as morning, "Christ them off the streets. Before that of sail. The C's or cats, are gafffrom the Village of Saugatuck inOn the program will be Rev. Wil- deed violate those laws unknowOur High Priest."In the evening last order the dogs helped us keep riggod while the E’s are marconiviting the City of Holland to par- liam Hiram Foulkes of Newark, N. ingly. Mr. Plotts could not catch
ZEELAND BAND CONCERTS
Mr. Ranting will continue in the
rigged with jib and spinnaker.
ticipate in celebratinga Centennial J., vice president of the Interna- such fellows with a brass band; HOLLAND MEN ORGANIZE
BEGIN JUNE 13 series of sermons on the "Second the cat supply down, but now the The ships are trim with light
cats
are
increasing
by
leaps
and
and Homecoming in Saugatuck on tional Society of Christ in En- and it is not to his discreditthat
Coming of Christ,” using for his
CABINET-MAKING FIRM
blur decks, shiny hulls and spars
July 15, 16 and 16.
The American Legion Band at subject"The Hope of the Church." bounds or something like that.
deavor; Rev. W. P. Lovett of De- he ‘sneaks’ upon the depredators
"Grand Rapids has a cat Been* and trim white sails. The spinnakAccepted, and effort made to get troit, and Rev. Daniel A. Poling, in order to catch them. It does not
Zeeland
will open its summer series
o
The Cordonic Manufacturing coring law. We wanted one here, but ers are to be dyed in bright colors
as many citizensinterestedin at- presidentof the InternationalSoci- matter how many others have
An added feature of commence- the mayor said it would noeessi and as the fleet courses down the
poration is a new concern launched of free public concerts next week
tending as possible.
ety of ChristianEndeavor and done illegal fishing on that creek in Holland with Arthur A. Vis- Wday, June 13, at 8:15 p.m. in |ment week this year at Allegan will late the employment of another lake under a spanking breeze, they
Clerk presented Application and president of general synod of the nor for how long. Their illegal
scher as president. Other officers the band stand at the city park. Mr. i be the annual school meeting. This policemen to chase cats, and the will add a touch of color to the
Bond of Cornelius Last to con- Reformed Church in America.
action affords no excuse for Mr.
Rabbai says that during the winter will be held Monday evening, June
are: Vice president, W. Keene Jackcity couldn’tafford it. A state law picture.
struct sidewalks,with A. C. Keppcl
Saturday there will be an ora- Decker."
son; secretary, F. McDermott; the band had added an unusual 9, the earliest in history. Two trus- would create an ‘open season’ on
There are now some 28 sail
and John Vanden Broek as sureties. torical contest on “Christian Cititees, Harry L. Perrigo and Herman unlicensed cats. Why, Santiago boats in the Spring Lake fleet
treasurer,E. I). Smalley. The firm number of choice selections.
Granted.
zenship," under the direction of JUDGE CROSS ENDS UP WITH will manufacture furniture, radio
Vaupell, retire.
Calif., has an ordinance,and if an indicatinga revivalof this sport
Reports of Committees
A FINE CAREER AS JUDGE cabinets and condenserspeakers, YOUNG ZEELAND- HOLLAND
Sarah E. McCullagh of Detroit.
alley cat bothers you just call the such as has never been seen on
Committee on Ways and Means
COUPLE
WERE
QUIETLY
WEI)
Lowland farms and gardens in
The convention sermon will be
and serve as sales agency for comthis lake, even in the palmy day*
police and—”
The Michigan Supreme Court plete
to whom was referred'the request deliveredSunday morning by Rev.
Allegan County have suffered heavradio sets.
of 25 years ago when sailing was
of the Park Board for authority to
Henry Stoepker,son of John ily from frost of late last week, a
Hazen G. Werner of Detroit. He has just handed down a long list of
If all goes as has been mapped
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De Witt at its height.
erect a Comfort Station at Kollen also will give an address in the decisions on matters that were
Stoepker ut
of oocuuiu,
Zeeland,uiiu
and miHH
Miss marMar- check-up Monday revealed,
revealed. many
Many Mr. and Mrs. G. Petrocljcand Mr.
out, Holland will have another real
Park at a cost of not to exceed afternoon. The final rally will be carried up to the higher tribunal going concern.
guente Rycenga of Holland were cornfields, it is feared, wiM have and Mrs. Mart Nagelkerkof Zee
The calendar for the June session
$2000.00 over and above the $2500. held Sunday evening.
and it appears that former Judge
quietly married on a honey-moon to be replanted,while other crops
land attended the silver wedding of the Allegan circuit court has
now availablein this year’s approCross
ended
his
career
as
Circuit
o
trip to Indiana and returnedto were damaged severely.
celebrationof Mr. and Mrs. Jacob been issued. The term opens Monpriation, reported recommending
make their home with the
o
Rev. B. J. Danhof of Grand Ha- Court Judge of Ottawa and Alle- CHARLES M. McLEAN
Bloomers at Holland during the day and the jury will report a week
that the request be granted.
parents in Holland this week. The! \ telegram has been received
ven has accepted the call from the gan counties with a great deal of!
later. Eleven criminal case* are listIS
CHAIRMAN
OF
THE
past
week.
Adopted.
marriage came as a surprise to fr0m Rev. W. J. Van Kersqn.statDrenthe ChristianReformed church. credit. Of the eight cases sent up
ed, includingMaurice Robinson for
---HOLLAND FURNACE CO. friends and relatives alike.
Committee on Ways and Means This will be Mr. Danhofa third from this county, the Supreme
ing that he had arrived safely in
negligent homicide.
The
Allegan
city
council has
to whom was referred the petition pastorate since his entering the Court sustained Judge Cross in
San Francisco.
given
permission
to
the
Detroit
Moof Mr. Jacob Knutson requesting ministry in 1925.
seven of them and decided adverse
C. M. McLean, one of the direc- HOLLAND AND ZEELAND
Johannes Kats, who has been livan adjustmenton his paving on
BROTHERS SPEAK IN
tors of the Peoples State Bank, and
in but one.
o
WHAT ABOUT ELECTION DAYS tor club to place A. A. A. stop ing alone on his farm, one mile
signs in Allegan. Steps also have
West 16th St. due to a misunderMILWAUKEE, WIS.
Among the cases were the one long a member of the board, has
THIS YEAR?
northeast of Zeeland for several
HUDSONVILLE ELEVATOR
been taken for the future heating
standing in making the original
of Van Alsburg vs. Kooyers in a been elected chairmanof the board
years, was taken critically ill at
......
MAN
IS
ELECTROCUTED
of
the
library
building
from
the
This
being
general
election
year
assessment, reported recommend$14,000 bank matter. Another was of directors of the Holland Furnace Dr. Wm. J. Moerdyk of Zeeland,
his home last week and rushed to
plant
of
the
Griswold
Memorial
ing that both the paving assessthe Bolhuis Lumber & Manufactur-Co., according to an announcement together with his brother, Rev: J. in Michigan, here are three dates
the Zeeland hospital.Later he was
building, now under construction.
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water of ing Co. vs. Tubergen. Kooyers lives from the company. Other officers E. Moerdyk of Holland, left Wed- to keep in mind:
ments of Mr. Jacob Knutson and
removed to the home of his sister,
the Chas. Knutson estate be as- Holland was called to Hudsonville in Holland town and the personnel chosen are: A. H. Landwehr,presi- nesday for Milwaukee, Wis., where July 22— Last day for filing petiMrs. Agnes Faber, in Hr
sessed for the balance of the period where John Grit, manager of the in the last case are all from Hol- dent; Charles H. Landwehr, vice they will speak at a Moerdyk tions for nomination for United
H. H. Cook of Allegan has sold where he is still in a critical
States
Senator,
representatives
in
presidentand general manager;Ed- gathering in the First Ref. Church
of 9 years in accordance with the Farmer’s Co-operativeCo. was land.
his jewelry store to D. C. Holt of dition.
new assessmentas fixed on the electrocutedthis morning. The un- Judge Cross has now become a gan G. Landwehr,rice presidentin of Milwaukee. Rev. Wm. Moerdvk, Congress, Governor, Lieutenant- Sturgis, who will operate the place
o
1930 assessment roll, and the dif- fortunate man in some manner Holland citizen, having joined the charge of sales; John P. Kolia, vice D.D., twice held pastorates in this Governor, members of the Legisla- with his son, Fred.
On Sunday morning Rev. R.
o
presidentin charge of manufactur- church. The addresses they are to ture and county offices.
ference paid by the City of Hol- placed his hand on a charged wire Diekema-TenCate law office.
Van den Berg of Zeeland
Sept. 9— Primary election for
land.
furnishing power to the elevator
ing; Arthur W. Wrieden, treasurer.deliver at this meeting are interState Senator George B. Leland, preach on the theme, 'The
candidates
for
all
offices.
prominent fruit grower and veteran of Pentecost,”
Adopted.
machinery. Grit was found on the
The class of 1920 of Hope Col' and E. H. Sulkers,secretary. The spersed with reels, explaining and
legislator, will this week declare his Rev. Paul E.
Committee on Ways and Means floor dead by an office employee. lege is planning a reunion this year local plant has been enjoying a verv illustrating conditionsand customs Nov. 4 — General election day.
State conventions to nominate candidacyfor nominationfor an- College will
reported recommending that the Burns on the hand suggested the —their tenth birthday. The class fine business in spite of the stressful among the Arabs in Mesopotamia.
o
candidatesother than Governor and other term of office from the eighth
old slip and dock at the foot of 5th cause of the man’s death. He leaves will meet at Winants Chapel at 2:80 period which, according to reports
Berg ha* a
George and Henry Steffens drove Lieutenant-Governor must be held district, it was announcedhere to- to fill in the
Street be rebuiltand improved to a widow and four children and is P.M. (fast time) on Commencementfrom differentsections, are gradnot later than Sept 30.
day.
to Gary, Indiana, Thursday.
ually becoming better.
37 years old.
Day, Wednesday,June 18th.
(Continued on Page Four)
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This

Week

was

h Aitnui Brisbanb

A joint meeting and banquet of
the American Legion and Auxiliary

(Eatablished 1872)

More Planes for Navy
The Mothers Return

of the fifth district will be held tonight, Friday, at 6 o’clock, at the

52

pnbliahfd every Thoraday evening

_

Entered u Second Class Matter

—

TELEPHONE
Bufine*'

Office • •

5050

-

5-Billion Dollar Infant

Navy contracts for 62 llfc'litini
planes, torpedo and bombing aln
poats have been announced. TheJ
jtrlll

_

cost, for the 62 ships, $2,000,177:

For the price of one modern baP
tlesbip, with coalers and othei
equipment, the navy could buy 1,041
buch fighting planes. Altogether
they would require crewa smallei
than one battleship crew and would
electric thrill is quickening cost far less in upkeep than on*

RAPID CHANGES

ON THE FARM

An

Masonic Temple.
The W.C.T.U. will hold their last
meeting this afternoon, Friday, at
2:30. The ‘‘Blues"will give a program and furnish the lunch.
A surprise
held
... party was .
...in
honor of Mr. Ben Van Eyck at his
home on West Twenty-third street,

Mr. Ford’s Recipe

at the port office at Holland, Mich.,
vndtr the act of Congress, March,

battleship.

agriculture.There are 150,000
And one such bombing plan*
miles of electric lines now in servcould sink any battleshipor othei
ice furnishing current for farm ship

afloat.

i

*

This nation needs at the least mi
•ccurred so rapidly that the num- air fleet of 6.000 llghlingplanes'
with an adequate fleet under water:
ber of electricity users added to the

uses. These rural extensions have

rural group during the past eight

Peshawar Is a long way front
years is about equal to the total Buckingham palace, and once It)
number of buyers of current at the ‘would have 1*0011 painful, slow worh
frnhiliiincnatives in those far
far offl
end of the first quarter century of jsubduing
, .,
the history of the electric light and
Hut now the dull thud of explod*
power industry in this country.
ing Koyal Air Force bombs !s heard
This rush order for more “juice" In the hiding places of Haji and Ids.
may have its influence in providing Mohammedan tribesmen, rebelling
n gainst Britain. And Haji s forces
more jobs in the cities.The introare melting away.
duction«>felectricity at first means
Allah and his prophet are great,
only better lights. But with the hut they offer no weapons to flghtj
new light turned on, all sorts of flying machines.

valleys.

NEWS

HOPE GRADUATION WILL BE ZEELAND CLUB HAS NEW
HEAD, PLANS MANY THINGS
HELD IN MEMORIAL
CHAPEL INSTEAD
Willard L Claver, postmaater,
OF CARNEGIE

NEWS

32 W. 8U» St
Holland, Michigan

1897.

THE HOLLAND CITY

^

Hope

college wil| graduate a
class of 97, the largest in its history, at the senior commencement
June 18. Exercises will be held in
Hope Memorial chapel instead of
in CarnegieHall as has been the
custom.
Class orators will be: Herman
Anson Kruisengaof Spring liake,
Stanley Ver Hey of Holland, Lois
Elizabeth DeWolf of Rochester, N.
Y., Ernestine Florence Kleerekoper
ot Friesland, Wis., and Marvin
Henry Kuizenga of Holland, who
will deliver the valedictory.

elected Tuesday to succeed
John Dethmers as presidentof the
city’s only businessmen’s club,
the Exchange club. J. N. Clark was
elected first vice-president, George
Cabal) second vice president, Henry
Derks third vice-president,P. T.
Moredyk, treasurer^ The club indorsed supervisedplay for the summer and presented a petition to the
council to take measuresto assure
pasteurized milk for Zeeland In the
near future. Plans are to stage the
annual picnic at the city park June

the occasion being his 41st birth10.
day anniversary.Mr. Van Eyck received many beautifulgifts. Games
The commencement of the colpatent was granted to R. F.
were played and dainty refreah- lege high school will be held June
Elzinga and P. Elzinga in a
ments were served. The out-of-town 16. A class of nine will be gradrazor patent, according to a disguests were Mrs. Nellie Loogen- uated.
patch from Washington. Both are
jjoed of Way land, Mrs. Carl FenThe baccalaureateservicewill be Holland men.
ner of Lansing,Roy Lohuis and held June 15. Rev. F. F. Shannon,
family of Hudsonville and Richard pastor of Central church, Chicago,
Beans, early potatoes, tomatoes
Nies ‘ and Martin Weersing and will preach the sermon.
families of Zeeland.
The meeting of the board of trus- and other vegetationin this section
suffered heavily from frost WedBETTY STILLSON
Mrs. L. C. Cotvs whs pleasantly tees will be held June 17, the connesday night. Small fruit escaped
surprisedat her home Tuesday eve- vocation of the Alumni association
The young lady whose picture ning. the occasion being her 78th June, 17 and the business meeting serious damage.
appears above is one of the ve
wedding anniversary. The evening of the Alumni associationJune 18.
bright pupils of Saugatuck big
Several prizes and degrees will
"Flower pickers" constitute the
was spent in singing songs and
school. She has received 3.14 honor
Dutch psalms. A social evening was be awarded at the senior com- latest class to be listed as causes of
points and will be the valedictorian enjoyed and refreshmentswere mencement.
forest fires in Michigan. Within
at the graduatingexercisiesto- served.The following children and
the past two weeks forest fire
CONTRACTOR DYKE SAYS I wardens have listed camp fires of
night.
grandchildren were present: Mr.
ALLEGAN HALL DONE
flower pickers us causes of two forand Mrs. E. L. Cotts. Louis and
est fires.
OCTOBER 1
John D. Cotts, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

\

2

liam Vredenburg,Mr. and Mrs. S.
Everything points now to
__ the
G. Verburg, George and Louis VerJacob Meeboer was elected fire
Grif
burg, Mr. and Mrs. H. Blink all completion of the Allegan Griswold
chief at Zeeland, Wednesday. Meefrom Holland and Mr. and Mrs. H. Memorial auditorium by the con- boer is a veteran in the service.
L. Hoeksema from Grand Rapids. traded date, Oct. 1.
He has been in the department
The building is up to the point from the time of the man-drawn
where
the second floors have been vehicle to the motor-driven auto
Mias Cornelia Rooks, a brnkDtopoured and laid and the workmen' truck.
desirable helpers begin to offer
erllr
be, was honored with a miscellanThe first party of 127 Gold Star
eous shower at the home of Mr. now are ready to carry the mason
themselves.
Mothers, having seen the graves of|
higher. Construction now is
and Mrs. Robert Newhouse at work
Miss Nellie Breen, daughter of
There are few processes on the their dead sons, are on their way
mainly around the stage, which ia]
Holland
Saturday
evening.
The
Mr. and Mrs. John Breen, plans to
farm that can not be quickened by home.
to be a large one, with modern
evening was spent in a general
leave Holland in July for Nigeria,
They were too early for the pop
lighting and equipment the Allegan
the use of electricity. In Sweden,
good time and a two-course lunchto become associatedwith Miss Jopies, at >out which pretty war poems
Community
Players
are
providing
where rural electrificationhas were written, but they saw the
eon was served by the hostess. The
hanna Veenstra in mission work at
out of funds accumulated from proguest of honor was the recipient of
Lupwe. She will represent the Sureached remarkable development, white crosses row on row, each
staged in severalyears. In
many fine gifts. Those present ductions
dan mission.Miss Breen is a gradplows are drawn across the fields 'marking the grave of a dead Aiucrlthe basement will be a gymnasium
were Miss Cornelia Rooks. Mrs. Aluate of Holland High School and
by portable motor tractors taking can soldier.
40x80 feet, the boiler room, fuel
bert Johnson, sr., Mrs. Ben Johntook courses at Hope college, Westroom
and a mezzanine floor for the
their current from trolleys. , prpsi(1<infHoover aml the Navy
son, Mr«.« Herman Johnson, Mrs.
ern State Normal and Moody Bible
balconies and locker rooms for
Wm. Elenhaas, Miss Maggie Johninstitute.
But the greatestuse of electric- 1 jpp,, r
are 10 Ik* congrniulajed;
women apd men.
son. and Miss Fanny Johnson, all
ity on the farm is as chore boy.
,he decision to allow our subOn the first floor is the main auof Zeeland: Mrs. Martin Johnson
Marriage license applications
It pumps water, turns the feed . marine 0-12 to take part in Nr
ditorium,50x60 feet, with a seating
of Grand Rapids: and Mrs. Robert
have been received at the county
capacity of 500. The balcony will
Newhouse of Holalnd.— Zeeland provide seats for 250. On this floor clerk’s office from the following:
*“rkore,n,"n,"on
Leonard A. Roberts, 21, Holland,
the hay, hatches chicks ami pre- Eventually our fleet of submaRecord.
is to be a lounge room 22x45 feet,
pares their feed, milks the cows, Spine, will' be made useful in peace
which will be the real show place and Winifred May Brockharek, 18,
Lansing;Henry G. Bovenkerk, 25,
refrigeratesthe milk and operates through explorationof the oceans,,
BOER-VANDERPLOEG
of the handsome structure. A soaHolland, and Hester A. Ossewarde,
I«eus, lakes and land under them.
HELEN K RE ACER
WEDDING PERFORMED AT cious porch is provided off this 27, Allegan: Arthur J. Fournier,
the churn.
room.
The
contractor is Frank
The demand prompted by these ‘ Engineers and surveyorswill map
SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH
39, Grand Havfcn, and Rhea Belle
Miss Helen Kreager received an
Dyke of Holland and former Judge
Heiser, 33, Caledonia; P. Anthony
new rural wires will be for ma- out the mountains and valleys lying average of 3.07 honor points and
Orien S. Cross now of Holland is
very pretty wedding was
Weller, 21, Holland, and Dorothy
has been selectedthe salutatonan.
chines and more machines. The pes- .under the ocean.
head of the building committeeand
M. Bliss, 18, Holland.
i And the future will *ee submarine, These two talented Saugatuck solemnized at Sixth Reformed is in charge of the
*
simist should get a thrill out of
prospectors,searching for mines1 girls have filled nearly every re- church Tuesday evening at 6:30
such contemplation.
and oil wells, below the water, com-; sponsible positionduring their o’clock when Miss Bernice Vanderpeting with modern prospectors, high school career— from class ploeg. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the Useful Plants
Stow searching for treasure and oil' presidents or vice-presidents to Bert Vanderploeg, and Dennis M.
members of the student council. Boer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Came to Mankind
cfor nations by airplane.
They were also prominent in the Boer of Zeeland, were united in
f,T.E. STEWARD
marriage. Rev. John Vanderbeek,
The lazy housewife who lets dish- : Russia’s government lakes over 1 Senior Class play cast.
WJfU Smtc*
pastor of Sixth Reformed church,
ea pile up for two or three days ‘the exploitation of the gold fifldflj
the impressiveceredo the Una and Yakhutskregions.
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM performed
and then washes them all in one
Cabbage
mony before a beautifulsettingof
Of all government enterprises,
AT SAUGATUCK
nalms, ferns and spring flowers. A KTER examining a long series
fell swoop need not apologize any the hunt for gold would be least.
Bernard Vanderbeek played the 4E 0f plants that originated In
more. On the contrary,she should Successful,probably. Baccalaureate address last Sun- wedding march after which Mrs. warm climates. In Asia, or the anbe proud of herself. For it is anHenry Ford says people must day by Rev. Dr. J. C. WiUita of Ruth Eding very ably sang "0. cient coontrles of the Mesopotanounced by the University of ChiPromise Me," and “The Beautiful mian region, it Is refreshing lo
Holland.
keep up their plrlta, American
Program During Meek at
cago that she is far more efficient
Garden."
come to one that Is • native of
(fannersmust develop mass producSaugatuck
The bride, who was given in mar- northwestern Europe. And cabthan the busy, bustling woman who
itlon aa American factories do,
Salutatory ...............Helen Kreager riage by her father, looked very
cleans up after every meal:
wages must not be cut, and every- Class History ............. Nina Howard charming in a gown of white satin bage seems properly enough to It*
usually found in
a native of the shores of the North
body must be cheerful
r The universitysays:
Piano Solo ........ GenevieveWright with slippers to match. She car- sea, near to the regions with which
much higher priced clothes is
"Tests conducted in the domestic
Class Will ......
Alfred Gilman ried an arm bouquet of calla lilies sauerkraut and the general use of
, Sound advice for everybody ex- Class Prophecy
and bride’s roses tied with white cabbage as a food plant teems to Only one of the salient featscience department prove that it is
jeept the man out of a Job. and the
Aurelia A. Partridge chiffon.
be most naturally associated. ures of our suits. You will find
much more efficientto let the dirty fanner, who doesn't know how to
Miss Jeanette Willink. maid of Cabbage has been found wild on
Music ...... High School Orchestra
dishes pile up in the sink until get mass productionout of 50 acres. Valedictory ...............Betty Stillson honor, wore a gown of light green
the Island of Helgoland. In Den- the quality and workmanship
Mr. Ford lets the workmen stand
there is a good big stack before
silk georgette with slippers to mark, the islands of the English of
“America"
Clothes” far
match. She carried an arm bouquet channel, and In southern England
they are tackled with soap and still while their work passes In Invocation
front of them. The farmer can't
superior
to
those
selling elseof
sweet
heart
roses.
Music. ............... Mrs. Grace Sawdon
and Ireland. With the possible exwater."
stand still and make the rows of
Miss Henrietta Boer, who served ception of the onion, which may where at much higher prices.
Dr. S. Arthur Cook
That’s revolutionaryenough, but corn or cows pass in front of him. Address .............
Music ...........High School Orchestra as bridesmaid,was becomingly have l>een wild there In remote preMary Heiner and N. M. Venter,
But Henry Ford Is a genius and
Fashion is no longer regowned in an orchid colored silk historic times, cabbage is Hi? first
Presentationof Diplomas
two of the universityinvestigators,
may find a way.
Supt. L. H. Waugh fiat crepe frock, with slippers to food plant native to this district stricted to the few, but is now
added:
match. She carried a bouquet of that has been considered in the
Benediction
"Dishes don’t need to be wiped
within easy reach of every
Wall street believes that J. P.
Claudius Pernet roses.
present series.
and polished.Just let 'em stand
Morgan, most powerful figure In NOW ALLEGAN WILL
Little
Miss
Jovce
Bender,
who
Botanical
Investigations
that
nr*
man who desires to be welland the air will do a much better
American finance, is perfectingan
HOLD TWO FAIRS was dressed in yellow and Christine accepted as authentic place this dressed. Cost is a vanished
job than a grouchy husband with
enterprisethat will make his late
Meeboer,who wore a nink frock, plant also along the shores of the
an apron about his middle."
After holding annual fairs for were the flower girls. They carried Mediterraneanns an Indigenous barrier; you are now able to
Women, naturally consenative, father's big steel company look like
a modest Investment.
77 years, the Allegan County Agri- baskets of rose petals. Little War- s|>eelos, especiallynear Nice amt
may disagree.Men will herald that
The new enterprise, called in Wall cultural society is planning an inno- ren Eding and Jeffry Wiersum, Genoa. In the wild state It buy “Jerrold Clothes of Charstatement as the dawning of a new
street slang. "United Corp^‘ plans
era. For generations they have a flve-billioo-dollnrcorporation to vation this year when two fairs will who were dressed in white linen haunts the seacoast, Just as acter” at one low price ol
sailor suits, were ringbearers,each we found the potato to do In
blown it was true, but they have include practicallyeverything In be held.
A homecoming celebration will be carrying a ring in a small basket. Chile and Peru. No trace of
lacked scientific backing. — Chicago
the way of public utilities in the
Harold Boer, brother of the cabbage growing wild has come
staged July 3, 4 and 5, both day
American.
North Atlantic region.
and night, with horse races, danc- groom, acted as best man. The out of Hie East, where so many
Steam power, water power, gas ing, vaudeville,athletic contests, ushers were John Vanderploeg. food plants originated. It Is much
and the great distributing agencies' midway attractions,trapshooting Elmer Boer. Donald Vanderploeg, grown in all civilized parts of the
would all be under one lint.
globe suitable to Its culture,but
ami Harold Gemmill.
and fireworks on the program.
Rev. and Mrs. John H. Brug- has been Introducedexcept In the
New to this section will be the
Mr. Ralph Budd, presidentof the daylight fireworks presentation gers of Coopersville were master places already described.
Great Northern railway, with his July 4. Half of the agricultural and Mistress of Ceremonies. Rev.
Use of cabbage as a food Is exson and some first class railroad hall is being fitted with a good floor Bruegers was the former pastor tremely ancient. Science deduces
engineers,has sailed for Europe,to for dancing purposes.
from the various names given It
of Sixth Ref. church.
he met by representativesof the
After the ceremonv two hundred that It was in use ns a food In
The buildings are being sprayed
Soviet commissar of railways at and painted and things made ready guests gathered in the church par- western Europe prior to the Invathe Russian frontier. Mr. Budd will
for the coming fair and for the reg- lors for a reception.The Brandt sion of the Aryans, supposed prodevote a year to planning reorgan- ular fair to be held Aug. 26 to 29. School of Music had charge of the genitors of most of the present
ization ot Russian railwayson
white race. It probablywas a
program.
60 East 8th St.
^American lines.
Mr. and Mrs. Bo?r left on a hon- Stone age food In Europe, ellber as
HOLLAND
PROMINENT
AT
^ This shows that Russia knows WEDDING ALSO ENTERTAIN eymoon trip through Kentucky af- a cultivatedvegetableor as found
George Gooseling, Mgr.
wo nettling about business, whatever
IN HONOR OF BRIDE TO BE ter which they will make their In wild state and gathered.Just ns
you may think of her policies and
home in Forest Hills, Pittsburgh, we today gather many wild foods,
social theories.
Miss Leone Oilman, daughter of Pa., where Mr. Boer is engaged as berriesand nuts particularly.
Another Indicationthat cabbage
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Oilman, Fair- an electrical engineer in the Wes. Not Including real estate, the mount at. Grand Rapids, whose tinghouse plant.
Is distinctly European tic* in the
|late Rodman WannniakerIVIt marriage to Dr. F. G. Lindemulder
fact that It is In Europe where most
jSOD.OUO.UUO,according to bis execu- of Ann Arbor will be an event of HOLLAND UNIT INVITES
of the new varieties of this plant
tors. More interestingthan the June 26 at the Oilman home at 4
VANDENBERG AND M ARKS have been developed.Three varieties were mentioned by the Greek
size of his fortune Is the fact that o’clock, has chosen Miss Bess Enghe worked hard almost to the day lish as her maid of honor. Dr. W.
Invitations have been extended to writer. Theophrastus;twice that
of his death, at his own business, \V. Duemling of Fort Wayne, Ind., First Asst Postmaster Gen. Cole- number by Pliny, while In the midand at promotion o! aviation.In will be groomsman. Little Phyllis man of Washington,U. S. Senator dle of the last century. DrCandolle
^which lie was a pioneer, and other Oilman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Vandcnberg and Cong. enumeratedthirty well-established
,work Important to the public.
R. C. Olmtan, Chicago,will be Carl E. Manes to sneak at the an- kinds of cabbage In Europe.
Investigatorswho have tried to
(' It Is w hut a man docs, not what flower girl and Mr. and Mrs. G. nual convention of the Michigan Ashe has that counts.
Marvin Brower, Holland, brother- sociationof Rural Letter Carriers trace Hie origin of plants by studyin-law and sister of the bride-elect, here Julv 22-24. Headouarters will ing their names have brought to
Now, for the first timr, you
JVESYONE ncH.
Pnrb
may purchase lovely figured
Encouragingnews from London will complete the wedding party as be in Warm Friend Tavern and light the fact that In the anj nblr fur nrfM>n»l (••rrr-|minlcnc.
cient Indo-Germanictongue the
1 Pont TONTINE in interestsays "business girls” are lighting master and mistress of ceremonies. meetingsand the banquet in Ma*,,, . and glrli ut ll lor ihrmra and
word "karnmbba" meant cabbage.
inf, all-over patterns. Figured 1 Jung skirts. The abort skirt ropre- Rev. J. A. Dvkstra will officiate at sonic Temple.
nthrr aaliool Tfc«-bu.loe.. «u»n
Spelled differently a word of simlakr. ll on hi. Ira.rla.
du Pont TONTINE, like regular | Wilts common sense, comfort, the sen ice. Mrs. Brower was hostilar
pronunciation
“caramba."
Is
a
l*i «.»hon^«*oihl.wiarl Hill*mafhl"^
TONTINE, la a window ahadr ihcultli. and doe« not drag iu germs. ess at a bridge tea in her home ALLEGAN 4-H CLUB
Ihai romr* In toeral beantlfnl color
terprouf, aun -proof
that ts waterproof,
Rich women should set an ex- in Holland Thursday afternoon,
CHANGES ANNOUNCED Spanish expression of disgust. It
combination':
may
have
meant
“old
cabbage
when
the
guests
numbered
sixteen.
and truly washable. And. of
ample by refusing lo wear dragging,
bead" In ancient times, s meaning
coarse, it will not crack, "pi"~
dqst collecting skirts,or to be domAllegan county 4-H club chamwhich had disappeared from the
hole" or fray. It comes in six
inated by the whims of dressmaker*. NINE HOLLAND STUDENTS
pions are announced as follows:
ejaculationas It Is used today.
lovely patterns, especially approGRADUATE AT CALVIN
Clothing, first year, Hattie Burch,
COLLEGE Pullman;second year, Doris Fruo, I®. ll)l. Wciurn MWKptptr Uitoo.)
priate for carrying out decoraSclenllsls of 1.0 well observatory
tive ac hemes in the bedroom,
Honk ins; third vear. Irma Radare s.ijq to have selecteddie name
aun-porch and kitchen.
The Calvin College at Grand
•Tluto" for Hu* m-w comet. They Rapids held their commencement seek. Beechdale school: fourth year.
Theae TONTINE shades are ••hould make another selection.
Margaret Campbell, Hopkins: fifth
exercises Tuesday evening at which
figured on one aide only, the
An American, Professor l.owcll, time nine Holland students and vear, Margaret Hughes. Pullman;
utker aide bring plain. This 'predicted the discovery of the
demonstrationteam, Corlan Irey
one from Zeeland received their and Elizabeth Radseck. Beechdale
allow* you to complete a colorplanet ; another American discovdiplomas.
cnei
ful decorativescheme
inside
school: judging team, Marie Dubai
ered It. It Is. therefore, an American
Those of Holland who graduated and VirginiaAltenhurg, Pullman
without affecting the uniform 'planet and should have been named
were
J.
Drost,
Martin
Huizenga,
appearance of the outside.
ehool; style show, Mildred Bekke,
t'-ir Newton, whose law made the
John Hamberg Schall, Menno Baas.
'Phone today and one of our Idiscovery possible, or for Washing- Christine Holkeboer, Andrew Bak- Douglas school;health, Hazel VoeSuits in the latest Models
keis. East Saugatuck;hot lunch,
repreaentativeswill gladly call ‘ton. Jefferson,Lincoln, Hoover or
ker, Donald Henrietta J. Beukeipa,
Kenneth
Galbreath. Pullman;
with aamples of these delightful, •Theodore Roosevelt,
William Frankema and Catherine
isdes.
c 1)10 br Kins Krai Urea SyndlcaU. Inc.)
bow, decorative window shi
handicraft,first vear; Harry ThomSelles, all of Holland, and Glenn
as, Iddles school: second vear. JoJulius
Fyncwever
of
Zeeland.
D—Urtlor
seph Dubns, Pullman; third vear,
Miss Catherine Sclles, daughter
Arrow Trump White
Oren Burch. Pullman; health, Oren
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Sellcs, lias
Burch, Pullman.
Broadcloth Shirts
Quaint Youngster*
been secured by the local Christian
A city child, visiting her grand schools to teach Pext fall. Miss
MEYER CO. TAKES
mother'llfarm, asked: “Grandma Selle* will sail next week for a trip
TM WASHABLE
ON THOR WASHER
which are the apples that keep the to Europe with her parents.
WINDOW SHAPE
doctor away?"
Fred Mever of the Mever Munic
White Kid Pumps for Ladies
Sold exclusivelyat
Another city child, op seeing a
Laugh for the Bride
House, a firm establishedin 1872,
apeckledtrout for the first time, ex
Snappy
Oxfords for
It must he hard for a bride to states that bis firm h«s taken the
claimed: “Oh, mother. It's got tinkeep from hitighing right mil loud- agency for the Thor Washer, that
Latest novelties in Neckwear.
Co- measles.*’A third, who was In (Im during the ceremony when she free demonstrations are being
burn with her father, seeing h
thinks
how
she
bus
let
the
groom
given as to the merits of this'-Mi*pitchfork,sshl: “Daddy, 1 rpo#*believe he has had fo drag her up brated home clothes cleanier^Full
214-216 River Ave.
that’s what the horses e«t their hay
Co.
with, hot where’* tb* knife thm to the altar when he didn’t hove announcement is mgde on page 1,
any
more
chance
than
a
rnhhlt
of
section
2.
of
this
issiic.-aEducnMich. goe* with Itr
getting awny.— CincinnatiEnquirer. tional Publicity.

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium

Holland

of

Neat & Grocery Specials for Saturday.
Tender Boiling

Beef ...............- • •

.

.

......

12^c

100 pet. Pure Pork Sausage ...................lltoc
Fresh Made Hamburger ....................... 16c
Sugar Cured Bacon Squares
Sugar Cured Picnic Hams

Home

•

.

...........

........

.-y

.

•

15c

.................. 15c

Dressed Veal. Shoulder Roust ............ 22c

Sliced Boiled Shoulder .........................25c
Sliced

Veal

Loaf

............................
25c

Cream Longhorn

............. 23c

or Brick Cheese

Fresh Churned No.

1

Creamery

Butter ..........

33c

Fresh Dressed Chicken ........................32c

Government Inspected Meats.

—

Groceries of

National Repute.

We

anywhere in
cents. Phone 2941

deliver any order C. 0. D.
the City for 5

Buehler Bros.,

Inc.,

34 W. 8th

HOLLAND, MICH.
PHONE 2941

I

I

i

FOR SALE

sr

Van Landegend Estate
Lot 67

ft.

8

in.

Beautiful Location

A

1 block

funds.

west

of

Cily Hall

How

DIRTY DISHES

For Graduation

House must be sold to

settle estate.

Suit

Values

119

W. 11th

St.

Supreme

j

STYLE

FORD

“JERROLD

_

_

m

Ammonium

Sulphate

L1ZER

FERT1

for Farms, Gardens, Orchards,

Greens, Lawns, Shrubs
10 and

52

100-

pound Sacks

Holleman-De Weerd Auto Co.
Corner River and Seventh St. Holland, Mich.

The Jerrold Co.

1

THE.

'e/coaie

gift

New! Figured
Window Shades

JUST

ARRIVED

1

BM

For

BOOKSTORE

A Complete Assortment

Furniture.

Graduation

$18.50 and

Chair?, Rockers, Settees

Make your selection

up

early.

Pontine

$1.95 each

JAS, A.

Lokker-Rutgers

.

*

BROUWER

CO.

The Old Reliable Furniture Store

Men

Brouwer

of Rustic

212-216 River

NEWS

1

Ave.,

Holland,

DOLLAR PER YEAR.

MichN

THE HOLLAND CITY
ZEELAND

Local

News

A regular shoot was held at the
Holland Rifle club Tuesday night at
which time Mart Klomparensmade
the highest score which was 48.
Simon Helmus made a score of 47,
while George Vrieling’sscore was

BUILD HOG HOUSE FOR SOLID COMFORT

Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P.
Staal, West McKinley St., Tuesday, June 3, a son, Kenneth; to
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Van Dyke, of
Beaverdam, Monday, June 2, a
son; to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Westveld, Taft ave., Zeeland, Wednesday, May 28, a son, Roger Jay.

Straw Between House* Will Keep Brood
and Litter Warm

Miss Cecil Komejan entertained

45.

the pupils of her school Saturday
afternoonat her home on East
Miss Mabel Bauhahn of the HolMain st., Zibland.Many games
land City State bank is enjoying a
were played and prizes were won 'I
vacation.
by Ruth Nyenhuis, John Nelson)'
Mr. and Mrs. L. Geibe have been Kaslanderand Henry Brink. Thej
called to Knox, Indiana,on account pupils presented their teacher with
of the death of Mrs. Geibe’s uncle. a beautiful,colored, framed picWilliam L Eaton was in Chi- ture. Miss Jean Nyenhuis, teacher
cago on business.
of the upper grades, and Mrs. Arie
Van Dyke took their cars and||
Mrs. Lydia Knooihuizenhas re- brought the pupils from the school.
turned after spending the winter in Refreshments were served by Mrs. 1
Melbourne, Florida.
J. Komejan.

Miss Bertha Huizenga, Mr. and
Mrs. Duke Huizenga and children,
among the several guests entertainedon Decoration Day by Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Van Jerswaag of Spring Lake.

all <>f Holland, were

wake up the locals, and, though the
visitorsput up a splendid game
with a real threat in the closing
inning, held them to the lone score.
Rich Wentzel was in fine form, allowing 7 scattered hits and striking out 13 men. Haan and Gryzen
formed the battery for the visitors.
Another lunch before they tackle
the Boosters of Holland.
Dr. J. R. Wiggers and family of
Grand Rapids visited Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Lam pen Sunday.
Geo. Kolean and family of Holland spent last week Thursday at
the Jack Nieboer home.
Mr. and

Joe Hagelskamp,

Mrrf.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Scott of Grand
Rapids motored to Gull Lake Memorial Day to meet the latter’s
children,Mr. and Mrs. B. Hay of

QUITTING! QUITTING!
BTISUXTESS!
That

for n surprise party in her honor.
This party was given as a kitchen
shower, and the bride-to-be received many very useful gifts for
the kitchen.

just

what the

HOLLAND BOOT SHOP
—

Mr. and Mrs. John Frericks of
Fremont spent Sunday at the Geo.
Schievink home.
Mrs. M. Hoffs and child were at
the home of their parents, Mr. and

(tin

tit

anti#,

AT—

coJdtt

tm
Ethel June, the little one-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.l|
Mrs. Herman Brower, last Friday
Vereekc, passed away at her home/
and Saturday.
on North Elm street, Zeeland, on 'I
Mrs. Clarence Mason of MuskeMonday morning after a lingering
gon is spending several days with
illness. Besides her parents,she is *
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mason.
survived by her two little sisters,
The closing event of the school
Dorothy Mae and Ruth Aileen. The'',
Guard rails or fenders, about program took place Saturday when
funeral services were held at the T'HE A-trpe individualhog ho use
eight inches in width, should be pro- the annual picnic was held on the
rnnon ' A ““T ** «ptt warm and comfortcomfc
home on Wednesday afternoon.
u/Si' table for the brood sow and her lit- vided in each house used aa * far- schoolground. The children were
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg officiating,
and interment was made in Zee- ter, states the Blue Valley Cream- rowing pen, about nine inches from busy with contests and races and
ery Institute,by packing straw the floor. In an A-type house, with were given free refreshments of
land cemetery.
between and behind individual its slantingsides, such guard rails lemonade, ice cream and cake to
The committeein charge of the or colony type hoghouses. The should be placed against both front keep them in shape. The teachers
Childfrcn’sDay exercisds \n Ithe houses should be placed side by side and back walls inside. They pre- have announced the followinghonor
Second Ref. Church, Zeeland, an- in a row facing south or east, ac- vent the sow crushing her pigs roll: High School— Ivan Roggen,
nounce that the day will be ob- cording to prevailing winds. A tem- against the side of the pen when ; Edna Dangremond, Eleanor Drenserved this year during the Sunday porary fence constructedabout four Rhe lies down.
ten, Elta Borgman, Harriet Van
Farrowinghouses maintained at Doornink, Mae Slotman; 8th grade:
School session on Sunday, June or five feet behind the houses and
IB. A good program is being pro- the same distance away from the a temperature between 60 and 60 , ( iaricV Brink, Doris Maatman,
pared andall are' invited to
»bove degrees F. is desirable for pig com- Florence Brower; 7th grade: Marillustration,makes it possible to in- fort Allowing pigs to become
gnrott Roggen, Mildred Strabbing;
Sunday, 9:30 n.m., the regular sulate the nausea so that they will
crushed,chilled or frosen is costly. fith grade: Adelaide Maatman, MilSunday School assembly, followed hold heat and at the same time proby the Children's Day program; tect them from cold winds. If avail- A small, coal-burningstove or one dred Kaper, Grada Tanis; Intermediate room: Thomas Zcerip,
10:30 a.m , preaching service. No able, tar paper, roofing or other or two lanterns,dependingupon
Marvin Van Doornink, Viola Lohservices at the church cn Sunday waterproof material can be placed the weather and the aise of the pen,
man, Norma Fisher, Justin Johnevening. Sendees at Holland at against the lower portion of the can be used to raise the temperason, Hilda Rankens: Primafy
2:20 p m. Sunday in the big tent houses between the straw and the ture so that farrowing may safely
room: Thomas Zeerin,Marvin Van
take place.
is located at the corner of side* of the bouses.
i

g%\

intends to

/

|

do. We are

closing out our ENTIRE STOCK at unheard
ever you could make money it is now
by laying in a supply of shoes for your
family, here is the chance.

of prices.

ss

AVENUE

RIVER

232

1

If

j

All

'

Miss Della Hoekje, of Spring
Lake, v/hose marriage to John
Wagner will take place this month,
has been the guest of honor at two
showers within the past week. A
miscfllaneousshower was given by
a number of her friends last
Wednesday evening at the home of
Mrs. R. J, Kruizenga, where Miss
Hoekje was presented with an umbrr'la full of lovely gifts. The evening was spent playing games at
wh'ch prizes were won by Mrs. Ellis Nixon nnd Mrs. Edwin Balgooyen. On Monday afternoon, a number of relativesof Miss Hoekje,
from Overisel, arrived at the home
of Rrv. and Mrs. C. Lepeltak, Jr.,

is

Cincinnati.

[

Mr. and Mrs. John Y. Huizcnga.

Sow

NEWS

attend.

which

Goods are plainly marked.

And we assure you that the figures are

WAY WAY
Drop

in and find out about

it

down.

and be surprised and convinced.

HOLLAND BOOT SHOP
232 River

Avenue

Opposite Post Office

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Doornink.Viola Lonman, Norma

Twenty-second street and Harrison
Fisher. Justin Johnson, Hilda Ranavenue. 7:30 p.m., preaching serkens; Primary room: Chester Danvice also in the tent. Evangelistic
gremond, Aleta Eding, Evelyn
serviceswill begin Monday night, Brower, Louise Does, Gladys Schro- mistress. Lawrence Maxam of the
June 9, ‘at 7:30 o’clock in the big tenboer, Stanley Schrotenboer, Seniors spoke for his class. Piano I-ampen, Wilma Nyenhuis, l^eon
Roggen, Dorothy Sale. Moneita
tent. Services will continue every Bertha Mae Westenbroek,Eileen duet, Harriet Van Doornink and
night nnd on Sunday.
Boes, Kenneth Boes, I^itny De Eleanor Drenten; reading, Alvin Slotman. Elaine Zcerip. The following pupils were neither tardy nor
The first homegrown strawber- Zeeland Nutrition Class No. 1 Witt, Richard De Witt, Virginia Strabbing;vocal, Elta Borgman. absent during the year: Harold
The
airplane
(a)
Modern
Methods,
ries now are on the Allegan market. meets this Friday afternoon,June Spierenburg. Jack Spierenburg,
Brink, Aleta Eding, Juelln Eding,
The first offerings brought 28 cents 6. at two o’clockat the home of Floyd Padding, nnd Jane Vene- Henry Schutmaat; (b) A View Mary Brink, Marvin Lutigheid,
klasen.
Delicious
refreshments
from
Above,
Dr.
W.
Robinson;
(c)
per quart.
Mrs. John Slabbekorn, 425 E. Cenwere served by Mrs. Fox. The lit- Appreciation, Rev. J. A. Roggen; Geneva Oetman, BealtriceTanis,
Purlin Tanis, Alvin Eding, Norma
Morris W. Huyser who served in tral Avenue.
tle ones played various games »nd At Parting, Dr. G. H. Rigterink;
the World war overseas, for the
Mr. and Mrs. John Giebe! from enjoyed a fine time. Dorothy Mae Building for Tomorrow,Jake Dren Fisher, Howard Eding. Leonard
Dangremond, Henry Johnson, Sosixth, successiveyear has dedicated Grand Rapids, with their daughter, received many fine gifts.
tan; Song, High School.
phia Tanis, Sophy Eding, Marthe front window in his market on Mrs. J. W. Kellam and baby, John
Henry Slotman of Detroitvisited
A shower was given in honor of
River Ave. to the Holland boys Kellam, Jr., of Pittsburgh. Ph., Miss Henrietta Ooorman, a bride- his brother l ee in this village and garet Roggen (6 years.)
Mrs. B. La Barge passed away
who died in service and since the called at the home of Mr. and Mrs. to-be, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. his mother, Mrs. G. H. Slotman, at
close of the war. The memorial was Jacob J. De Jonge and visited with
George Van Rhee last Tuesday Overisel on MemorialDay and the Inst Friday morning. Funeral services were held at the home Tuesa monument, four feet square,with other relatives Wednesday after- evening. Those present besides the last week-end.
day afternoon at 1:30 o’clock. Rev.
three steps at its base, draped in noon.
host and hostess and the guest of
Mrs. Peter Fisher is on the sick J. A. Roggen officiating.Her husnationalcolors, wreaths in front, a
The regular meeting of American honor were Mr. and Mrs. J. Ven- list
band died on the same date a year
bronze doughboy atop carrying
Legion Auxiliary will be held Mon- der Kolk and children of MiddleAndrew Karsten and family of ago. Mr. nnd Mrs. B. La Barge
grenade, and bearing the names of day evening, June 9, at the Legion ville, Mr. and Mrs. George Van
..... among
. ..... _ the
_
pioneers of this
33 departed comrades. The monu- rooms. This being Fidac night, a Rhee and children of Jamestown, Rapid City, So. Dak., arrived in were
V!:
ment stood in a green plot, with short program will be given. Guests Mr. and Mrs. H. Nykamp of Hol- Hamilton Monday, having been village. Mr. La Barge was the Inst
mounted cannon on each side, nnd are invitedto attend the meeting. land, Mr. and Mrs. John Van Rhee called by the serious illness of Dr. 0f the HamiltonCivil War veterJ. Klincstekerof Forest Grove. The nns. Interment in the local cemeat the left was a flag at half-staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Mulder and children,Mr. and Mrs. Henry
It was a real worthwhile and im- nnd Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mulder Arends nnd daughter, and Edward trip of 1500 miles was accom- tery.
plished in three days, but death
pressive memorial decoration.
The Hamilton Fire Department
left here last week Tuesday and Van Rhee, all of Zeeland. Miss
came soon after the message had
The fourth annual Tippe family motored to Cooporsvilleand on to Goormnn received many beautiful been sent The funeral services was called to Overisel late Tuesday night. The garage and corn
reunion was held at the home of Saginaw, where they spent the gifts. Dainty refreshmentswere were held Tuesday.A large numcrib on the Julius Nyhuis farm
Frank Franken, 315 East Eleventh night, and the next morning went served by the hostess.
ber of folks of this village attend- were on fire. The men arrived too
street, last week Friday evening. to Wahamega to visit with Albert
Zeeland school’slast honor roll ed the service. Dr. Klinesteker
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Mulder, son of Lawrence Mulder, for the year is, as usual, very formerly was a residentof Hamil- late to save these buildings,but
helped to keep the fire away from
John Dozeman and children Mar- who came back with them to spend large. Here are the names of the ton.
the more important buildings.A
jorie, James, Chester and Horace; a few days here. On their return pupils. Sixth grade:— Esther WeerStanley Bolka of the U. of M. new Chevrolet sedan was destroyed
Mr. nnd Mrs. George Van Rhce nnd they came by way of Lansing, and sing, Randall Claver, Allison Van- was home during the holidays.
by the blaze. The cause of the fire
children Harvey and Clarissa;Mr. visited at the Capitol and other den Berg, Marvin Vanden Bosch,
The C. E. Society of the First
Nellie Schilstra, Bernice Breen, Church joined in a sunrise meet- is unknown.
and Mrs. Herman Shinpers nnd places of interest.
Fenna; Mr. and Mrs. James Van
Dorothy Mae Fox celebratedher Laverne De Vries, Robert Van ing last Sunday morning. A splen- Word was received Saturdayby
the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Nuil and children,John Jay and | fifth birthday anniversary at the Dragt, Jason Vander Weide, Hazel did meeting resulted.In the eveKarsten, that their daughter, Mrs.
Quickly Provides Gas Convenience for
Arlene Doris; Mr. and Mrs. Frank I home of her parents, Mr. and Stephenson,Grace Grant, Gayle ning the meeting was led by the
W. Huston of Plainwell had sudFranken, nnd sons James nnd Har- 1 Mrs. Chester Fox, on Maple st, Boone, Joy Weersing, Joyce De King’s DaughtersSociety.
Served
Gas,
denly passed away. The body was
old; Minnie Knmps, Mr. and Mrs. , Zeeland, Tuesday afternoon.Those Jonge. Fifth grade:— Helen FairMrs. Feyen of Fennvilleis spend- brought to the Ten Brink Funeral
Ben Boerman, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry 1 present to help her celebrate the banks, Thelma Van Dyke, Clarissa ing this week at the home of Mr.
home. Services were held Tuesday
Kuiper, Mr. and Mrs. John Moes.lhappy event were Annahelleand Vredeveld, Anna Mae Wyngarden, and Mrs. Albert Oetman.
afternoon at 3 b’clock from the
Rine Leigstra, Henry Kamps and Cornelius Blankenstein,Baxter El- Betty De Free, Marjorie Arens,
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Bussies First Reformed church.
Albert
I hart, Bruce De Free, Donna Mae Joan Wabeke, Hazel De Koster,
motored to Grand Rapids last FriProf. T. T. Gorder accompanied
Jean Vander Wege, James Wabeke, day. to visit friends.
the graduating class of the local
Ruth Telgenhof, Willard Wabeke,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Monroe and high school on their annual picnic
No generating or pumping up with these stoves and they are
Eleanor De Vries. Joyce Wierenga. children,and Henry Klein visited
Cora Bouwens, Alvin Borr, Ward relatives at Indianapolis during to Green Ijike.
as safe as a regular city gas stove.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mason visited
Donia. Fourth. Grade:— ^Gordon the past week-end, returning Sunat the home of Rose Anna Case at
Holleman,Nella Pyle, Carl Boes, day evening.
Allegan last Friday.
Margaret Berghorst, George Ellis
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Scott of Grand
also have Electric
Coal Ranges, Oil
Mr. and Mrs. Rissaluda of HolRozema, Earl Schipper, Dorothy Rapids were guests at the Joe Haland were visitors at the Jack NieWaldo, KatherineSeinen, Freder- gclskamp home Memorial Day.
pressure
Gasoline
Stoves at the lowest prices.
bocr home Memorial Day.
ick Hieftje, Mary Price, Agnes
Mrs. Lee Slotman received a
Sermons at the First Reformed
Sneller,Vivian Moeke, Doris Van message Saturday informing her of
Hoven, Junior Schripsema, Rosabel the death of her brother. Wm. Church’ next Sunday will emphasize
Call, Phone or Write our place for further information
De Haan, Ray Van Ommen, Agnes Hudson, at Creighurst, Ontario, Pentecost.In the morning the subject will be. "The Outpouringof
Walters, Jeanne Swart, Jack Dc
Canada. Accompanied by her sis- the Holy Spirit," and in the afterKruif, Henry Scholten, Harold
Mrs. S. Johnstonof Chicago noon "The World's Judgment of
Tjepkema,Harold Van Dragt, Mil- she left for Creighurst Sunday eveSpirit-filledMen."
ton Roelofs, Donald Weersing, Bea- ning.
The Hamilton Tigers have been
trice Wiersma, Jane Veneklasen,
The Senior Class staged a class busy again. The Holland Boosters,
Joan Ver Lee.
night last week Wednesday eve- tired of the bold and bothersome
Holland,
ning. An interesting program of roaring so near their doors, came
5051
H A MILTON
original stunts was rendered.
over to effectually tame the Tigers.
Mrs. G. H. Rigterink and daugh- They chose an opportune time, for
Mrs. W. Vanden Berge is greatly ter Miss Julia motored to Benton the Tigers were sufferingseverely
improvedfrom a serious illness of Harbor Friday.
from overfeeding as the result of
Henry" Strabbing and famil the gig nine-course luncheons of
several weeks.
Matilda Rosene’s Beauty Shop.
BUY STARTED CHICKS, THEY Single man, experienced In farm
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Snyders, ac- Mrs. Henry Schutmaat and chi last week. One of them did not reFinger waving, modern style marwork,
wants
work
on
farm
by
dren
attended
the
Kronemeyer
ARE
EASIER
TO
RAISE.
We
companiedby Mrs. Martin Snyders
cover sufficientlyto join in the fray
celling, shampoos, manicuring50c.
of Monterey visited relatives in family reunion which was held at and help his mates, so that a Hol- have chicks one, two nnd three month or year. Write Box 20, care
3tc23. 27 W. 8th St, over Newark Shoe
the Allegan Fairgrounds Memorial land Lion nobly took his place. weeks old. Also 6-12 weeks old pul- of Holland City
Fenley, Ohio, recently.
Store. Phone 5873. Residence 2086.
Alec Bleuc nnd family have Day.
However, even with the Tigers in lets at summer sale prices. CHER17tfc.
Have you anythingto sell, adJoe Hagelskamp and Chet Voor- this conditionthe Boosters ran into RYWOOD POULTRY FARM,
moved to Fennville where he has
horst
have
returned
from
an
exEast
9th
street.
Phone
5946.
3tp25
wtise
it
in
this
column.
bought property and intends to go
several pecks of trouble and were
For Sale and for rent carda are
into business. He has sold his tended trip thru Wisconsin in the exceedingly glad when the umps
FOR SALE— If your chicks are for sale at the Newa office, 32 W.
blacksmith shop here to John Teu- interest of the Hamilton Mfg. Co. blew the whistle for the finis. The
TOR SALE— Table, 47x26, with
sink of Holland, who has taken Joe says it was too wet west of the Reformers succeeded in cornering porcelain top. As good as new. sick use Du Franc’s Poultry Herb fith.
lake to suit him.
possession.
the tribe before they saw what was Blue and white with bench to remedy. A safe remedy, contains
Commencement exercises were going on and realizedthe danger. match. TelephoneZeeland 115 or no poison and it does the business. FOR SALE— Good paper bailer
J. H. Klomparens has returned
—News office, 32 W. 8th.
Brightest Spot on the Great
home after spending the winter held at the First Reformed church When the Tigers awoke, the Boos- enquire at 155 South Church Get your supply at Holland Hatchery,
Van
Appledorn
Bros.,
R.
7,
months with his children at Fort last week Thursday evening. The ters sorely needed the advantage
3tp25.
FOR RENT— 4 large room bung.,
attendancewas very large. The they had obtained in the beginning,
Holland. Mich. Phone 2146 or Mr.
Myers, Fla.
bath, elec., screen porch, on water,
following
program
was
well
renM.
H.
Knoll
at
Graafschap,
R.
8,
The Junior-Senior Banquet was
and at the close of the battle the
A few vacant territories left for
near Baldhead Pk. Price $200 seaheld last week Tuesday evening dered; song, Girls’ Glee Club; salu- Tigers had them running in circles men who are interestedin selling Holland. Phone 7171F11. 3tp23. son. Mrs. F. R. Mueller,2606 Wilin the parlorsof the American Re- tatory, Edna Dangremond; class rather excitedly and wildly. The Watkins’products. Write or call
son Ave.,
9tp29.
formed Church. Eleanor Drenten history, John Kaper; piano d let, end came suddenly when a foolish D. L. Brink, Hamilton, Mich. Phone
Ella
Roggen
and
T.
T.
Gorder;
of the Junior Class acted as toastTiger sneaked out of the pack and 14F012.
12436 — txpire»Jure 21
FOR SALE— Tow large 7-room
valedictory,Ivan Roggan; cornet the Boosters nabbed him. The offifTATI OF MICHIGAN - Th* ProUto houses on cor. 175 ft. sq., one block
solo, Victor Maxam. The main adcial count was 5 to 4. Thus to
Court for tho County of OtUwi.
You are never disappointed with
from Main St. (Griffith and Mary,
dress was given by C. Vander Meu- Boosters tamed the Tigers, but the
At MMlon of Mid Court, bold at tho Saugatuck). Fine for boarders.
your baking when I-H flour is used
len of Holland, who gave a very Tigers at the same time gave the
ProbtU
OITIro la tho City of Grand Havas
because this flour is tested before
Price $5,500,or rent cheap. Mrs.
of
inspiring message. Thirteen diplo- Boosters a tremendous beating.
in said County, on tha 2nd day of
it leaves the mill. Every sack conFred Mueller, 2606 Wilson Ave^
mas
were
given.
Most
of
the
memEdwin Markham
Wentzel, the Tiger sharpshooter, tains uniformly high quality flour, Jana A. D. 1930.
9tp29.
bers of the class expect to continue backed by Brink, Bud. Duff, Niert
Poet
Proicnt, Hon. Jamai J. Donhof,
absolutelypure.
their work at Holland High next and Hick, not to mention more,
ludftt of Probata.
Seek ye first the
12480-Exp. June 21
fall.
made even Waddy tremble. 36
Kingdom of God,
FOR SALE— 1% horse power Ifl the Matter of the Estate of
STATE OF MICHIGAN— Th# ProMr.
and
Mrs.
C. Smith of Heath times the Boosters stared at Rich
and His righteousgasoline engine. Practically new.
bata Court for tha County of Ottawa.
visitedMr. and Mrs. Fred Mason anly only 3 feeble blows, one of
JOHN HOFFMAN, Deceised
ness. — Matthew
Inquire Mrs. II. L. Brouwer, R. 3,
At a sassion of said Court, bald at
Sunday.
these a so-calledsacrifice— which Zeeland,
0:33.
II appearingto the court (hot the the Probata Office in tha City of Grand
6tp23
Della Vander Kolk of Muskegon means that theone in front suctime for presentation of claims abainsl Havsn in tha eeid County, on tha 3rd
was home over t)\e week-end.
ceeds to give the one behind
Whosoever will
WANTED— Information as to laid estate should be limited, and that day of June A. D„ 1930.
Henrv
Schutmaat
joined a party chance to steal a base advantage
be great among
address of Julia E. Mary Louisa a time and place be appointed to rePraarnt, Hon. Jamea J. Danhof,
from Holland on a fishing trip to were obtained,while 11 arose, but
you. let him be your minister;
and Hiram B. Bump. They were ceive, examine and adjust all claims Judge of Probate.
it
the Upper Peninsula. Henry came seeing the Tigers’glare, sat down.
ami whosoever will be chief
childrenof Hiram Bump who and demonds against said daceased by
back with his arms full and treated Nevertheless,the Boosters won and
In the matter of the Estate af
among you, let him be your
served in an Ohio regiment in civil and befor« said court:
several of his friends to a big fish It is even more to their credit that,
It is Ordered,That creditors of said
servant, — Matthew 20:20-27.
PETERNELLA DE FOUW, Decaaatd
war. Address was Holland in 1869.
supper Monday evening.
though the most severely pounded, Their mother re-married and was deceased ore required to present their
Marians De Fouw haring filed hit
Harry Hulsman and family of their gameness and wide awakeIt Is easier for a camel to
Mrs. Eliza Burch. Address E. W. claims to said court at said Probate petition,praying that an instrument
Holland
were
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Office
on
or
before
tha
ness they managed to stay atop. BJ)
go through the eye of a needle
Spalding, Metropolitan Bank Bldg.,
filed in said Court ba admitted to
Sena Maatman Saturday.
Jack Schouten, Hope coach, was out Wiashington, D. C.
than for a rich man to enter
8th Day of October, A. D. 1920
Probate as the last will and testament
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Lampen
and
Friday
Nights
scouting at the game.
Into the Kingdom of God.—
at ten o'clock In the forenoon, said time of said deceased and that adminietrachildrenwere in Chicago last week
Matthew 19:24.
The Best Hunting,Fishing and and place being hereby appointed for lion of aaid estate b« ;r anted to himFriday.
trapping site within 100 miles of the examinationand adjustmentof all self or some other suitable person.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alec
Stuart,
and
If thou wilt be perfect, go
here. 160 acres at Crooked lake. claims and demanda against laid deChas. Stuart of Chicago, were
It is Ordered, That tha
by
and sell that tbou bast, and
Dutton at
3tp24.
ceased,
guests
of
Mrs.
Billings
the
past
give It to the poor.— Matthew
8th day of July, A. 1/ 1931
week-end.
It is PortharOrdered, That public
19:21.
FOR
SALE— Good Building Lot notice thereof be bixen by publication at ten A. M.. at said Probata Office
The Hamilton Tigers defeated
Comment: When Jesus says
installed
SBC* hereby appoinedfor hearing said
the Hudsonville Tigers on the local
poor at this point, 1 think that
-New, office' “ 22"d
cessive weeks previous to said day of titiou,
diamond Memorial Day morning
Jesus means the members of
Artie
hearinb, in tha HollandCity News, a
in a well played and excitinggame
Ads will be inserted under this
It la Further
His Holy Brotherhood of the
For Rent and For Sale c*rds are
newspapar printedand circulated in thereof be
by the score of 3 to 1. The import- hesding st the rste of one cent a
Air for ventilation.
Kingdom. I am chiefly Interfor sale at the News office,32 W. said County.
ofthia order
ed Tigers breezed into town with
ested in the social passion that
word per insertion. Mininu 8th.
previous to
air every three minutes.
a good deal air and the locals were
pervades the Gospel as a saJAMES J. DANHOF. Holland City
altpost ready to take to the woods. charge 25c. All sds are cash with
FOR RENT: Furnished apartcred fire. This aspect of the
Judge a» Probata. ed and
The fight started with a rush and order.
ment, upstairs,with private bath.
great Message has never been
before
the
boys
were
over
their
194
W.
16th
street.
Telephone
2448
A
ttue
copy—
and Pictures every Sat. night.
emphasized sufficiently.
'fright the first counter was marked
FOR SALE — Violin and Music or 2818. Arrange by appointment
CORA VANDEWATER
(Compiledby {he Bible Guild.)
down against them. This seemed to Stand. 514 Central Ave.
Register of Probate
8tp25
Mr. and Mrs. William Kant left
this morning for Chicago where
they go on business. From there
they will go to Lake Geneva, Wis.,
where they will spend the weekend.— Grand Haven Tribune.
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Committee on Civic Improvement unanimouslyelected by receiving ence who cared to ipeak. Aid.
Gladys Ann Kaashoek, five-daySUNDAY VESPERS AT 4M P.M., MEMORIAL CHAPEL
LET CONTRACTS FOR
t he felt
f<
as
reported having made an inspec- all twelve votes and was declared Thomson stated that
125,000 ADDITION TO
old infant daughter of Mr. and
though final action on the matter
The followingprogram will be rendered at Hope Memorial Chapel
OTTAWA INFIRMARY tion of the City and recommended elected.
Mrs. Peter Kaashoek, passed away
On motion of Aid. Brieve, 2nd by should be deferredto give the
that the alley between 10th and
Wednesday afternoon at the home Sunday afternoon at four o’clock. The public is cordiallywelcomed:
property owners more time to conContracts for the addition to the 20th St. running from River Ave. Prins,
at 126 West Twentieth street. The
Mildred Schuppert, Organist
CoopenviUevillage showed a child is survived by its parents and
The salary of the Health Officer sider the matter. Both the Mayor
Ottawa county infirmary were let and west Pine Ave. be leveled
Assists!
by
growing of 90, increasingfrom 914
at the county court house by the off and rubbish removed where was referred to the Committee on and Aid. Jonkman took the oosione sister, Ruth. Short funeral serHazel Peal man, Contralto
in 1920 to 1,004 in 1930. Hudsontion that proper notice had been
Ways and Means.
committee at a total of $25,248.75. necessary.
vices were held Thursday morning
“Preludein D Major’’ .................................................
Bach This is $2,000 less than bids on
ville village showed a population
Clerk reported that pursuant to given, and that they were not abAdopted.,
at the home, Rev. L. Veltkamp offiMiss Schuppert
of 648 when counted by the enumestimates last fall, although an eleMusic Committee to whom was instructionshe had given notice sent for lack of knowledge that
ciating. Interment took place in
Recitativeand Aria— “He Shall Feed His Flock’’...
Handel vator shaft and oil burner have referredthe matter of a temporary of the date of hearing on the propo- the matter was up for final discuserator. There is no comparisonas
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
Miss
Paalman
no figures are availablefor 1920,
been added since to the specifica- band-stand at Kollen Park report- sition to reclassifyinto Commer- sion.
Tchaikowsky tions.
Mrs. Peter Siersma, 64 years, “Andante Cantabile’’
the villagehaving been organised
On motion of Aid. Kleis, 2nd by
ed recommending that the pres- cial territory all that property now
died Wednesday evening at her “Intermezzo" (Storm King Symphony).
Dickinson
in 1927.
The general contract went to ent bandstand be removed from zoned as “Residential" situated Brieve,
Miss Schuppert
home at 365 Maple Avenue. The
RESOLVED, That the recomJohn F. Keift, Grand Haven, for Centennial Park and a small addi- one-half block both north and
0. I. (Jregg, landscape specialist
Handel $19,111; heating, plumbing, Henry tion built on to accommodate the south of West 10th St. between mendation of the Appeal Board be
deceased is survived by her hus-. Recitativeand Aria— “O Thou That Tellest Good Tidings".
from the State College,is coming band and seven children,Mrs. H.
Miss Paalman
Kraker PlumbingCo., Holland, $5,- present band.
River Ave. on the east and the approved and the territoryas deOttawa County three days to M. Karsten of Bangor, Arend “Song of the Basket-Weaver’’................................
Russell 142.75; electric, Hall Electric comproperties of the Methodistand scribed be reclassified from “ResiAdopted.
draw landscape plans for nine farm
Weaver pany, Muskegon Heights, $995.
Siersema of Waterbury, Connecti- "The Squirrel’’...........................................................
Special Committees
Hope Churches on the west. Clerk dential"to "Commercial."
home yards. Farmers wishing to cut; Henry P. Siersemaof Read- "The Maid with the Flaxen Hair" ..........................
Debussy Competition among the oidderswas
Adopted: Yeas— 10; Nays— 7.
further preserftedaffidavit of pubavail themselvesof this service
Aid.
Thomson,
Chairman
of
the
ing, Pa.; Albert P. Siersema, of “Toccata" ................................................................
.... Belier
Aid. Postma did not vote.
close.
Committee,
to whom was referred lication of such notice.
from the College should notify the
Offertory
Chicago; Mrs. E. B. Ferguson of
Aid. Prins complained about
The building will be two stories the matter of allowing receptacles Clerk also presented a petition
county agricultural agent at Grand
Kalamazoo; Mfss Angeline Ue- Hymn 47— “Saviour,Again to Thy Dear Name"
including a basement which is for collection of waste to be placed from residents and property own- smoke nuisance from Holland Gas
Haven.
vense, of Kalamazoo,and Mrs. B.
above ground. It will oe 33 by 60 on the streets without cost to the ers protesting against such re- Co. but the Council took no action.
Beekeepers in Ottawa County are Tagelson. Funeral serviceswill be
Adjourned.
feet, and includebeside new lounge City, but to carry local advertis- classification. An opportunity was
holding two meetings on Monday, held Saturday afternoon at 1:30 at CANT FISH FOR WHITE BASS
THIS WILL PLANT TREES
and dining rooms for the women, ing, reported recommending that given those present to be heard,
Signed: OSCAR PETERSON,
June 9th, to check results of the the home and at 2 o'clock from
By Albert Stoll, Jr.
IN BLACK LAKE YET
but there was no one in the audinine new bedrooms. The commit- the petition he denied.
City Clerk.
past year In two demonstration Trinity Reformed church, Rev. C.
Detroit News — Senator Vanden- tee is securing figures on additional Adopted.
apiaries. Mr. J. C. Kremer, bee P. Dame will officiate.Interment
Somebody started the story berg of Michigan has been success- fire protectionand expects to install Aid. Hyma of the Playground
specialist from the State College, will take place in Holland Town- around Grand Rapids a week ago
ful in steering through the Senate it by the time the building is com- Commissionrequested that the
will manipulatefour colonies of ship cemetery.
that it was legal to catch white a bill calling for an appropriation pleted.
drinking fountain at the Riverview
bees which have been handled unrgc enough to admit the eventual
Mr. aud Mrs. Samuel E. Pas bass at Black lake and in Black
Ball Park Ik* repaired and that the
der the new system of manageriver,
and
that
the
fish
were
runciamation of all denuded lands
and daughter Retta and Mrs. Jane
water line be run to the grandArthur
B.
Dewey,
superintendent
ment ami four handled in the ordiKooyers have just returned from a ning. Result was some of the boys within National Forest boundaries
stand for drinking purposes.
nary way. He will determine the
of the Fennville schools; Keith R.
motor trip to Galena, III. While who have caught white bass in with tree growth. The bill, passing Landsburg,instructor in agriculReferred to Civic Improvement
differencein the strength of the
there they visited Mrs. G. Krebs, a other years got excitedand wanted the Senate last week, authorizes
Committee
with power to act.
colony and in the ability to store
to shove off right quick for Hol- expenditures of $300,000 for tree ture and manual training, and Communicationsfrom Hoards and
honey rapidly. Meetings will be cousin of Mr. Pas, whom he had land.
Verne
E.
Whittaker
leave Friday
planting in 1932, $450,000 for 1933,
not seen for 53 years.
City Officers
held at the County Infirmary. EastThere’s nothing to the story. $600,000 for 1934, $1,000,000 for with a company of high school puapproved by the Hospimanville,at 9:3d and at J. R. GilAt least 25.000 folks visited White bass fishing opens June 25 1936, $1,500,000for 1936, $2,000,- pils for a motor trip through Indi- talClaims
Board in the sum of $4,459.08;
bert’s farm, Conklin,at 1:30. Next Lakewood farm the opening day (along with the season on black
000 for 1937 and for each fiscal ana and Kentucky. The boys going Board of Park and Cemetery Trusmonth new demonstration apiaries which was MemorialDay. At least bass7 perch, bluegills, speckles and year thereafter"such amounts
on the trip are: Arnold Bale, Edtees — $938.78; Board of Police
will la* establishedat the Grand- 20,000 came the following Sunday. all of the other lake fish. It isn’t
may be necessary" in providing for ward Foster, Albert Morse, John and Fire Comms.— 11113.04; Board
view Poultry Farm at Zeeland and As the summer advances the num- legal to catch white bass anywhere
Knox,
Robert
Schaeffer,
Frank
adequate reforestation
ation on Natu
ional
the Colon C. Lillie farm at Coopers- ber each day will increase tremen- before June 25; and it isn't legal
Hayes, Eugene Beiler, Elmer of Public Works — $7,729.10,were
Forests.
Fisher, Paul Holton and Everd Fos- ordered certifiedto the Common
dously. The farm is open from 10 to fish in our lakes, except those
ville.
Council for payment (Said claims
In the House a companion bill ter.
The frame office buildingof the a.m. to 5 p.m. daily and no smok- north of here designated as pike
on file in Clerk’s office for public

Local

News

......

-

dry cleaningand pressingestablish-

ing

it.

allowed on the grounds.

waters, before that date.

ment owned by Clare Stegeman, On page 3, section 2. of this isOur advice is to forget about
at Allegan, was destroyed by fire sue will be found u 50 per cent re- white bass until the season opens.
late Monday. The loss was estimat- duction on insurance. There is a The state has a very efficient coned at $1,500.
full page anouncementthere and it servation officer down at Holland;
When Mrs. Kitchen, principal of would be well to find out what kind and it's likely to be just too bad
Douglas school, was returningfrom of insurance this is und the agen- for any angler who tries to beat
Allegan, accompaniedby Mildred cies are making this announcement. the season.— Grand Rapids Herald.
Yes, those Grand Rapids fishermen
Bakken and Florence Perry, their
John Ronald Brunsell,the five- are “quick on the trigger" when it
car struck loose gravel east ot
weeks-old infant son of Mr. and conies to Holland waters- supplied
Fennville and overturned.Mrs.
Kitchen sustained several severe Mrs. Andrew Brunsell, died Thurs- with 6sh from Holland fish ponds.
bruises and Miss Perry a broken day morning at his home, 424 Van Not so long igo it has occurred that
Raalte avenue. The child is sur- some G R. officials were as quick to
collar bone. Miss Bekken escaped
vived by its parents and one broth- stick their noses into any seeminjury.
er. Funeral services will be held ingly infractionof the game law
Commencement week began with
Saturday morning at the home on on our lake and stream when a
the baccalaureatesermon by Rev.
Van Raalte avenue. Rev. D. Zwier Holland fisherman makes a misJ. C. Willits at the M. E. church of
will officiate. Interment will take step. This “dog day” opening of
Holland, Sunday evening. Class
place in Holland Township ceme- the fishing season on Black Lake
night was held in the school .auditery.
has become rather irksome to say
torium Wednesday evening. Commencement will be in the audito- Saugatuck High school alumni the least

has bee nintroduced and from presinspection).
ent indications it will pass this
Allowed, and vouchers ordered
body and then all that is required
issued.
is the President’ssignature,which
B.P.W. reported the collection of
undoubtedly will be forthcoming.
$1,477.56; City Treas., $2,206.50.
There has been nothing in the
Accepted.
past history of American forestry
(Continued'from Page J)
Clerk presentedcommunication
affairs that quite equals this in a
forest expansion and planting way. accommodate small pleasure craft, from B.P.W. recommending the
and further recommended that a transfer of $63.00 from the Water
It is one of the most important and
vital steps that has ever been committee be appointed to consi- fund to the Light fund.
Approved, and transfer ordered
taken. Federal leadershipin refor- der the matter and report back to
made.
estation ^will act as a great incen- the Council.
Clerk presentedcommunication
Adopted: Mayor appointed as
tive in encouraging States and individualsto foster similarprojects, such committee Aids. Jonkman, from the Board of Health recommending that the ordinance governand Michigan is happy to know Brieve, Steffens.
that one of her own representatives Committee on Ways and Means ing string-butchersbe amended.
Referred to OrdinanceCommitin Congress is largely responsible reported recommending that the
for the creation of this far-seeing City acquire for Park purposes all tee.
policy that means so much to fu- the property situatedbetween Kol- Notices and Introductionof Bills
Ordinance Committee gave nolen Park and Van Raalte Ave. and
ture generations.
further recommended that a com- tice that they will introduce an
mittee be appointedto seriously amendment to or a new ordinance
ROBINS BUILD NEST IN AN considerthe acquiring of this prop- governing string-butchers in the
ABANDONED CAR
near future.
erty.
Unfinished Business
Adopted. Mayor appointed Ways

rium Thursday evening, with Dr. S.J will hold their thirty-seventhanArthur Cook of Grand Ledge deliv- nual banquet at Hotel Butler Friday evening. Among the speakers WHERE MICHIGAN STANDS
ering the address.
HIGH
The bid of Hay, Weaver Co. of will be Van A. Wallin of Jenison
Not far from Dease Lake in Oge- and Moans Committee.
Michigan has attained an enviSouth Bend, Ind., $189,061.80,for and Mrs. L. A. Breggar of Bangor,
Committee on Claims and Acboth graduates in the class of 1878, able reputation for production of maw County, Mich, an old car was
constructionof the municipal
and Mrs. Anna Blaine and Miss dairy cows. The Uinted States t)e- left in an alley back of a cottage. counts reported having examined
hydro-electric dam and power plant
Abandoned, the wind and sun claims in the sum of $5,721.08and
over the Kalamazoo river six miles Stewart, high school teachers.
partment of A?rkulUi- recently
weathered it, the glass of the win- recommended payment thereof.
west of Allegan was accepted at a , Inadvertently omitted from the gave out some statistics concerning
dow became broken and it was for- (Said claims on file in Clerk’s ofspecial meeting of the city council h&irhanks-LaHuis marriage on this that are interesting.
saken by all. Then came a Robin, fice for public inspection.)
Monday evening and the contract page 2, section 2, was the fact that
The average price paid for dairy saw the possibilitiesof a home and
Allowed.
the
beautiful
ring
service
wgs
part
will be ready for signatures June
cows in Michigan in 1921 was began building a nest under the
Welfare Committee reported
16. The city attorney has been of the ceremoniesand tnat the $62.25; the average price during
roof
atop
the
windshield frame. poor orders in the sum of $242.00
directed to begin condemnation pro- waitresseswho did splendidlywere the past year was about $103. That
Now while Mother Robin sets on for regular aid, and $155.22 for
ceedings for land for flowage rights Shirley and Beatrice Fairbanks, means an appreciationof a little
the blue eggs Daddy Robin steps temporary aid, total $397.22.
in Allegan county. This is the be- Helen Miles and Aggie Baas.
more than 65 per cent.
Accepted.
out for the worms. Soon there will
ginning of work on Allegan City
But the average price of dairy be little robins eager to feed on the
The opening party of the HolMunicipal dam.
land Country Club will be held next cows in the United States in 1921 bounty brought by fond parent
Sheriff Tweed and his men of week Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. was $59.10, which had increased birds. Luckily there are no cats or
Allegan are working on the as- Serier 'is in charge of the dinner. by the end of the past year to a other vermin about.
sumption several boys are respon- Herb Van Duren’s orchestra will little more than $74. That is, the
sible for thefts of $8.50 from the furnish the music for the dinner market proves that the dairy cows
Henry Deters of Fillmore school
cash registerin the Dickinson de- and dance. Cards will also be of Michigan are considered better
partment store of that place Thurs- played. The opening party is an an- than those of the rest of the district No. 3 won the cash prize
for giving the best name for the
day and Sunday nights. The loot nual event of the country club.
country.
place locatedbetween Holwas the same in each case. The
Mrs. Martha Kollen's Sunday Agriculturalexperts say the care tourists
thieves gained access to the build- school class of Hope Church were taken in Michigan to eradicate bo- land and Hamilton on M40. The
name was “Welcome Inn."
ing through a rear window.
entertainedwith a picnic supper at vine tuberculosisis an important
Mrs. S. Yntema, 79, mother of the home of William L Eaton at factor affecting the interests of
the late Dr. H easel Yntema, who Waukazoo Wednesday evening. dairymen and producingthe faMrs. Jennie Versctiurcand Mrs.
previousto his death was connected The picnic was in the form of a vorable markets for their cows. It George Moomey the state convenwith the Michigan Soldienrshome, farewel party for Mrs. Kollen who paid to incur the troubleand losses tion of the U.S.W.V.Auxiliary in
died Saturday at her home in For- wil leave for Europe within a few incident to the tuberculosiseradi- Pontiac.
est Grove. She is survived by a weeks.
cation capipaign. The advantage
daughter and three sons of Forest
Mr. and Mrs. William J. West- may be estimated in money, but
OVERIBEL
Grove.
veer drove to Evanston.111., to much the more important result
C. H. Snyder, former Fruitport bring home their daughter, Miss is in promotion of public health.
Mrs. Henry Lippenga, 56 years,
o
township treasurer, has been named MargaretWestveer. who is attendpassed away Thursday morning at
successorto Supervisor Vincent A. ing NorthwesternUniversity.
Color of Army Uaiform*
her home in Vriesland.She is surMartin, who has resigned the supThe Allegan High School Alumni
Khaki Is derived from n Hindu vived by her husband, three daughervisorship to accept a position
association will hold its annual word meaning dust-colored. In some ters, Matilda Lippenga of Vrieswith the state highway department.
banquet in the school Friday.June parts of India the roads and field*, land, Josephine Lippenga of ChiSnyder’s duties as county repre13, when 70 seniors will be wel- are very dusty during the dry sea
cago, and Ada Lippenga of Holsentativestarted Monday. Martin
son. Their appearance at that lime land, and two sons, George and
is well known in Holland he having
in10 V* fo,dof
1905 will celebrate its new silver is the color originally described ns Walter, both at home. Five sisters,
been elected state senatorfrom this
anniversary this year and will be khaki. British troops in India Mrs. Fred Stewart of Detroit, Mrs.
county.
honored with the incomingclass. adopted lids color for protectionin F. Hopkins of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
Under auspices of the Ladies
Fennville'sfirst celery farm has 1882, and the United Slates adopt- Dick Schermer of Vriesland.Mrs.
union of the Hudsonville Congreed it during the Spanish- A'nierican Thomas Vanden Bosch of Grand
gational church the Hudsonville been started south of Hutchins
war. The color o? today's 'Aineri Rapids and Mrs. Peter Bill of Zeelike
by
Alex
Blenc.
who
has
had
Dramatic club will stage a three-act
can army uniform is olive drab.
land, and three brothers,John De
play, “Headstrong Joan,” Thursday previous experience in truck crop
Groot of Vriesland.Albert De
and Friday evenings in the church farming He wil plant 20 acres to
celery this year.
Groot of Dundee and Simon De

-

-

Clerk presentedcommunication
from the Board of Health endorsing the work of Health Officer Dr.
Westrate, and recommended his reappointment.
On motion of Aid. Kleis, 2nd by
Prins, the Council proceededby
ballot for the appointmentof a
Health Officer.Mayor appointed
Aids. Jonkman and Woltman as

Bring Them In
S Maybe you have a couple of old tires
your
parage that seem about ready for the junkman.
Don’t let him have them — at least not until
you’ve let us look ’em over. An inexpensive
repair may give them a new lease on life. If it
^ will we’ll do the job— am/ saoe you some tire
money.

We

have just installed a new truck tire repair
repair tires from 3i to 10 inch ’

mold and can
size.

GOODYEAR

TIRE

AND TUBES.
Tt

Holland Vulcanizing Company
180 River

Ave.

Holland, Mich.

Drhro in pltase-Drivt out pleased

tellers.

On the first ballot the present
Health Officer Dr. Westrate was

PRICES OF

FORD CARS & TRUCKS

-

The

REDUCED
EFFECTIVE

NOW

Reductions range from $5 to $25. Following are
the new prices for Ford Cars and Trucks

hall.

The American
,•
... — Library

WHO KNOWS?

Groot of Kalamazoo,also survive.
Funeral serviceswill be held
Allegan Gazette. — We become
Monday afternoon at one o’clock at
much excited here in Michigan
Danhof entered the ministryin county wjH be represented by Mrs. when we find an oil well in Allegan the home and at one-thirtyat the
Vriesland Reformed church, east1925 and now is serving his second Mary Travis of Plainwell,Mrs C offeringa few barrelsof oil in the
pastorate.The Drenthe church was DuJu'VJ Marit,in’ Mrs- Warren Muskegon or northeastern region ern standard time.
Duell of Fennville and Miss Lenorganized in 1847.
producinga few hundred barrels
BIG REDUCTION IN FORD
ora E. Porter of Allegan. Miss AIA house party was held at “Ann"
per day. What would happen (and
CARS
ne
1. Engle, principal emeritus of
cottage at the loop over the week
it iust may happen) should we find
Allegan High school, also will atend which included the following:
such (juantities as they do in CaliThe Ford Motor Co. elsewhere
Miss Connie Wiess, Miss Agnes
fornia? It sometimes costs so much
The Christian Reformed church

associa-

at Drenthe has extended a call to
Rev. B. J. Danhof of Grand Haven.

Bojrink, Miss Beatrice Brinkert,
Miss Emaline Brinkert, MissGomelia Van Zylen, Miss Johanna Wildrom and Mr. and Mrs. Ted Verduin and Miss Marian De Vries of
Holland. — Grand Haven Tribune.

Mynand

Wichers, cashier First
State bank, was listed as the principal speaker at a district meeting
of Kent and Ottawa legion posts
Thuisday in Masonic Temple, The
program was to be featured with a
Detroit’s best known banquet, with A. C. Joldersma a<

as $300,000 there to bore one well,
in Ford cars and trucks. The reand often the wells are “dr)’" “t duction ranges from $5 to $25. A1
that: but there are hundreds that
De Weerd, manager of Holleman
are not dry. One seeker of oil has
De W'eerd, River avenue, Holland,
his well down ten thousand feet and
states that the Ford Mototr Co.
going farther,the deepest well in has always made it a custom to
the
world.
The
owner
went
down
One of
pass on to the public as rapidly as
business men and financiers, Giland a <,ance* About through the strata yielding oil to possible the advantages of the
3(H) delegates are attending.
find what exists in still lower levbert W. l*e, president of I*e &
economies effected in manufacturels. What may be found will conCadv, wholesale grocery firm, died , Linemen
- ln Allegan county are
ing and this is one of the instances.
trol
further
experiments
of
this
suddenly of heart disease Monday being arrested for
kind. While there was alarm much
noon while attending an execuUve trees on
A six day BVD Union Suit sale
apparent as to a failing petroleum
National bank. One of the first
committee meeting of the First ranu. Its about time that some at- supply, two big “gunners" were of unusual proportion and price is
brarabes is located on Ea'.<t Eighth tention is paid to public and pri- found, one in Oklahoma and the found elsewhere in this issufc.Look
Adv.
other in Clare, this state. The for- for
street,
; 'ate property rights. The care wYu
mer
is the biggest thing of its sort
Mr. and Mr*. Will Hardy with . ,^nrd Saturday morning and is
FOR SALE OR TRADE: New
that has appeared in recent years.
their chidlren, Miss
and in the
.......
nature of
* a test suit. The
modern 7-room house. Will trade
James, of Holland, were with
,i,w 'ery stringentregard- The Clare well is the largest ever for house with land near city limcutting or trimming of any in Michigan and indicates that
Ifgan relatives last Sunday. — Alsomewhere in Michigan, possibly in its. Will take land or lots on first
legan Gazette.
u^w*a u"K *lalP hi*hw«y»without Allegan county, there may be still payments.Enquire 195 West 20th
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bergman and "rittcn consent from the depart/til
’
) f) 3tp25.
merit.
larger oil
deposits.

.

it.

-

Holland.

Ruth
Al-i
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.
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Park Regulations

year and have returned to Holland, placing of calcium chlorideon the

Their scholarships have been re- unpaved streets of the city for he
newed and they plan to return to prevention of dust, y

Bwh,

and

and other injuries.
>•
2. To carry or have firearms in possession in a state park is un«
lawful.

Professional 3. Throwing of tin cans, bottles, papers, junk or refuse of any kind
Members of the Kapi club of
, dub of Grand H.vm ha, on the ground or in a lake or stream is prohibited.
Ottawa Hills high school, Grand! vot(d to sponsor the education of
4. Speed limit for motor vehicles on park roads is 20 miles per hour
Rapids, enjoyed a house party last] one girl each year from the rural except where otherwise posted.
week-end at the Bomer cottage at
of {J* county. The matter
5. Dogs in the park must be tied with a chain or controlledon a
was brought up by the
Ottawa Beach.
leash.
nurse, Mist
Madge Bresnahan^who 6. Building or startingfires in the open or in any place except where
Mr. H. W. Ten Brook of Grand
Rapids, who spends more than half] said there are a number of families proper provisionshave been made or to leave fires while burning is
in
the
county
with youmr iriu„ a!
of his time at Macatawa is on a
pror
hibited.
trip to the Netherlands, and while
7. Washing or the throwingof waste of any kind around well or
there he will be the guest of Min- wUhTPl?tln? hi*h *hool, but spring or the use of woods as toilets is prohibited.
ister and Mrs. G. J. Diekema at jj>jh the family without funds to
8. Persons desiring to camp in state park are required to obtain
The Hague. They will be away for
permit before making camp.
two months and will also visit Eng9. Camping, horseback riding or the driving of automobiles or other
land, Germany, France and Swit- ordi-red judgnJnts h* Jl* fallowing vehicles on areas (picnic ground, children’s playground, bathing beaches,
zerland. Mr. Ten Broek is one of cases: Becker-Boter Oil & (;*« ri etc.) posted against such traffic or utilization is prohibited.
the veterans of Michigan conserva- against Massachusetts Bonding &
10. Disorderly conduct in the way of drunkenness, vile language,
. He was president Insurance corporation,for $5,368.- fightingand personal exposureby change of clothing in automobiles,
Michigan Game and 2.* and costs ; Marshal Furnace Co woods, park or any other place where person is not properly sheltered
for
Fieringa, for is prohibited.
and has duplicated in L.HUI and costs of $23, and David
Persons failing to comply with the above regulationsare subject to
. Memman against Colin C. deportation,arrest and prosecution.The park officer is in full charge of
Lillie for $3,285.50.
the park with police authority.

Ww™
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$495

Pick-Up Closed

Cab

$455

-

Sport Coupe

525

Model A Panel Delivery

570

De Luxe Coupe

545

De Luxe Delivery

545

Tudor Sedan

495

i

::

i 3-Window
SS

Fordor Sedan

De Luxe Sedan

640

Town Sedan

660

1

Cabriolet

625

1

Roadster

435*

Phaeton

440*

:

Pick-up Open Cab

Station

Wagon

640

600

425

Model A Chassis

345

Model AA Truck Chassis,
131%-Inch Wheelbase 510
Model

AA

157-Inch

Model

AA

Truck Chassis,

Wheelbase

-

535

Panel Delivery 780

‘There has been no change in the Price of the Roadster and Phaeton

1. 1

family motored to Muskegon for
Clare Stegeman,Allegan, i.s reoevr the week-end and were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Van buiklii.jf h.s dry cleaning p|ant
Landegen
|gend.|
^ hich burned Monday. Instead of
State
Russell Damstra and Jack Pelon.l a frame building,hollow tile and
who were awarded scholarshipsin] fireproofconstructionwill be fol1. The destructionor injury of any sign, guide poat or property of
the Biblical seminary in New York
any kind is unlawful. This includes the peeling of bark, carving and
City in their senior year at Hope
Herbert McCarn, street commis
chopping of trees, cutting branches, dJiv‘nJ "jdls, digg^i IJJjjjjd from
college, have completed their first smner of Fennville, is directing the

u.™e

;

.

/iArt/kOI+L?

the aeminary next fall."

Standard Coupe

All Prices F. 0. B. Detroit

SS

It

has always been the custom of the Ford Motor Company
pass on to the public as rapidly as possible the advantages of economies effected in manufacturing.

This

is

in accordance with the

Ford policy of keeping prices

the lowest level consistent with the high standards
of quality maintained in all Ford products.

toco^K^
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FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Holleman-De Weerd Auto Co.

Representatives
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FOR EVERY ONE

Holland, Michigan, Thunday, June

Saugatuckis doing an extensive
bit of repairing at the old chain

• He: “Yes, my father has con- ferry, making concrete approaches
tributedvery much to the raising of and driveways, and arranging the
cables which run the auto scow
the working class."
She: "Is he a socialist!”
He: "No; he makes alarm clocks."

-£:

^

^

£

The Fence Post
with the
6-Plus Values
1

Reinforced.A heavy reinforcingrib nin*
the entire length of the poet. This gjvea
additional strength and rigidity.

Notched Beck. The Bull Dog Double
Grip fastenersslip into these notches and
hold the fence for keeps. Cattle cannot
crowd it down or hogs root it up.

3

Bull Dog Double Grip Clip* hold the
wire on both sides of the post. Six times
the icsisting power of the old-type staples.

j Smooth Face.

.0

A

The face of the Notch
Back post is smooth with all the metal in
the post. Makes for easier stretching,too.

Number 23
Ottawa-AIlegan
Grand Court of

The June Bride

Land and Sea

WtW>

(Cuba)
Mothers’ camps in Michigan
have become an established part
Impressive is the view which the
of the extension program. Rural travefer catches from the sea as
women in all parts of the state
.he approaches Havana. He sees the
look forward and plan each year to ||orro c«gtle loom up like a sensnend what in many instances is tineI Kuardi^ thc cntrance to thc
their only vacation
vacation where no
no1 harbor, beyond this he sees walls
thought has to be given to the of Cabanas Fortiers. He is pointed
planningand preparation of the out, the spot where the Battleship
three daily meals and other houseMaine blew up. Looks down the

j . .

...

IS

CHICKEN
DEAR

tion agent.

lH9!SP.8#fKl

5,1930

OTTAWA COUNTY
A Six Weeks’
MOTHERS WILL ALSO
HAVE THEIR VACATION
Tour Over

across the river so changes of high
Three days of rest, recreation
or low water will not affect Its and inspirationwill be enjoyed by
continuous operation.
Ottawa County women who will at- DR. BROWER TELLS OF HIS
tend the mother’s vacation camp
1RII* IN THE WEST INDIES
June 24-27 under the directionof
AND CARRIBBEAN SEA
Esther C. Lott, home demonstra&

^

Three Sections

HCNn

ORANPM.PO

fCNP OF

TELL Mt

HOW

Honor Program

VM

% HALF THOUSAND PARTICIPANTS TO GATHER AT LEGION FIELD; PUBLIC
IS INVITED

ISN'T HE. SuRtlYj
I

LL

Ten. Y(X)

i r

(ftBS&lTr

THINK-. 0AKE.P

0EAN5 TOO
I

all day, beginning at 9:00 a. m.
Over five hundred boys and leaders will be mobilised there on that

day for the annual program of
demonstrationsand exhibits, to
which the public is invited, in order that the work among the boya
maay be more fully appreciated.
The Ottawa-Allegi
egan Council 1«
made up of thlrty-tnr«
ree troops, of
which the Zeeland unit in known
as Troop 21, under Scoutmaster
Wm. H. Vande Water. The other
troops are located at Grand Haven,
Holland,Coopersville, Spring Lake,
Hudsonville. Virginia Park, Allegan, Fennville,Wayland and Saugatuck. Twelve of the units are
locatedin Holland, seven in Grand
Haven, five in Allegan, and the
other towns have one each.
The thought may come to ua,
What is scouting?and the program gives the answer. Scouting
is a process of making real men
nnd real boys by a real program
that works: scoutingis outdoor

;:.y

hold tasks. This will be the fourth

beautifulavenue "Prado." Sees the
massive sea wall the Malicon, all
manner of seacraft in the harbor,
the beautifulwharfs, with, in and
outgoing boats many at anchor,
others docked.
We arrived early in the morning
at this port La Habana (in Spanish)
and docked at the San Francisco
wharf. At quarantine we were all
Miss Frieda Gilmore from Michigan
mustered for inspection by the
State College will be in attendance
Port Medical Offices, and given our
at thc camp to assist in the vari-

camp for Ottawa County.
Any woman in the county who
is interestedin home making may
attend the camp. The program
planned for each day and evening
will be full of worth while things
for women including a time for
study, a time for play and a time
for rest. Miss Muriel Dundas and

ous

activities.
In order to properly organize the

camp

-

enrollments should be sent
home demonstration agent
by June 16th.
in to the

-

o

Thc third annual Grand Court
of Honor of the Ottawa-AIlegan
Area Council,Boy Scouts of America, will be held at Legion Field
in Zeeland on Saturday, June 7,

MISSION FUND $80,000
"BEHIND THE LIGHT HOUSE"

life, strength,happiness and practical education; scouting develops
character, initiative and resource-

The board of foreign missiona in
the Reformed Church in America
closes the year with a deficit of
$82,625.72.A large part of this
amount is chargeable to previous
years. Churches,Sunday schools,
young peoples societies, women’s

fulness; it trains for leadership;
scouts become good citisens; scouting is a program of uaeful, attrac_, Anchorage. A broad, triangular anchor
tive things for boys to do in their
plate is riveted to the poet. The anchor
leisure time; it is learningby
board and individuals have contribcannot come loose.
doing.
Havana, the capital is a most
Spain
were
the results. The conuted $424,866.48,which is less by
The demonstration! and exhibits
struction of very strong fortresses, charming city where the past »nd p|{()GRAM For SUMMER AT
$20,481.37than received from the
Sharper Point. The Notch Back drives
bv troops at the Grand Court of
which, at that time, were marvels the present aye oddl^ mingled.
same
source
last
year.
A
total
PINE
LODGE
NEARLY
READY
/*' futer. There are records of one driven in
Honor will be aa follows:Troop 1,
of military engineering, such as Since thc prohibitionin the United
amount of $33,969.66was remitted
12 seconds and 300 driven in a day with
handicraft; Troop 2, pioneering;
the
Mono
Castle, Cabana Fortress States, many wealthy Americans
for specialpurposes in accordance
Pine Lodge assembly in preparing Troop 8, first aid; Troop 10, campv/ the Notch Back one-man driver.
and
many
others, are eloquent wit- have built winter homes in the
with the wish of the donors.
its programs for the annual sum- ing; Troop 13, calisthenics, athletnesses of the importance which beautifulsuburbs. The city affords
Build with Notch Backs this year and
mer conferences which open with ics and drill; Troop 14. soap canrvirtually
every
diversion.
There
are
was attached to the possession and
BERRY GROWERS LOSE
build better and more permanently.
the girls’ conference under leader- ing; Troop 16, model airplanes;
all
outdoor
sports.
Swimming
at
defense of the island.
We have a complete stock on hand.
ship of Mrs. A. DeYoung of Kala- Troop 16, types of fires; Troop 19,
THOUSANDS IN ALLEGAN
Columbus Cathedral
Instead of thc gold nnd other Marianoa Reach.
Come in.
mazoo, July 6, and continues until use of knife and axe; Troop 20,
precious metals which the- early
There is the Oriental Park July 12.
Strawberry growers in this part
conquerors had expected to find, where races are held from Thanks- The other conferencesare: School fire by flint and steel; Troop 21,
poultry keeping; Troop 22, tumof the state are thousands of dol- landing cards to show to Cuban they soon learned that the riches giving until the end of March.
lars poorer, it is estimated,follow- officers before disembarkingnnd of this island consistedin the fer- Thousands of persons attend, and of theology, July 30 to Aug. 13; the bling; Troop 23, leathercraft;
ing a more complete checkup on embarking. Cuban immigration tility of the soil and eveness of its large sums of money change hands. general Bible conference, Aug. 14 Troop 24, rope work; Troop 26,
to 24$ nnd the boys' conference,archery;cubs Troop 10, bird house,
damage to the crop by frost last laws are very exact. Only the climate.The average yearly temweek. Growing plants on low white helmeted officers speak Eng- perature is somewhere around 77* Then there is the Casino, the Aug. 25 to Sept. 1. The grounds feeders and shelters.
Monte Carlo of the New World. will be o|>ened to the fourth annual
The purpose of the Grand Court
ground were blasted and, owing to lish, the rest all Spanish.
F. with slight variations between
cold weather following a heavy
The island of Cuba was discov- South and North roasts. The re- Here nightly, gather many visitors diocesan conference of western of Honor is to give recognitionto
from all over the globe. Gambling Michigan June 21 to 28.
every scout who has advanced ^t
rain, plants elsewhere are not grow- ered by Columbus on his first voysources of the island which is a
The school of theology will be di- least one step in the directionof
ing. Various leading growers are age, on Oct 27, 1492 and was typical agriculturalcountry com- is optional,for there Is dancing
of the opinion the loss over the taken at first to be part ot an uu- prise ns mainstay, sugar cane, and nnd other entertainment.But in all rected by Rev. John E. Kuizenga, the Eagle rank within the last
St.
5676
country will approximate50 per known continent. Very early the tobacco, coffee, cocoa textile plants its gayety it cannot in my estima- with Prof. Clarence Bouma of year.
tion be compared with the Euro- Grand Rapids, Rev. S. C. Nettinga
---- ocent of the
strategic value ,of the Island as
nnd fruits, grapefruit,pineapples,
The greater part of the crop in the "Key to the Americas,"was anow, zapote, red mamey banana pean gambling place in France, the nnd Rev. Albertus Pieters of West- SKA SCOUTS OF HOLLAND
em Theologicalseminary and Prof.
real Monte Carlo.
this immediatevicinity was under recognized, and tenacious strugHONOR PANTLIND MEMORY
aguacate guava and many other
The Chinese Theatre is situated Kuizengain charge of the courses.
contract frith the local canning gles between the two great sea
tropical fruits. Cattle, mules, in Havana's Chintown, populated
Rev. Samuel M. Zwemcr of
powers of that period, England and
horses, swine, sheep and goats, by some 40,000 almond-eyedCu- PrincetonTheologicalseminary and
A score of Sea Scouts from HolRev. Clelland MacAfec of the Chi- land honored the memory of their
cago PresbyterianTheologicalsem- friend and benefactor Fred Z. Pant>•
>:
:-r:
J
£
•
inary have been hooked as the prin- Hnd, yesterday in servicesover his
cipal speakers at the general Bible grave in Oakhill cemetery. In
conference,ami Rev. Raymond charge of the group were Charles
Drukker of Trinity Reformed Ash, skipper, and Andrew Hyma,
church, Grand Rapids, will be lead- portmaster.
Grand Rapids Heer of the boys’ conference.
rald.
Pine Lodge hotel has been opened
for the season nnd Rev. Cornelius
Muller of Grand Rapids, executive
secretary of the assembly, will be
in charge.
Work has been started on the
new auditorium,which will be comGrand Haven Tribune.— Holland
pleted in time for the first conferChristian High golfers tied the
ence in July. The building will be
Grand Haven school’sdevotees of
of frame constructionwith seating
the Scotch pastime In a match
capacity of about 800, and will cost
played at the Spring Lake Country
less than 3,000. Another cottage
Club last night. Each team won
also is under construction.
two matches and won by the same
For a Short
if
scores; 5 up and 4; and 1 up on the
The wise fisherman never uses 19th.
Most of the match was played
the same hook twice when fishing
for bass or pike. When he Is into in the rain, which might be called
a big one he never worries about a "water hazard."
Holland Christian High’s number
the hook being old and worn. A file
is a handy thing to have in the one man, Timmer, defeatedthe
tackle box to touch up the points Blue and Gold number one man.
Borgeson, 5 up and 4. Wabake of
of the hooks now and then.
Holland defeated Allen 1 up on the
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Zoerman Hardware
13

West 16th

Co.

Phone

crop.

HOLLAND, MICH.
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HOLLAND CHRISTIAN
HIGH HAS SOME
REAL GOLFERS

YOU SAVE $22.
Time Only
You Buy a Thor
Speed Washer Now

%

$12

-

Tubs

19th.

ban bands. The Cathedral, built by

$10 Balloon

Rolls

And the Price to You
Delivered Connected
All ready to

Wash

is

$99.2

Only

oo

A

$5

DownHere

is an offer

$2 A

Street in Old

Havana.— Not much parking space.

bees and poultry are also an important part of the economical structure. Iron, gold, chromium,asphalt
and petroleum nnd especially manganese are found in various parts
of the island.

Week

you cannot afford to pass up.

The sugar industry is by far

we have ever made and
you will never miss them.
Remember, this is our very latest model with
ripple-greenporcelain tub, automatic oilirg system and the new balloon rolls, which will not
break buttons. Find out for yourself just how
wonderful this machine really is. Give it a real
test right in your own home.
The

Grand Haven's two matches were
Jesuits in 1704 is of interest to all
won by Kimmling, who defeated
tourists.The bones of Columbus
reposed here from 1795 to 1896 Dobben 1 up on the 19th; and
when they were returned to Spain. Carlson,who defeated Van Faasen
5 up and 4.
They are in the second largest and
Mr. King, golf coach, is planning
nicest cathedral in all the world in
a return match to see if Holland
Seville.I visited this place and
saw the beautifulsarcophagus Christian'sgolfers are as good as
mounted by four large kingly like they appeared to be last night Holland High defeated Holland Chrisstatues, on their shoulderssupporttian High, and Grand Haven deed by bars.
Havana is rich in the atmosphere feated Holland High, so the “dope"
would have it that Holland Chrisof old Spain, but nowhere as much
tian was extremelyfortunate.*
so ui in this cathedral,grey and
*
mellowed by its two hundred years,
Muskegon
high school golfers finwhere the bones of Columbus were
ished first Saturday in classes A
enshrined for a hundred years beand B of the zone eliminationsin
side the high altar.
There are many sidetrips to the high school tournament held at
sugar industriesand tobacco fac- Pontaluna Golf club. Holland Christorie.. All Cuba is mlerctinx, ‘i*"
w*“ ^winner in c!.s.
C and D, and both schools qualihere and there you see traces of
fied by their victories for the state
pirate raids and other scars of
meet
long exciting careers. To wander
Muskegon’s team score for the
through the shopping districtof
Havana is indeed fascinating.The class A and B contests was 356.
atmosphere is so different from
?aJ,enVwlthJ,85,'
»hat one ha. been accustomedto. 0I)8; J"d
."S’
Crowd, of people arc moving
dWriZ*
and out. Trafficis thick with
lhf olher d1™10"* Holland
Christianshot a team score of 374.
pensive automobiles.Lota of pretty
Senoritas, beautifully dressed. Whitchallkthe other entry, gained
Everyone appears happy and con- a mark of 449.
tented. Nobody seems to be in a
BEAT THIS
hurry. Store clerks are extremely
ATTENDANCE?
courteous and willing to oblige. The
best stores are to be found on
Three children of Mr. and Mrs.
Obispo street, O’Reilly street, San R. Scholten of R. F. D. No. 8, HolRafael street, Neptuno and Galiano land, attending the Montello Park
streets. The variety of attractive school have been neither absent
articles on display is inconceivable. from school nor tardy during the
Precious stones, perfumes, French entire school year. They are Raydresses, Spanish faces, and shawls. mond, Ethel and Alva Jean. Their
Hand-embroidered
hnen table and teachers are Mrs. Alice Solomon,
bed sets, all to be bought at a con- Miss Marian Wolfert, and Min
siderably lower price than in the Delia Hoffman, respectively. These
United States.
pupils were the only ones with
Thc* Chapel of Christopher Col- perfect attendancein the entire
umbus is of interest where the first school, and their teacherspreMa«s was celebrated on March 9, sented each with a gift
1828. This building is called El
Templeto,or Columbus Memorial The Michigan Federationof PostChapel. A small church built on the offee Clerks closed its annual busispot where the Spanish settlers ness session at Pfctoskey and
celebratedtheir first Mass in 1619. picked Kalamazoo as its 1931 conAfter the landing of Columbus un- vention city. The convention inder the Ceiba Tree, still standing dorsed the 44-hour week, pay inthere today. The place is well pro- creases, longevpvMV Mil mnnftv
tected all around by a high wall for widows of
and fencing, and a guard is on tirement rule,
duty all the time. The building is asked by the clerks.
opened to the public one day a
year. I was there on the wrong day
Rev. Dr. S.
hence missed the opportunity to dent of
see inside.
(To be continued)

price is the lowest

the

bans. Moro Castle and Cabanas
Fortiers are of great interest to a
visitor of Havana. Centuries old
they stand as solid nnd formidable
in appearance as when the Spaniards built them, Morro in 1597,

Canahas in

1774.

most important and relative to the
Havana’s main promenade,thc
size of the island no country in the Prado, is a wide avenue, lined with
world can boast of a similardevel- beautiful trees, beds of flowers, and

the terms are so easy

opment

tropicalshrubs and has an extenCuba is situatedabout 100 miles sion of somethingover a mile in
south of Florida.
mountain the heart of the town. It joins the

A

range extends the entire length of
the country. Abundant forests of
mahogany, ebony, cedar and other
valuable woods. This is the only
island of all the West Indies, where
the white people outnumber the
negroes.

Malicon or sea wall (built during
the first American occupation) and
togetherthey constitute a most
beautiful drive. The people stroll

up and down the Prado day nnd
night 'and on concert evenings sit
nnd listen to music played by Cu-
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This Offer is Limited-Don’tDelay-Decide

Now

Household Utility Department

MEYER MUSIC HOUSE

$

EXCLUSIVE THOR DEALERS
17 West 8th Street

Holland, Michigan

Established 1872

Old Morrow Castle over looking Havana Harbor.
Fortress built by Spain 400 years ago.
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Miss

Amu

Ma« Link of

Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Diekema.

Leslie Hofsteen, a student at
Loyola Dental College at Chicago,
Born to Mr. and Mra. B^rt Wierspent the week-end visiting his
enga, a son, on June 1. ^ 7^’
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nick HofO
7T
steen of 154 West Fourteenth
The Misses Sena Tinhoit, Jean
street.
De Roster and Jeanette Pcest have

NEED

MONEY

Francis James Vrieling. twoyear-oldson of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vrieling,passed away Friday
evening. The child is survived by
his parents. Funeral serviceswere
held Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock
from the home of the grandpar-

?
LOANS

« LESS
IN 24 HOURS
ot

$300

Room

JkoM-or Wito

Personal Finance Co.

chiffon with slippers to match. She

Room

514, GrandRtpids Trust
Building, Fifth Floor,

S. W. Cor. Monroe

GRAND

&

Ionia Ave.

RAPIDS, MICH.

Tel. Dial 6-6-2- 1-5. Open 8:30 to 5.
Sat. 8:30 to 1

LICENSED BY THE STATE

^The

/

left for a western trip stepping at
several points of interest.

o

—

Wilkes Leland, student at Michigan State College, spent the weekend in Holland visiting his^parents.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Inland.'

carried a bouquet of roses and lilies of the valley. The bridesmaid
wore a pale green taffeta dress
with slippers to match and carried
a bouquet of sweet peas. Mrs. Jinnette is a graduate of Holland
High school and has many friends

]|)M>0

^First ^
H ARROW SPEC!

-

6 DAfS

sa

honor of Miss Grace Schrotenboer,
who is to be a June bride. Games
were played after which a dainty

two course luncheonwas served.
The bride-to-bewas the recipient
of many beautiful gifts. Those
present were Dekker. J. Schroten-

union

only

su its

boer, J. Rlingc, H. Klinge, J. Bult-

Think of it!

man, L. Looman, J. Walters, R.
Everhart. T. Mokma, H. Oldenbekken, J. Huisinga, J. Driesenga. A.
D. Marlink, and the Misses Grace
Schrotenboer, Sarah Dykman and
Jennie and Bessie Hemmeke.

MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.

Value

//rti tfie BitlMci/e of

o

-

Service

ta—

-

James Ten Brink of Ravenna is
at 208 Van Raalte Avenue, Rev. spending a vacation at the home
James Martin, pastor of Third Re- of his parents,Mr. and Mrs, J. Ten
formed church, officiated. Inter- Brink, West Thirteenth street
o
ment took place in the New Groningen cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pelgrim,
197 West Twelfth street, celebratMiss Albertha Pearl Homfeld, ed their fiftieth wedding anniverdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John sary June first. An informal open
Homfeld. 196 West Thirteenth house was held Sunday when
street, and George Dewey Jinnett* many guests called to congratulate
of Morehead, North Carolina,were the couple. Mr. and Mrs. Pelgrim
united in marriage last Saturday have been residentsof Holland for
at Michigan City. Indiana. The 32 years. Mr. Pelgrim has been
ceremony was performedby Rev. connected with the local Bay View
Furniture company and is still ai
R. Clark, pastor of the Congrega
active member of the concern.
tional church. They were attended
by Miss Gertrude Homfeld. sisMrs. A. I). Marlink and Mrs. J.
ter of the bride, and Willis Drost
of Holland. The bride looked Driesenga entertainedwith a mischarming in a gown of blue silk cellaneous shower last week in

Courteous

Com

-

ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hillebrand

QUKK

frtnW Coorulution

))myd)

in Holland. Mr. Jlnnette is an official of the Universal College of
Fort Wayne, Indiana. After the
ceremonythe young couple left for
the East and expect to be away for
two or three weeks.

Pfanstiehl and Mrs.
Battle Creek spent

Miss Eva Fairbanks and John
La Huis, Jr., were married Saturday evening at 7:30 o’clockat Old
Wing Mission Farm, the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Fairbanks.
The impressive ceremony was performed before a bank of flowering
dants by the bride’s father, Austin
•'airbanks, who has been a justice
of the peace for many years. The
bridal pair were attended by Miss
Shirley Fairbanks, sister of the
bride, and Harold Cheyne of Hudsonville,nephew of the groom.
The wedding march from Lohenrrin was played by Mrs. Ralph
fainterof Detroit. After the ceremony Shirley Fairbanks sang "I
Love You Truly.” The rooms were
beautifully decorated with iris,
roses, peonies, and lilies of the
valley.

The bride looked very becoming
in a gown of yellow silk and carried a bouquet of orchid sweet peas
and yellow rose buds. A dainty two-

areo YOUR VACATION IN MICHIGAN

|

Telephone Bock Home!
Do

you worry about those at home, or aHairs at the

office, when

you go away on a vacation? You can

relieve your anxiety by telephoning back

day or two while on your trip. Q

home each

You

also can

telephone ahead and reserve rooms for the night.
Q

Wherever you
Watch

for the

go, you will find a telephone.

Blue

way.

Bell signs along the

course luncheon was served.Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Painter of Detroit, Mrs. Lena Rice
of Kalamazoo,Mr. and Mrs. Yrice
of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs.
John La Huis, Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
Cheyne and sons Harold and Kenneth, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elzinga
and children Ellsworth.Bettie, and
Bobbie, Mr. and Mrs. Roy La Huis
and son Fred all of Hudsonville;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gunn and children Ruth and Roger, Mrs. Hattie
Gunn, Mrs. Ruth Fairbanks, Mr.

Regular Value, $1.00
Thump! The first Golden Arrow Special strikes home! As our first target we’ve taken the price on summer Union Suits- and how we’ve hit it. You
can’t miss, men! Every suit you buy at this sale is a bull’s-eye bargain scored

and Mrs. Robert Fairbanks and

for you!

son Bobbie, Mary Ruth Fairbanks,
Helen Miles and Aggie Baas, all of
Holland.The bride is a graduate of
Holland High and Detroit Teachers College and has taught two
years in Fillmore District No. one.
Mr. I-a Huis receivedhis education
at Hope College and Moody Bible

ting

For G days, beginning tomorrow, Ward's will be the original Happy HunGrounds for cool, comfortable Union Suits fashioned to lit. Firmly woven
fabric that meets U. S. Navy Specifications. Unusual comfort and strength
features in every suit. 54c is your Golden Arrow and $1 Union Suit is your
game. Come in tomorrow, and supply your needs for months in advance.

Institute.

Long Distance Rates Are Surprisingly Low
Mrs. H. Holleboom entertained
with a shower last week Wednesday at her home on East Twenty
fourth street in honor of Miss Dorothy Dekker. Games were played
after which a delicious two-course
luncheon was served.The bride-tobe received many beautiful gifts
Those present were Mesdames J.
Lubbers, A. Bouman, G. Sprick,H.
Hyboer, D. Dipphel, A. Elenbaas,

Reinforced Back
Reinforcementand elastic in
back insure comfort and prevent ripping.

H. Wabeke. L.

jtmmj

Shoemaker, A
Arensen, J. Van Oord, J. Shoe
maker. H. Holleboom and Misses
Mary Lubbers, Gladys Lubbers and
Dorothy Dekker.
Millard Westrate.

who

is study- j

ing electricalengineering at the
University of Michigan, spent the
week-end in Holland visiting his
parents.

The following States have passed laws
known as

Shoulder
arm holes prevent
chafing and insure shoulder
comfort as long as you wear

Tajied

ELZINGA-BOUWSWEDDING
PERFORMED AT ZEELAND

the suits.

Financial Responsibility

Laws

Pertainingto the

Operation of Automobiles
California

New Jersey

Wisconsin

Maine

Iowa

Vermont

A

very pretty wedding

took
place at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Eli Elzinga on North State street
road, Zeeland, last week Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 o’clock, when
Rev. J. Van Peursem read the double ring service uniting in marriage Miss Netta Elzinga, their

bridal party entered to the strains
of the bridal march from Ixihengrin by Wagner, played by Miss

Geneva Bouws.
The bride looked charming in a
sleevelessdusty pink chiffon
gown and carried a shower bouquet
of bridal roses, sweet peas and
swansonia.

Connecticut New York

If

you are taking a

trip this

summer we

WARN YOU AGAINST DRIVING WITHOUF DEPENDABLE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE.
Buy

it

Irom a

company with

offices

The

and

claim service scattered nation wide.

QUALITY AND SERVICE FIRST

STORE HOURS—
25-27

EAST EIGHTH

STREET

8:30-5:30. Sat. 8:30 to 9:30

PRONE

HOLLAND, MICH.

2828

Hits the BulLsei/e of Value

bridesmaid, Miss

Janet Bouws, wore a gown of

New Hampshire

Montgomery Ward. & Co

daughter, and Mr. Richard J.
Bouws, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
R. Bouws, of New Groningen. The

_

or-

_

Drenthe. The deceased is survived
chid chiffon and carried a bouquet
TRAFFIC VIOLATORS
BOAKD0FREV.BWANi)TW|,j
by her husband and two small chilof bridal roses and sweet peas. Mr. JOHN BARRYMORE
Roger Merle, three-months-old dren. One brother, Albert HazeClayton Van Dyke of Zeeland atHAS GREATEST ROLE
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mannes Fookamp of Overisel,and one sister,
tended Mr. Bouws as best man, and
The following paid fines of $10
IN FIRST TALKIE FILM
kert of Overisel,passed away Sat- Mrs. John Molewyk of Drenthe,
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
the
little Miss Lois Por, daughter of
each for speeding: Charles StribThe
inurday
evening
at
his
home.
in^g(),8Urvive Funeral serviceswere
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Por of Holland,
ley, George Speet, John Ovcrweg, Board of Review of Holland Town- m ^
\wt Kim
mirpnts.
fant is survived by
his parents,
Thur8day Btlernoon at 12:30
ship
will
meet
at
the
Town
Hall
gowned in pink, acted as flower America’s most distinquished A. H. Jager, Gerrit De Weerd, Kenthree brothers and two sisters.
and nt
at the fenm*
home and
at nn«
one o’clock
o’clock at
at
girl and carried a basket of rose .star,John Barrymore, whose voice neth Woldering, Willis J. Helmink, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on June 9
neral services were held Tuesday the Drenthe Christian Reformed
petals.
has charmed two continentson the Gilford Freedenberg, Ray Button, and ,10. Any person desiring to do
afternoon
nt
one
o’clock
at
the
The setting for the ceremony stage, speaks from the screen for William Fagen, Clifton N. Little so, may then and there examine home, Rev. William Pyle officiating. church, Rev. J. Kolkman officiathis assessments.
ing. Intermenttook place in the
which took place before a large the first time as the star of “Gen- and Lewis Marcus.
ALBERT HYMA, Interment took place in the Over- West Drenthe cemetery.
group of relativeswas beneath a eral Crack," Warner Bros. VitaE. J. Yeoman was fined $3 for
Supervisor. isel cemetery.
pink and orchid arch with a back- iphonc special scheduled to open at failure to stop at through streets
o
—
ground of palms. The home Was the Colonial Theatre on Monday, while Ray Schurman drew a simiZEELAND
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kammeralso beautifullydecorated in pink Tuesday and Wednesday,June 5-6lar fine for turning right on the aad and family spent the week-end
Mr.
and
Mrs. Frank Straayer
and orchid. The newlywedsreceived 7.
red light without stopping his maand daughters Barbara Jean, Ilene
many beautifuland useful gifts.
In the title role of “General chine. Don Highwood drew a fine of in Chicago.
Francis and Ruth Geraldine of
The young couple are both high- Craek," adapted by W’alter An- $3 for parking without lights and
Grand Rapids were visitors of Mr.
FOREST GROVE
ly respected >and well-f(nown in thony from the George Preedy H. H. Tishrock was also fined $3
and Mrs. Herman Kommendyke
this community,Miss Elzinga hav- novel, Barrymore enacts the son of
for parking his car on the sideMrs. Johanna Yntcma, 79 years, Decoration Day.
ing taught in the primary room in a gypsy princess and a nobleman,
I walks.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bottsford of
the Noordeloos school for the past who becomes the greatest military
away Saturdayevening at
I Peter Boekeloo was fined $10 for passed
few years and Mr. Richard Bouws, leader of his time.
her home in Forest Grove. She is Grand Rapids spent Decoration
operating a car without license
who formerly owned and operated
survived by four children. They are Day with their parents, Mr. and
The exceptional cast appearing plates.
nt wnucTivt mu hamti
the Zeeland Sanitary Dairy of Zee- in his support includesLowell
Mrs. Walter Van Dam, Gerrit, Mrs. Ed Rank of Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Lufboer and
land and who is now a merlhant of Sherman, Marian Nixon, Armidg,
Henry and John Yntema, all of
Holland. S
Mr: and Mrs. Samuel E. Pas and Forest Grove. Eleven grandchildren son Jay, Mr. and Mrs. Milton BannHobart Bosworth,Jacqueline Lodaughter Retta, and Mrs. Jane and seven greatgrandchildren also ing of Grand Rapids were visitors Distinctive
After a bounteous wedding sup- gan.
Kooyers are on a week's trip to survive. Funeral services were held of Mr. and Mrs. Herman M. Kromper was served the louple left on a
o—
Wednesday afternoon at 1:30 from mendyke.
trip to Washington, D. C., and other
Miss Alice Donnelly spent the Galena, 111., and Pella, Iowa.
Priced
o
plsces of interest.
the home and at two o’clockfrom
week visitingin Washington,D.C.
The young couple will be at
Mr. and Mrs. George Clements the Forest Grove Reformedchurch,
home to their friends on East 8th
Lester Exo. a student at Mich- and daughter Dorothy spent the Rev. J. Wolterink, officiating. InOttawa-Allegan Mono’! Co.
street. Holland, Michigan, after igan State College, spent the week- week-end in Chicago visiting terment took place in the Forest a few days. Mrs. Hunderman, formeriy
lived
a
quarter
mile
north
of
7* M9* Zlfllfn rliwif 2526
Grove cemetery,
July 1st.
end at hit home.
friends.
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Automobile CoUision Insurance

REDUCTION
AUTOMOBILE FIRE AND
THEFT
* _• •
25 Percent

'

«

Yes, and in the

t

OLD STOCK COMPANIES-backed

STRONG CAPITAL

and years of

#

,

-

.

for generations

by

HONORABLE SERVICE.

Rates so Low that all Cars can now be

FULLY PROTECTED.

'

ADD FULL COVERAGE TO YOUR PRESENT POLICY.
Phone YOUR AGENT at once

J.

Arendshorst, Inc.

McBride Insurance Agency

r

De Vries & Co.

Van Putten Agency

Frank M. Lievense

Visscher-Brooks

v;4*v>-»v:4.4 >;4-4v>.*v>.»v:*.4v;

4^

4^

m.

.
We

HORSES
still

have

some

Local

^*rm

Becksford,Mrs. Eugene Pomp,
Mrs. Bert Hoffman and daughter
Della, Miss Janet Peters, Mrs.
Gordon Peters,Mrs. James Kollen,
and daughters Janet and Marie, D
Mrs. Ray Maatman and daughters
Juella, Hazel and Agnes,
Agr Mrs. Ben
Kroeze, Mrs. Ed C.unneman and
daughter Clarissa, Mrs. J.' Koopman, Mrs. Sander Tankheet, Miss
Laura Busscher, Mrs. Gus Peters,
Harriet and Julian Peters, Mrs.
Harry Peters and son Harvey Jay.

| WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

News

horses for sale at our farm, one
mile east of Zeeland. Come and
look them over. Van Hoven & TinEugene F. Heeler spent the
holt, Zeeland, U.R. 3, Mich.
week-end visiting in Dayton, Ohio.
4tc26.

Dr. John Robbert, Christ Hospital. Cincinnati,Ohio, recently underwent a serious operation. Dr.
Robbert is a graduate of Hope
college and is the son of Mrs. J.
Robbert of Central Avenue.

!

CHBCM
;odmn

.

jim

— oWilliam Bremer has returned to
INSl’RANCE
CO. INSTALLS
Los Angeles after spending a week

10
minute
washday

cdlm
MODEL

I

the week in Labsing arguing cases
for the Supreme Court.

George Bickford of Holland
spent the week-end at the Gray
! farm in Allegan
^
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kimber were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Green at Mack’s landing. Allegan
county, over the week-end.
Mrs. Julia Peters and Mrs. Mar| garet Peters entertained with a
! miscellaneous shower at the home
Laundry ‘ of the latter in honor of Miss Janet
i Peters, who is to l»e a June bride.
[ Games were played and prizes were
E. 8th St won by Marie Kollen, Janet Kol| len, Mrs. James Kollen. Janet Peters, Laura Busscher and Mrs. Eu( gene Pomp. The bride-to-be was
the recipient of many beautiful
gifts. A delicioustwo-course luni cheon was served. Those present
1 were Miss Eunice Hoffman. Alice
I

county.

LAUNDRY
The Soft Water
Phone 5448—97

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

090909000006600

d!
The Holland Awning Co., formerly

We

to

49

EAST EIGHTH

are

now more

ST.

centrally located

and have more room to promptly take
care of our growing business.
We specialize in manufacturing awning and tents. We can also supply
your wants in porch swings, porch and
garden furniture, beach and garden
umbrellas.

HOLLAND AWNING CO.

2043

Phone

O

,ld

•ANItN

24',;

CMmS
SOAf

Catsup
Bulk

X

Holland, Mich.

Tails ami other Camp equipment for Sale and for Rent

,°i>

d 6

'°u"irT

"ub

2

Kirk’s Castile ^ 2
©THfRC ARE

GRAND HAVEN HIGH TENNIS
TEAM TAKES FINALS IN
MEET; HOLLAND SHOWS
WELL

12

P-G Soap

How

In the High School tennis tournament which was finished Monday

good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
several obvious ones in drawing the above picture.
tj**"1
are easily discovered,others may be hard. See how long it will take

(YOU

Some

to find them.

Free Methodist Gospel Tent
Willis Knoll has returned from
Holland where he spent a few Meeting. Cor. 22nd St. and Harrison Ave„ Holland.Beginning Tuesdays at the home of relatives.
day, June 10th, 7:30 p.m. Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Amoldink services2:30 and 7:30 p.m. Evanand son were guests at the home gelist Rev. Jno. Looman, Cedar
of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Veldheer Springs. Rev. B. I. Kinney, Lansing. Rev. E. W. Price, pastor.
Sunday.

-

--
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29s

15c
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15c
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Salada Tea
Butter

TENT MEETING IN HOLLAND

OLIVE CENTER

**"

Unit

MISTAKES IN THIS PtcVuRE

made
1

Lb*

Suds

Super

•

PAY BY CHECKS

Oats

Sifted Peas

Grand Haven Tribune.— Holland
Christian came down yesterday to
play the local golfers and went
home with the long end of a 3 to 1
score. Kimling won the Havenltes
lone match when he defeated Wabake 1 up on the 21st. Timmer defeated Borgeson 2 up on the 18th.
Carlson lost to Van Faasen on the
19th and B. Boyink lost to Dobben. 5 and

in Benton Harbor, Grand Haven
was highest with 18 points, Holland 14 »4, St. Joe 8Vi. Benton Harbor 44, Kalamazoo 34. Muskegon Heights 34, and Battle Creek
14.
In the singles. Fergusen eliminated Prettyman of Muskegon
Heights 7-5, 1-6. 6-4. At the same
time Vanden Belt was eliminated
by Rosewallof St. Joe, 6-2, 6-4.
Visscher of Holland cut off Williams of Benton Harbor, 7-5. 6-4.
and Landwehr of Holland eliminated Pett of Grand Haven, 3-6, 6-2,

V1,

Sack

HOLLAND CHRISTIAN TAKES
MEASURE OF BLUE AND
GOLD LIN MEN

4.

Med*'

pillsbuO

__

f

EE/ H

f

CUTS AND VEGETABLE/

Lemons

-

Bananas
Cabbage
Radishes

ZEELAND
Mrs. Howard Thorman. who has
been confined to her bed with illness for over a week, is slightly
Ethel June, one-year-old daugh6-0, which closed the semi-finals.
improved.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vereeke
In the finals Fergusen eliminof 14 North Elm street, passed
ated Rosewall, 5-7, 6-4, 7-5, and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Weerd away Monday mornnig after a linLandwehr eliminated Visscher, 10gering illness. The child Is sur8. 6-0. Ferguseneasily beat Land- from Borculo, and Johanna, were
wehr, 6-2, 6-2, thereby winning the visitors at the home of Harm Kuite vived by its parents and two sisSunday. Mrs. De Weerd recently ters, Dorothy Mae and Ruth
single championship.
In the doubles Last and Kuhn submittedto a serious operation Irene. Funeral services were held
Wednesday afternoon at two
of St. Joe defeated Landwehr and at Zeeland hospital but is so much
Van Kolken of Holland, and Fer- improved as to be able to be out o’clockat the home, Rev. Richard
Vanden Berg officiating.Interment
i gusen and Vanden Belt of Grand again.
took place in Zeeland cemetery.
I Haven beat Dykstra and Leland of
Silinda Smeyers spent a few
| Holland, which ended the semi- days at the home of her aunt, NelREPORTS SHOW LOSS
; finals.
lie Van Stratt. at Rusk last week.
IN SEVERAL TOWNSHIPS
In the finals Fergusenand VanMrs. Jacob Kamphuis is ill at
I den Belt very easily defeated Last the home of her children.Mr. and
Census reports In several town| and Kuhn, 6-1, 6-3, which made
Mrs. C. Jacobson.
ships have been returned. Gains
I Fergusen champion in both singles
Mr. and Mrs. James Knoll spent
and doubles. Both Fergusen and Monday evening at the home of were shown in Wayland and Cheshire. All other townships given InVanden Belt received medals for Wm. Overbeek at Holland.
cluding Monterey, Overisel, Lee and
winning. Fergusen getting two and
Mr. and Mrs. D. De Waard and Clyde noted losses. Wayland’spopVanden Belt one.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nivision from ulation for 1930 is 2,138 as comGrand Haven was given a plaque Holland called on Henry Redder s
pared with 2,006 for 1920. There
as trophy for team championshipfamily Wednesday evening.
are 192 farms listed. Monterey has
of regionals and a little later will
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Vander 919 residentsas compared with the
get another trophy awarded by the Zwaag and Leon and Mr. and Mrs.
Southwestern Michigan Confer- Peter Arnoldinkand Alfred mo- 1920 figure of 1062. There are 181
— ,
farms. Overisellists 1467 as cornence. This trophy is the first to be tored
red to Kalamazoo last Friday.
d with 1502 in lf)20. It has
j given by the conference which has
The frost did some damage here | 306 farms<
farmSi FiRureg
Fiffures for l*
i** are 792
| been organized recently.
last week. Quite a number of po- :jn 193() and 805 jn 192o. There are
tato and sweet com patches were
„ .
v,.. _,_i
201 .farms listed. Cheshire claims
frozen beside other garden vege- 1005 residents as compared with

located at 204 East Eighth Street, has

moved

Flout

MARCftU
WA^VIJI

NURSE IN HOLLAND
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. S.
AND ZEELAND
Bremer.
The Ladies’ Auxiliary 1594 will
hold a regular meeting tonight, Rather an unusual departure and
Friday, in the Eagle Hall. All rather an excellentidea is the enmembers are urged to be present. gaging of a salariednurse by the
. The Eunice and Monica sale will MetropolitanLife InsuranceCo.
| be held in the ChristianHigh
Miss Jeanette Van C.eldren,forj school next week Thursday aftermerly of Grand Rapids, has been
noon and evening.
placed into service covering HolBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin land ami Zeeland, taking care of
Stegink, a girl, Isla Mae, on May the industrialpolicyholdersas a
visiting nurse.
i 28th; to Mr. and Mrs. Peter KaasThe four agents of Holland in' hack, a daughter. Gladys Ann, on
clude George Slikkers,Ralph Van
May .*10.
Attorney Daniel Ten Cute has Lento. Jake Van Dyke and Peter J.
been spending the greater part of K Inver; of Zeeland, John Winkels.
!

KROGER

,

Tomatoes

4Friday.
i
1

^

—

.

.

—

tables.

995 in 1920. There are 210 farms.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Wiersma and Clyde has 1083 population as com-

children from Muskegon visited pared with 1106 in 1920. There are
at the home of their parents, Mr. 157 farms.
and Mrs. Albert Mulder, last Sun-

day. Mr. Mulder has been ailing
for a long time but is somewhat YOU’D BE SURPRISED
WHAT CAN HAPPEN
improvedat this time.

- o

Keeps a Check on Expenses!

It

"Not all accidents that happen
are motoringmishaps,” remarked
Mr. Frank Lievense of the Aetna
agency, "although statistics show
that more people are injured or
killed in automobile acqdcnts than

^Budqetlour
Expenses
in IQ10~

by any other means.”
In a recent interview Mr. LieDr. James G. Klinesteker, 46, vense mentionedsome of the unveterinary surgeon, died Monday usual accidents that have actually
afternoon at the Holland hospital happened to people. A man was enfrom heart disease.He has prac- joying a few moments’ relaxation
ticed his profession for about fif- in a rocking chair in his room at a
teen years, first at Hamilton, and boarding house. The chair tipped
later at Salem, his present home. over backwards precipitatingthe
Surviving are the widow; four occupant through the window to
children. Pernard, Herbert, Jona- the ground below. He was taken to
than and Ivan; his parents. Mr. the hospital but was so severely
and Mrs. B. J. Klinestekerof Hoi injured that he failed to recover.
land; three brothers, Daniel of
Ho-hum! You know what it is to
Burnips and William, Russel and , yawn. It is not considered dangerJustin of Grand Rapids, and one | ous, and yet when a Boston man
sister,Mrs. Henry Ver Hulst of indulged in a vigorous yawn, he
Graafschan. Funeral services were dislocatedhis jaw. Two anaesthetheld Tuesday afternoon at 1 o’clock ics had to be administered, and
at the home in Salem and at 2 p.m. three physicians worked an hour
in the Forest Grove church.
to get the jay back into place.
Arguments frequently get one
Comrod Slagh, 73 years old. into trouble. It certainlydid in the
passed away Monday evening at case of a Texas politicianwho
the home of his daughter, Mrs. rolled out of bed and broke his
Gcrrit Veurink, 493 East Twenty- collarbone. Ho afterward explained
seeoiid street. The deceased is sur- that he was dreaming of a forthvived by six children.They are coming campaignand was arguing
Mrs. Henrietta Lamer. Mrs. Win- some point in connection with local
nie Van Hoven, and Jacob Slagh politics.
of Zeeland, John Slagh of Mason,
An innocentgame of indoor pingBert Slagh of Decatur and Mrs. pong- which is becoming popular*
Margaret Veurink of Holland. He again resulted in a serious accident!
also ____
leaves three
sisters,
Mrs._ BerBer- to a policyholder. During the game1,
_____
_____ _________
_____
tha Wabeke. Mrs. Hattie Brink and he accidentally bumped his head on
Mrs. Kate Hop and two brothers. a corner of the table, injuring his
John of North Holland and Dick of eye.
Holland.
It is quite common to hear of a
Funeral services will be held hunter shooting a goose hut most
Friday afternoon at 12:30 at the unusual to hear of a goose shoothome at 493 East Twenty-seconding -va hunter. That’s what hapi street with Rev. L. Van I.aar offi- pened to a man who was hunting
ciiOing after which services will in California. The hunter shot the
be held at the Christian Reformed goose, hut in falling the bird kicked
church in Zeeland . with Jicv. D. over the shotgun of a companion
Veltkamp and Rev. Willfhm Kok which was lying nearby, promptly
officiating.Interment will take discharging the gun and wounding
place at the Zeeland cemetery.
the hunter in the hand.
Then, there’s the unusual case pf
Mrs. Adrian Nagelkerk, 70 an amateur actor in a benefit play
years, passed away Tuesday morn- j being
ncing given in an inoiana
Indiana town,
town.
ing at the home of her daughter.The man who was acting the nart
Mrs. A. Wiggers, 361 East Eighth of the judge in the drama entitled
street. The deceased is survived by "Who Killed Earl Wright?" rapped
her husband and eight children. so vigorously with his gavel that|
They are Gerrit of Grandville,Ren the head flew off, strikingone of]
of Dutton, Mrs. Elizabeth Wiggers the actor jurymen, breaking his!
of Holland, John of Vriesland, glasses and severely injurying his
Dave of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Mary right eye.
Of course, points out Mr. LieLanning of Holland and Mrs. Jennie Timmer and Mrs. Alice Lan- vense, it isn’t the strange and unning, both of Drenthe. Two broth- usual things that cause the greaters, John Meyeringof Zeeland and est number of accidents,but it is
Harm Meyering of California,and important to be ever on guard
a sister, Mrs. John Zagers of against mishaps of every kind. Not
Jamestownalso survive. Funeral every accident can be prevented,;
services will be held Friday after- but a large majority of them can.
noon at one o'clock from the for- The best advice anyone can offer
mer home in Drenthe and at one- is: practice carefulnessin all
thirty at the Drenthe ChristianRe- things you undertake and avoid
formed church. Interment will take hasty action wherever possible.—
Educational Publicity.
j place in West Drenthe, cemetery.

J

New ELECTROLUX

Q

No modern

business man would think of conducting his business with-

would be imposhandle an enterpriseof any proportions with the check book eliminated.

out achecking account kept
sible to

Q

checking account

Q. Not only

it

allairsshould also be

at this

is it

hank?

convenient and safe but the check book halts needless ex-

itself for a budget system in the home it is
now. You know at all times where youre at. Yout cash balance in the bank is
made known to you at a moments notice. You know where your money goes
-and knowing this you may find leaks where a saving can be made.

penses and

I

some well regulated hank, in fact

conducted along the same lines. Why
family budget and draw on that budget for necessary expenses thru a

Household

not start a

at

Q A

if

ever the time presented

money losses caused thru payment of bills
making the wrong change. It gives you an iron clad receipt for
payments made and what is more it saves you much valuable time.
checking account prevents

twice or thru

Q

Cali on us

and we

will

show you where the checking methods cut the

corners of needless expenditures.

This Bank Pays

4^

In

Besides the

COLORS

gleaming ’white you can

now get the Gas Refrigerator in two
beautiful color harmonies

-

itOft

Green

WWMmlk

And Electrolux brings you perfect comfort and con-

enience. It his no machinery to wear out 6J need
attention and no morine parts to make Ae sUghtert
sound. A mere trickleof water and t tiny gas flame do
all the work of making cold.
Drop into our display rooms and l« ^ sh°7

convenienteasy payments. Come

in today*

|

Interest
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First State
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Short Ron lc to

Civil
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Daylight Saving

Sunday I
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Vividly Told

m.

VAN RAALTE CALLED
YOUNG MEN TOGETHER
AT TOWN HALL

DR.

Every Young Holland Soldier Prom,

Daily Overnight Freight Service

ised 55.00 by

GOODRICH TRANSIT CO.
-

^

C. E. Alger,

r 'ir

PHONE

Pioneers

Enlisted

With the coming of warm weather
Holland
generally paid a
visit by old Joos Ver Planke. a
veteran of the Civil War, who has
been closelyidentified with the A.
C. Van Raalte Post, G. A. R., even
though he was not a member.
Mr. VerPlanke is a very interestindividual, having been

is

JANS HELDER
SINGING TEACHER
J.

neaday.

Studio— 54 Gravea

Place.

Telephone 2618

appointment,or

CITY

ONES

IS

Number 23

1930

Burgomaster

BELIEF

In

Hearing of rural and small town
children seems to be better than
that of city youngsters.
The examinations which give the
country youth this lead were made
in three small Maine communities
with an audiometer, a compara-

MAYOR BROOKS SPEAKS
TO WOMEN’S CLUBS
AT

tively new scientificinstrument
It was purchased by the Speech
Reading club of Portland,and loaned places outside the city on re-

Addren 613 Gilbert Building,
Grand Rapida. Mich.

RATES REA SCNAILE

Model Drug Store
33-35 W. 8th St.

MICHIGAN

EXPERT TRUSS FITTING
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

Mayor Earnest Brooks was the

well the toil of long hours

Club of Grand Haven, who was
host to the Quadrangle Club of
Muskegon, the Allegan Club, and
the Grand Rapids Business Women’s Club, the Junior Busineea
and ProfessionalWomen’s Club of
Grand Rapids at a "neighborhood
dinner,” given at the Spring Lake
Country Club on Tueaday night.
Never had the club house presented a more charming appear-

Greetings to the Graduates

FOR THE GRADUATE
A new

life

with

new problems

colleges and universities

young men and

women.

happy

bright and

will

faces the graduate of

June. Grade

soon pass on to the other worlds

While

it is

graduation to you now,

schools, high schools,

a large group of

it is

but

intelligent

a commencement of

a

future.

As you advance in scholarshipand

life you will realize that

a sound banking connection

i

will

prove a worthwhile alley in the struggle

BANK we

are very

much

for

success. At the

HOLLAND

interested in you as our customers of the future

CITY STATE

and are glad

GRAND HAVEN

rincipal speaker at the Triangle
usiness and ProfessionalWomen’*

quest
The results are reported to Mrs.
James F. Norris, chairman of the
committee on children of the American Federation of Organisations
for the Hard of Hearing.

knew

Demand

As Speaker

p*>;
the time while a citizenhere and ony was started in America by Rev.
also following the lakes as a sailor A. C. Van Raalte who came t o
Holland. Later another group
from this port.
Mr. VerPlanke was the first under Rev. Mr. Yoma prepared to
Democratic sheriff elected in Otta- leave and among them was Abram
wa county and from the returns it Ver Planke ana his wife and five
appears that Holland gave Its citi- children.They left the Netherlands
Did you miss seeing “Tulip Time”? If you did “Well that’s just too bad.’’ Now see
xen a substantialvote at that time. in the spring of 1849 and landed in
what you have missed.
Before becoming a minion of the New York. The group intended golaw, however, Mr. Ver Planke was ing to Michigan by the water route
a cobbler’sson and was taught to but upon arrival at Albany the
stick to his last by father Ver funds of many of the party gave Leenhouta. Aid finally reached the I business on his own account and them free leave.' Forty young men,
party and some went on their way | from that time on the family al- myself among the number, enlisted
Planke even under the most trying out and they were left behind.
Among those who had to remain to Holland,others to Wisconsin and ways hud plenty for themselves and that night. I did not go home until
circumstances.
The father conducted a cobbler’s were the Ver Planke family for some to New Jersey. The Ver enough to aid other newcomers midnight and it was a hard Job to
shop in a building located on the money had never been plentiful Plankes went to Buffalo by canal from their meager store as they tell my father. He was not angry,
brow of a hill on the site now oc- with Abram Ver Planke. They and then by steamer to Grand Ha- themselves hud been helped. These onlv sad. In a short time we had a
full company, 90 per cent of them
i early Dutch colonists practicedthe
cupied by the Citizens Transfer Co wanted to get to the colony at Hol- ven.
land but being destitutewere sent
In a reminiscenv mood “Jooa” Golden Rule. By the way, Mr. Holland boys. Mr. Plugger and Mr.
building on West Eighth street.
It appears that the coming of the to the poorhouse as Mr. Ver Planke jpve the following interview:“we Plugger conducted a saw and flour J. Knoll had promised $5 to every
Ver Planke family to these parts bluntly expressedit. There had reached Grand Haven about the mill on the present West Michigan boy who enlisted. They did not
was not a sinecure for “Joos” and been 30 left behind and in two first of August and 1 can remem- Furniture Co. site and also con- think there would be so many, I
j guess, but true to their word, they
the family endured many hardships weeks sicknessbroke out, taking 12 ber so well, father tellingof our ducted a store hero.
Father Ver Planke wished to | were there the next morning with
not uncommon in pioneer life. Any- of them. The Ver Planke family first few days there. It was dark
way “Joos” was born April 2, 1844 sufferedthe loss of the mother and when we arrived and our luggage teach Joos the shoemaking trade the money.”
in the province of Zeeland in the a little son. The malady was chol- was pitched onto the shore by the but indoor work didn’t appeal to! Mr. Ver Planke te.ls of the two
Netherlands.His father, Abram era and the only ones who had had crew of the steamer.Father then one with his love for activity ana I weeks training in Holland with a
Jansen Ver Planke, as has already it, and survived were Mr. Ver carried the four children, one by it was only natural that he should jolly time and the freedom of the
been stated, was a shoemaker who Planke and a boy named Johannes one to the shore,” Mr. Ver Planke desire to sail the lakes. His father (town for the young soldiers."We
recounted."Looking about he found would not consent however, and had all the beer we wanted to drink
some tan bark which he set up as a Joos worked in the shoe shop. When uh there was no prohibition in those
sort of shelter. However it soon he was 18 the Civil War broke out days," he said. "We finally left for
began to thunder and lightningand and many young nien from Holland Kalamazoo to join the regiment
he found an old bam to shelterus enlistedin '61 at the call to arms. amid the weeping of loved ones
who were convincedthey would
from the rain.
never
see us again. My father
"The next morning," Mr. Ver
thought if I wasn't killed on the
Planke continued, "NicholasVyn
battle field,I would fall a victim to
who had come to Grand Haven in
illness as I was young and rather
1847 and was the founder of The
thin. I did come back, though and
Vyn transferline which survivesto
was in the hospitalbut two weeks
this day as The Vyn Company,
in the three years I served.”
walked over to where we were and
Mr. Ver Plankes army experisaid, ‘ben je ook Hollander?’My
ences included battles in Ohio and
father answered ‘ja’ overjoyed at
Kentucky with the force* of Mormeeting someone from home, Mr.
gan, the raider, fighting with Hood
Vyn was sympathetic, sent over a
at Nashville followed by the debig basket of food and found work
moralization of Hood’s army. Mr.
raftinglumber for my father at a
Ver Planke’* regiment then went to
dollar a day. We should have gotWashington and later was sent to
ten on fine but father was not used
Fort Fisher, North Carolina. "We
to heavy work and was taken ill,
had been with Sherman on the
leavingus destitute again. Through
march to the sea and were at the
the good offices of Mr. Vyn who
surrender of General Johnstonat
placed the family’s plight before a
Raleigh,” he continued. The comprayer meeting, money was collectpany was musteredout of service
ed to transport all the Ver Planke
nt Salisbury,North Carolina,June
family to Holland where father
24, iHflfi. They were paid ami diswas to find work as a shoemaker.
charged at Jackson, Michigan, July
We did not even have money for
2 and came home by way of Kalasuch a short journey. I wonder
mazoo, and Allegan.
what people would have thought in
“I tell you, we were welcomed,"
that day had I told them that somesaid the veteran in recounting the
time I should be riding to Holland
story of the home coming, the reto visit my sistersand return in
uniting of sons and families. "When
an hour and a half,” Mr. Ver
we passed through towns, they all
Planke mused.
turned out. At Holland, everyone
"Our conditionwas had, we needwas on hand to greet us, young and
ed everything,”said Mr. Ver
old. A. C. Van Raalte had a lunch
Planke, explainingthat at the time,
ready in public square for us and it
Holland was a new community with
was there that I met my father, a
few stores and a few small housea
joyous meeting."
The government land had almost

Wed-

Will teach in Hollond every

HOLLAND,

Two OM
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Agent

2778 or 5881

ior
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Our High School Tulip Bed

RURAL EARS HEAR BETTER

Holland

Time

Direct Passenger and
Freight Service
HOLLAND Monday, Wodnotday,
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WWW

War Days

5

Three Section!

all been taken up. Rev. Mr. Van
Der Meulen had settled in Zeeland,
Rev. Mr. Ypma in Vriesland and
Rev. Mr. Bolks in Overisel while
others were in Graafschaao.All
were but a few miles from Holland
but roads were bad and some had
but little money while those who
were better off could bur littlefor
the scarcity of stores. The wild,
timbered country was a lot different from the Netherlands and the
colonists didn’t know much of the
use of an ax but encouraged by
their ministers,they learned and
eventually founded a thrivingcommunity which today rests firm on
the solid foundationthat these
early settlers laid down.”
It appears tnat a li-r. Pluggers
aided the Ver Planke family in getting started and Abram Ver Planke
went to work for Mr. Bos, the shoemaker. In a short time, he went in

to

offer our sincere co-operation.

ance. The tables were well arranged
and 141 guests were seated.

Covers were msrked by beautiful corsage bouqueta of sweet
peas, and other small flowers, shoe
trees in dainty colors as favors, and
nut cups in the shape of a triangle,

made

Low

in the colors of the emb.
bowls of sweet peas were

placed at intervalsdown ths long
boards together with tall tapers in
pastel shades. The speakers’ table
waa placed at the head of three
tables and a gold basket held •
charming centerpiece.
Mayor Brooks opened his remarks with a few "take-offs”on
tha ladies present but soon spoke
in a more serious vein. He urged
the organisationsto Hava a vision
of the future of their cities and
aim for a goal to raise standards of
the comreunitiea in which they
function. "What will your city be in
1960?” he asked. "Whatever it is
will be in part due to effortsof
far-sighted individualsor organizations.” He cited instancesof foresight in real estate values in hia
native city and in large centers.
“The Will to Have” determines
the future of many a center. Charucteristic* of citiee should be preserved,he thinks, as excellent advertising.People are always looking for the unique, the different
Help to cultivateit in your community, he urged.
Women have ever been a factor
in politics, he continued,but never
more than today. Organise dub
life to some real purpose and pursuits and it will enlarge the vision
and pleasure of its members, ha
concluded.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Driscoll
spent the week-end visiting friends
in Chicago.
Miss Margaret Paul
Paul and Miss
Florence
ea spent the
end in Detroit

THEATRES

COLONIAL
Mat. Daily 2:30, Eve.7

Thura., Fri. and Sat., Juna

89

5,

JOHN BARRYMORE

6,

7

with

Lowell Sherman, Marian Nftofc
and Myrna Loy in
From 1865 to 1872, Mr. Ver
Planke sailed on the lakes. He
married Greitje Brower in 1866. In
“General
1873 Mr. Ver Planke was elected
marshal of Hollajidand held the

Crack”

office for three years. In 1876, a

Joos Ver Planke
Courtesy Muskegon Chronicle

"presidentialyear” he was urged
by friendsto run for sheriff of Ottawa county on the Democratic
ticket. He finallyconsented,got the

Monday Tueaday, Wednesday
June

9,

10, II

BEBE DANIELS

with

Joos however stuck by the shoe nomination and mortgaged his
Ben Lyon in
bench but in ’02 came another call home to provide the sinews of war
from President Lincoln, this time ( for a campaign and went out elecmore urgent.
| tioneerinfj.Fie was elected by
"I tried to stick to my bench," small majority,the only one on the “Alias French Gertie”
Mr. Ver Planke said, "bttt with Democratic ticket to be elected to
people running up and down, shout- office in the county and the first
ing and singing, this was not easy. Democrat to be sheriff.Only one Thura., Frin Sat., June 12, 13, 14
Finally, I threw down my tools, other democratic candidate namely
pulled off my apron and ran to the Fred Kamferbeek of Holland who
DOLORES DEL RIO with
town hall where Dr. A. C. Van succeeded Del Fortney in 1925, ever
LOWE in
Raalte was making a fine patriotic was electedas a Democrat.
Mr.
Ver
Planke
sailed
on
Ihe
Wolspeech. ‘There are my two sons’
he said, ‘if they wish to go, I give len with Capt. Borgman, also on
the Tri-Color and Arrow sailing
vesselsof yesteryear.
Mr. Ver Planke moved to Grand
Haven in 1877 and took over the COMING: “Hold Everything'1
duties of sheriff. He was re-elected
“Golden Dawn"
two years later on the Greenback
ticket and with his two terms up.
was succeeded by John Vaupeli,of
Holland. Mr. Ver Planke decided to
buy a farm and his wife and five
sons moved with him to the new
holding in Crockery township where
work that was new such as ploughMatinee Saturday 2:30
ing and planting had to be done.
Clearing pine stumps was hard
Evening 7 and 9
work too but by putting in long
hours and never giving ud, the Ver
Planke’s made a living there.
Saturday, June?
With four sons married and the
farm work increasing, Mr. Ver
GLENN
in

EDMUND

‘The Bad One”

HOLLAND

Remember Them With
GOLD
If

A Savings Account

you are puzzled as to what to give

the graduate,

GOLD

makes an always

welcome gift. We always have a supply of gold

on hand for just such

gift

HAMILTON TRANSPLANTER
There

is

really nothing

more appro-

priate for the graduate than a

ACCOUNT.

SAVINGS

them off right on
their new adventure. Deposit any sum
to their credit and give them the passbook. They

purposes.

TYRON

Start

will

surely appreciate that.

MODEL A-2

The only Automatic Plant Setting Machine
manufactured and sold under patent protectionmoat successfulPlant Setter yet made and is the
shortest and most compact machine on the market-will turn around at the end of the row in a
three foot space.
driver needed— Power
Marker, a big improvementand avoids side-draft—
Inclosed worm gear with Timken Bearing operating in
a bath of oil. Rows quickly adjustable as to width.
A mechanicaladjustment spaces plants apart at any
desired distance in the row. Works well on muck.
Removes dry soil and sets plants in moist earth.
Priced so any small grower can afford to own one.
Water barrel and canopy are optional equipment.

Planke sold the property and
moved to Spring Lake in 1901. He
bought a home and remained a
residentof that community for almost 25 years.
Of late years, Mr. Ver Planke
has divided his time in stayingwith
his son Tony, a successfulbusiness
man of Spring Lake; Grover, a
doctor residing in Gary. Ind., and
George, who lives in California. His
summers are spent in Spring Lake
and in winter he goes to Gary or
California.

4%

Interest

Compounded Semi-Annually

Holland City State

Bank

Also used and rebuilt machines on hand
ton at very reasonable prices. Come and see

Ottawa County’s Oldest Bank
Hamilton Manufacturing Co.,

Hamilthem.

at

"f’

Added
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Vaudeville
Mon„ Tuea^ Wed,

Positive Steering device, no

We Pay

“Dames Ahoy”

June 9, II

Mrs. H. Van Meurs and Mts* ... MONTE BLUE with
Ruth Eding entertained with a
Lila Lee, Betty Compson
miscellaneous shower last week in
honor of Miss Anne Barkema, who
is to be a June bride. The evening
Dance”
was spent in playing bunco and
other games after which a daintv ---------- l„„^
two-courseluncheon was served.
Those present were Mrs. Anna
Thura., Fiiday, June 12, 13
Cook, Mrs. Ed Van Eck, Mrs. Sam
EVELYN BRENT in
Boer, Miss Ellen Cook from Zeeland, Mrs. M. A. Stegeman, Hos-

“Those Who

pers, Iowa: Mrs. Lester Steggerda,

Mrs. B. H. Weller. Mrs. Walter
Kuizenga, Mrs. J. Barkema. Mrs.
H. Van Meurs, Mrs. Ruth Eding,
Mrs. A. Weller, Misses Nclla and
Theresa Weller and Anna Barkeitfa from Holland.

o
Miss Mildred Klow spent

the

week-end visitingher parents

in

“Sligbl; Scarlet”
CENTRE, So.Htven,]
Sun., Mon., June

8,

9
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THE HOLLAND CITY

PRINCIPAL RIEMERSMA
COMPILES LIST OF HONOR
AT HOLLAND HIGH

NEWS

Five A’s, other marks B, were maces
laces 01
on the honor roll to Dorothy sunobi,of Japan, students at Hope
Expirw June 8
ZEELAND
Explna Ang. 9
:, Ruth Kraai, Leon Win
NOTICE TO BIDDERS TO OPERKamerling
college. During the Sunday School
MORTOAGE SALE
Two Zeeland young ladies,the
»phine session Sunday afternoon Miss Misses KatherineMceuwsen and
strom, Edith Arnold, Josephine
WHERAS, default has been made
ATE CONCESSION AT
Four A’s, other marks B, are Ayers, Gladys Borgman, Iillian Watanabe spoke on the reconstruc* Jennie SmiU, were happy winners
in the payment of moneys secured
COUNTY
PARK
claimed by Leland Beach, Edgar Boss, William Combe, Haiel Dick tion and progress of Ferris Semiby a mortgage dated the 21st day
The following compilation was Landwehr,Elisabeth Srekely, Ha- Eunice Hagelskamp, Nancy Ann nary in Yokohama, Japan. She in a contest when they were proof April, A. D., 1926, executed and
nounced
to have sold the gr*et«»t
Sealed
proposals
will
be
received
'rincipal zel Ver Hey, Bernice Bauhahn, Hale, Lawrence Rosters, Charles wore a Japanese costume.
a«nt in to the News by Principal
given by James W. Winters and
volume of tea and coffee during
at the office of the Board of County
Riemerama as this relates to Hol- Vera Damstra, and Nellie Bont- McLean, La Mila Jean Brink, KenDemonstration Week recently. The
Park Trustees of Ottawa County, Harritt Winters, his wife, of Grand
land High School:
huis.
neth Karsten, Pauline Potter. HowSAUGATUCK
Rapids, Kent County, Michigan, as
contest was sponsored by Standard
Court House, Grand Haven, MichHonor Roll— Third Quarter
mortgagors, to First State Bank of
Three A’s, other marks B, are ard Teusink, Ruth Dekker, Herman
Grocer
Company
in which thirtyigan,
until
11:00
o'clock
a.m.,
Total
Grade
Boys Girls
Mr. and Mrs. George Johns are eight I.G.A. stores participated.
olland, Ottawa County, Michigan,
found on cards of AnnabelleAr- Van Ark, Clara Witteveen, Deward
Eastern
Standard
Time,
June
6th,
5
13-1
4
1
Michigan corporation,as mortganold, Virginia Boone, Muriel De Hartwig, Benjamin Lemmen, Les- celebratingthe fiftiethanniversary The prizes were awarded last Mon1930, for the lease of the conces12-2
27
36
9
se, which mortpa^je was recorded
M.
Vries, Lucy Dykens, Marjorie Mut- ter Van Tatenhove, Ruth Westing, of their marriage at their farm day evening and these girls won Chas.
sion and bath house at Tunnel Park
12-1
4
3
1
the office of the Registerof
chinski,James Nettinga, Wallace Arthur Witteveen, Hazel Marcus, home on Goshorn lake in Sauga- first place and prizes of $5.00 each.
in Section 21, Park Township, Ot28
11-2
13
15
Practice limited to
Deeds for Ottawa County, MichVan Regenmorter, Rose Witteveen, Minnie Marie Dalman, and Kath- tuck township. They were married They are employedby G. J. Boone
tawa
County,
Michigan.
3
5
11-1
2
EYE, EAR, NOSE and THROAT
in Saugatuck, both being of fami- A Co. of Zeeland.
Marian Working, Jacob Rezelman, ryn Wrieden.
nr/ some Sal soecifica- on th« 23rd day of April, A.D.
9
19
10-2
10
Glasses fitted. Office hours 9-12
All B students include Herman lies of early pioneersfrom the east,
Isabelle Van Ark, Mildred Albers,
Born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
8
8
10-1
0
tions
in
regard to the supervision
i44L'^rJhYh{^rTt!gaK7h^
u.m.,
2-5
p.m.
Except
Wednesday
La Vina Borgman, Gordon Hame- Knoll, Norma De Maat, Lena and with small exceptions havfe Goorman, West Central Ave., a
and maintenanceof the
claimed to be due at this time
link. Crystal Van Anrooy, Hath Plakke, Julia Rypma, Edward always lived on the same farm daughter, Arlene Mae, on Sunday, p.m. Saturday evenings 7-9. Phone but in most particulars the re105
38
67
4632.
erine Boerc. Baxter McLean and Heneveld,Eugene Prins, George where Mr. Johns’ father settled In May 25.
quirements will be similarto those the sum of Four Hundred EightyHaving passed the century mark,
Hale, Dorothy Mae Kleis, George 1864. They saw the rise and fall of
nine and 18/100 Dollars ($489.18),
Martin Waterway.
A
valuable
picture
of
Abraham
in Michigan State Parks.
the honor roll is very satisfactory
Singapore, now buried beneath the Lincoln and his cabinet was preprincipal and interest, and an atTwo A’s, other marks B, were Combs, and Janet Van Til.
Expires July 12
Proposal must be made on blank
for the period nearing the end of
o
shifting sand dunes. Mr. Johns’ sented to the high school by the
torn ev fee of Fifteen Dollars
assigned to Gertrude Beltman,
MORTGAGE SALE
forms which may be obtained nt the
the year. Girls still outnumberbovs
Miss Ethel Kraai and Myron work has always been connected Van Loo family of this city. It
($16.00),being the legal attorney
Edythe Boeve, Evelyn Bolhuis, Elofficeof the Board of County Road
two to one, but in the 12-1 class the
fee in said mortgage provided,and
len Jane Burch. Robert Dorian, Es- Veldheerof North Holland were with tanneries and for the past 36 was presented Thursday in honor
Commissioners,
Court
House,
Grand
boys exceed the girls three to one,
Default having been me.de in the
past due taxes amountingto
ther Harris, Bernard Rottschaefer, united in marriage last week Tues- years has gone back and forth each of the father, C. Van Loo, a Civil
and ten boys in the 10-2 challenge
day morning at 11 o’clock by Rev. day to and from Holland. Celebrat- war veteran,whose death oc- conditions of a certain mortgage Haven, Michigan.
Ninety-fourand 76/100 Dollars
Genevieve
Ter
Haar,
Anna
Van
Each
proposal
must
be
accomtheir nine girl companions. Senior
signed
and
executed
by
Edward
J.
($94.75),and no suit or proceedEyck, Peter Boter, Donald Albers, Arthur Maatman at the parsonage ing with them were their two sons, curred three years ago. He was
panied
by
a
certified check of One
boys are the worst offenders, only
Luick
and
Laura
Luick,
his
wife,
to
ings having been instituted at law
Edith Cook, Erwin Hoffman. Mari- of the Oakdale Park Reformed Lemuel and Russell, and two daugh- the last Civil war veteran in ZeeHundred
($100.00) Dollars made
.ten being honor students.
Peoples
State
Bank
of
Holland,
an Klaassen, Virginia Kooiker. church in Grand Rapids. They ters, Mrs. Robert Annesley and land. VanLoo was a member of Michigan, on November 13, 1928, payable to Austin Harrington, to recover the debt, or any part
All A's were earned by Virginia
Katherine Van Looyengood, Vivian were attended by Miss Lillian Miss Lou.
thereof, secured by said mortgage,
the school board severalyears. The and recorded in the office of the Chairman.
Coster, Jean Bosnian. Juella Browwhereby the power of sale conVisscher, Donald Voorhorst, Cor- Kraai, a sister of the bride, and
picture will be hung in the library. Register of Deeds for Ottawa
The
successfulbidder will be reer, Ruth Geerds. Henry Klenheksel,
j nie Westrate, Ruth Westrate, Ruth Harold Veldheer, a brother of the
Occupying one of the buildings county, Michigan, in Liber 147 of quired to furnish satisfactorysure- tained in said mortgagehas become
Beatrice Visser, Margaret DregIKPROVED
UNIFORM
INIlRNATIONAL
bridegroom.After a short trip
recently erected in the downtown Mortgages, page 633, on which ty bonds' in the amount of the con- operative.
man. Jerold Faassen, Sherwood Van Oss, Thelma Homkes, Richard they will make their home In
NOW THEREFORE, notice is
1 Keeler, Marlyn Bnuder, Mildred
district,
Gerrit Hieftje will open mortgage there is claimed to be tract.
Price, James Quist, Dorothea Van
North Holland.
1 Erickson,and Athalie Rocs'
a new market.
Saun, David Christian,Myron KolThe right is reserved to reject hereby given that by virtue of the
now due for principaland interest
said power of sale and in pursuAt the meeting of the Ottawa the sum of Nineteen Hundred Sev- any or all bids.
One A, other marks B, gave
len and Jean Rott.schaefer.
HUDSONVILLE
County Council of the PTA, the enty and 75/100 Dollars ($1970.75)
BOARD OF COUNTY PARK ance of the statute in such case
following officers were elected last and an attorney fee as provided in
TRUSTEES OF THE COUN- made and provided, the aaid mortgage will be foreclosedby sale of
Friday:
President,
Mr.
Gerrit
G.
• TY OF OTTAWA.
said mortgage;
The Hudsonvillehigh school basethe premises therein described at
Groenewoud, Holland; vice-presiBy William Austin, Chm.
Default having also been made
ball team defeated the Marne team <Br REV. P. n. PITZ WATER. P. D..
public auction, to the highest bidM*mh»r of Facully, Moody Blblt
dent, Mrs. H. Andre, Jenison; sec- in the conditionsof a second mortWilliam M. Connelly.
here Monday afternoon II to 5.
Indlluto of ChlcMo.)
der, at the north front door of the
retary-treasurer,
Mrs.
Fred gage, signed and executed by the
Berend
Kamps.
Last week Friday the Hope Prep
(A. 1116, W’tatern NtfripoptrUnion.)
courthouse in the City of Grand
Bertch, Holland; historian,G. G. said Edward J. Luick and Laura
team played here and won by a 10
Haven, Ottawa Cduntv, Michigan,
Groenewoud.
An
interesting
dis- Luick his wife, to the said Peoples
Expires June 8
to 4 score. Last week Tuesday the
Cor. 19th St. and Washington Ave.
that being the place where the Circussion. a talk by Mr. Groenewoud, State Bank, ou November 13, 1928,
Martin team lost to the locals by a
NOTICE
TO
ROAD
Lesion for June 8
cuit Court for the county of Ottaand distributionof literatureby and recorded m the office of the
score of 10 to 5.
CONTRACTORS
wa is held, on Monday the 11th day
the
retiring
president,
Mr.
De
Register of Deeds for Ottawa
The annual junior and senior JESUS IN THE SHADOW
Bids wanted for the construction of August, A.D. 1930, at two
Jonge,
preceded
the
election.
Plans
high beach party and weenie roast
County, Michigan, in Liber 147 or
THE CROSS
of the Port Sheldon Road, 4.0 o’clock in the afternoon of that
were made for the coming year.
was held last week Thursday at
Mortgages, page 632, on which
miles of grading and drainage date (Eastern Standard Time),
Ottawa Beach. The weather was
mortgage
there
is
claimed
to
be
LK880N TEXT — Matthew J61-4I.
which premises are described in
now due for principaland interest structures, in Ottawa County, said mortgage as follows, to-wlt:
ideal for the occasion and all reGOLDIN TEXT— Hs went a little
All kinds of ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC TANKS
Michigan.
12425-Kxp. June 21
the sum of One Thousand Ninetynted a wonderful time. The large farther, and fell on hla face, and
The following describedland and
Sealed proposals will be received
imtdUd. Guaranteed. Tbew art especially adaptable in
acEachron-Hall truck drove a big prayed,aaylnr.O. my Father, If It STATE OF MICHIGAN- The Probate five and 10/100 Dollars ($1095.10)
premises, situated in the City of
Court for the County of Ottawa
and an uttorney fee as provided in by the Board of County Road Com- Holland, County of Ottawa, and
i allying and rural districts.
portion of the picnickers to the be possible, let this cup pass from
me: neverthelessnot as 1 will, but
missioners at their office at the
beach while others drove their own as thou wilt.
At • union of said Court, held at said mortgage, and no suit or pro- Court House, Grand Haven, Mich- State of Michigan, viz:
cars.
PRIMARY TOPIC— Jeaua Proves the Probats Office in the City of Grand ceedings at law having been insti- igan. until 10:00 o’clock a.m.,
All that part of lot two (2)
Hi* Leva for Us.
Haven in said County,on tha 28th day tuted to recover the moneys se- Eastern Standard Time, on the 6th
Block two (2) Hope College addiJUNIOR TOPIC— Jeaua Suffering of May A. D. 1930.
cured by cither or both of said
day of June, 1930, for the con- tion to the Citv of Holland,
PORT SHELDON
for Us. f
mortgages
or
any
part
thereof;
I’resant: Hon. James J. Dsnhof,
which is bounded on the East,
of approximately 4 miles
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR Judfce of Probata.
NOTICE IS HEREBY given struction
South and North sides by the
of road located in Olive and Port
TOPIC—
The Agony In the Garden.
Port Sheldon township shows a
that by virtue of power of sale conEast, South, and North lines of
YOUNG
PEOPLE
AND
ADULT In tha matter of tha Eitata of
Sheldon Townships, and more parpopulationof 372 for the 1930 cen- TOPIC— Oelhaemane.
tained in said mortgage and the
said Lot, and on the West side
ticularly described as follows:
KATE EXO, Defeated
sus. There are no figures available
statute in such case made and pro
by a line running parallelwith
Commencing
in Olive Township
for comparison, for the township
It appearingto ths court that the vided, on Monday, the 14th day of
I. Plotting the Death of Jseus (vv.
the East line of said Lot and
at the corner common to Sections
was not organized at the time of 1-5).
time for presentation of claims against July A. D. 1930 at 10 o’clock in the
We would all keep a
forty-five(45) feet West there20, 21, 28 and 29, thence Westerly
the last census, being formed in
Christ with divine Insight predict- said estate should be limited,and that morning. Central Standard Time, through the township and into Port
from,
beautifulmemory. Can
1923.
ed not only the fact of Hla death, a time and place b« appointed to re- the undersigned will, at the front Sheldon Township to a point about together with all tenements, herethere, then, be a more
ceive,
examine
and
adjust
all
claims
Resorts were many here over but its time and manner. The Jewdoor of the Court House, at the
300 feet West of the corner com- ditaments and appurtenances therefitting tribute to those
Memorial Day and Sunday.
ish authoritiesIn secret conclave and demands against said deceased by City of Cirand Haven, Michigan, mon to Sections 22, 23, 26 and 27 unto belonging.
Bert Gebben is getting his store were plotilng to silence His voice and before uid court)
sell at public auction to the highwe loved than a memorial
being about 4.1 miles in all.
Dated this 9th day of May, A.D.,
ready for a big resort season.
It is Ordered, That creditorsof est bidder the premises in said
by puttingHim to death. In spite
that will last to the end
The work shall consist of shaping 1930.
mortgage,
or
so
much
thereof
as
of themselves they were moving In uid deceasedare requiredto present
pf the world?
the road and constructing the neFIRST STATE BANK,
their claims to Mid court at said Pro- niay be necessary to pay the printhe line of God's decree.
cessary drainage structures.
A Guarantee Bond proHAMILTON
Mortgagee
jcipal sums of said mortgages, toII. Mary of Bsthany Anoints Jssus bate Office on or before
Plans may be examined and
tects the purchaser of a
Holland. Mich.
(w. 6-13).
111 day ef October A. D. 1830
Mrs. Gerrit Eding is, slowly im.nd charges, the promise,
|hc Brard „f c„u„ty Roa(| DIEKEMA, CROSS A TEN CATE,
Guardian Memorial for1. The meaning of the act (vv.
proving.
•t
ten
o'clock in the forenoon,aaid described as follows:
6, 7).
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
ever. Time cannot touch
Commissioners, Grand Haven,
H. J. Jurries was a Hamilton This anointing occurred when time and placa being hereby appointed The East Fifty (50) feet of Lotlj^j^j
Business Address:
gan.
this “stone everlasting.”
caller recently.
Forty-seven(47). Slaghs AddiJesus was nt meat In Simon's house. for the examination and adjustment
Holland, Michigan.
Plans
will
be
furnished
by
the
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Eding are Mary bad the keenest apprehension of all claims and demandiagainstMid
The most delicate carvtion to the City of Holland,Michundersigned upon receiptof a deIMark Every Qrave"
making quite a few improvements of nil the disciple*.By sitting nt deceased
ing retains its beauty
igan, according to the recorded
posit of Five ($6.00)Dollars, which
to their home near Hamilton.
plat thereof.
Hi* feet In loving fellowship, she
It Is Further Ordered,That public
always.
will be refundedupon their safe
Born to Mr. and Mrs. L. Boer- obtained a grasp of truth which notice thereofbt given by publication
PEOPLES STATE BANK.
When you are thinking
return.
man, a son.
none of the other disciples had. She Of a copy of this order, for three
A certified check in the sum of
about a memorial, we shall
Mortgagee.
Harold Rutgers, son of Mr. and saw that HI* body was to he broken successive weeks previous to »aid day
Two Hundred ($200.00)Dollars
Mrs. George Rutgers of Kalamazoo and that His precious life was to of hearing,in the Holland City News Dated: April 14. 1930.
be pleased to show you the
made payable to the Board of
has been seriously ill with pneu- go out. She enteredInto fellowship a newspaper printed and circulated in Lokkcr & Den Herder,
Guardian designs we have
County Road Commissioners, must
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
monia.
Mid
county.
with
His
sufferings
and
the
Joy
of
on display.
accompany each proposal.
Holland, Michigan.
the lot of Olive Wiahmeier, Maxine
Kooiker, and Marian Te Roller.

Samson,

D.
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being
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Diekema

ISl

JAMES J. DANHOP.
His resurrection.This she showed
JudAe of Probats.
In the symbolic act of bringingher
most precious possessions, lavishing A true copy—
Stanley Yntema, a student at It upon Him.
Cora Vandewster
Hope College, acted as chauffeur
2. The Indignation of the disciples
Rsgistrr of Probate

The

FOREST GROVE

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
of Everlasting Beauty

for Mrs. Robbins and guests of

HOLLAND MONUMENT WORKS

SL

CEMETERY MEMORIALS

18 W. 7th

Holland. Mich.

Phone 527#

Authorized Distributor t

Holland on a motor trip to Chicago
last week Friday, returningon
Sunday. He is employed by Mrs.
Robbins in his spare time from
studies and classes.
Miss Myrtle Klooster had as her
guests over the week-end the Misses Fumi Watanabe and Setsu Mat-

(vv. 8.

10-13).

any or all bids.
Expires July 12

MORTGAGE SALE

fi).

12252-Exp. June 21
The acHon of the disciple* is In
strange contrast with Mary's lovo.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProJudas Iscariot Is the leader, but the bate Court for the County of Ottawa.
whole apostoliccompany are led
At a Muton of Mid Court, hold at
over by him.
tha Probata Office in the City ofGrand
3. Mary defendtd by Christ (vv. Haven in Mid County, on tha 28th day
of

May A.

D.. 1930.

Jesus could not allow His most
Pro tent, Hon. Jamei J. Danhof,
appreciativedisciple to lie under Judge of Probata.
this censure, so He came to her resIn tha matter of tha Eitata of
cue. As a result of Ohrlst's defense,
Judas Is so stlnglngly rebuked that
JOHN BROUWER, Deceaied
he hastensAway to betray his Lord.
John
S- Dykitra having filed in said
III. Jssus Bstrsysd (vr. 14-30).
1. The bargain of betrayal (rv. court hit petition,prayingfor licenie
to aell tha interratof said rattle in
14-16).

right is reserved to reject

WHEREAS

Default has been

made

in the payment of moneys secured by a mortgagedated the 24th

day of May, One Thousand Nine
Hundred Twenty-six(1926) executed by Hayden -Koopmen Auto
Company, a Corporation, of the
City of Holland, Michigan, as mortgagors, to Austin Harringtonof
said City of Holland, as mortgagee,
which mortgage was recorded in
the office of Register of Deeds for
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
2nd day of April, 1927, in liber 134
of mortgages on page 568 and on
which mortgage there is claimed
to be due at this time the sum of

BOARD OF COUNTY ROAD
COMMISSIONERS OF THE
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
By Austin Harrington, Chm.
William M. Connelly
Berend Kamps.

&

Cross

Ten Cate
Attorneys-at-Law
Oflise— over the First Slate

Bank
Holland. Mich*

Expires July 5

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE
FORECLOSURE SALE

Bos

Gabriel

Dr.
D.
Notice is hereby given that default has occurredin the condiPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
tions of that certain mortgage, Office Second Floor, DeFouw Bldg.
dated the 29th day of November,
Hours: 2:30-5; 7-8 P. M.
1922, executed by Sam Shapiro and Open Mominga by Appointment
Dora Shapiro, his wife, as mortPhone 4444
gagors, to The Federal Land Bank
of Saint Paul, a body corporate,
Batan so completelyhad the mas- certain real estate therein described,
It is ordered, that tha
the City of St. Paul, County of
tery over Judas that he sold his
DR. E. J.
Seven Thousand Nine Hundred of
Ramsey, State of Minnesota, as
Lord for the price of a slave (Ex.
OSTEOPATH
1st day af July, A. D.. 1930
Thirty-fourDollars and Eleven
mortgagee, filed for record ip the
21 :32).
Office at 84 West 8th St.
cents
($7,934.11)
principal
and
inat ten o'clock in the forenoon, at Mid
office of the Register of Deeds in Office Hours: 9-12 A. M. 2-5 P. M.
2. Tha betrayal announced (vv.
terest and an attorney fee of Thirprobate office.be and is hereby appoint
and for Ottawa County, Michigan,
20-25).
and by appointment
ty-five Dollars ($36.00) and no
on the 4th day of December, A. D.
While they were eating the Pass- ed for hearing said petition,and that
all persons interestedin said esiate suit or proceeding having been in1922, at 3:20 o’clock p.m., recordover Jesus made thl* announcement.
stituted at law to recover the debt
Who knows hut that the reason for appear before Mid court, at said time or any part thereofsecured by said ed in Liber 129 of Mortgages on
and place, to show cause why a license
Page 104 thereof, in that that certhe announcementat this time was
to sell the interest of said estate in mortgage and whereby the power
tain installmentof Eighty-one and
to give Judas an opportunityto reof sale contained in said mortgage
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
25/100 Dollars ($81.25),principal
pent? The sorrowful question In said real estate should not be granted;
has become operative,
Specialist
It is Further Ordered, That public
and interest due May 29, 1929, reverse 22 Indicate* that the disciple*
THEREFORE notice is mains unpaid; and further that the
[Vander Veen Block]
did not seem to suspect one anoth- notice thereof be given by publication
hereby given that by virtue of the
2-5 p. m.
insurancewas not paid by the Office hours: 9-10 a.
er, hut directed personal attention of a copy of this order for three sucsaid power of sale and in pursuance
cessive
weeks
previous
to
said
day
of
Evenings—Tues. and Saturday
to themselves.
mortgagorsand was permitted to
of the statutes in such case made
7:30 to 9:00
become delinquent; that on the
IV. The Disciple* Warned (w. hearing in the Holland City Newi, a
newspaper printed and circulated in and provided for, the said mortgage failure of said mortgagorsto pay
31-35).
will
be
foreclosed
by
sale
of
the
such insurance,The Federal Land
Tills took place a* they walked laid county.
premises therein described at pubJAMES J. DANHOF.
Bank of Saint Paul did elect to pay
E. J.
from the upper room to the garden
lic auction to the highest bidder nt
Judge of Probate
the same, and on February 11,
of Gethsemane.Jeaua plainly told
the North front door of the Court
D. Cn Ph. C.
1930, paid the sum of Thirteen and
them. "All ye *hall he offendedhe A true copy—
House in the City of Grand Haven, 40/100 Dollars ($13.40); and fur<au*e of me this night.” quoting CORA VANDEWATER,
CHIROPRACTOR
Ottawa County, Michigan, that be- ther that the taxes were not paid
Register of Probate.
Zechsrlah 13:7 a* proof. Though
ing the place where the Circuit by the mortgagorsand were per- Office:Holland City State Bank
He told them of the darkness which
Hours, 10-11:30 a.m.; 2-5 k 7-8 p.m
Court for the County of Ottawa is
was gathering,yet He gave them
mitted to become delinquent; that
held, on Monday, the 14th day of
EXPIRES
JUNE
7
on the failureof said mortgagors
a glimpse of the coming light. He
July, A. D. 1930 at two o’clockin
STATE OF MICHIGAN
•aid. "After I am rl*en again I will
to pay such taxes, The Federal
Langeland Funeral Home
THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE the afternoon of that day which Land Bank of Saint Paul did elect
go before you Info Galilee.”
said premises are described in said
COUNTY
IN
MORTICIANS
V. Jesus Praying (vv. 36 46).
to pay the sum of Three Hundred
mortgage as follows, to-wit:
CHANCERY.
1. The place— the Carden of GethForty-two and 55/100 Dollars 21 W. 16th
Phone 4550
The
following
described
land
and
In re Petitionof
aemane (v. 36).
($342.55) as taxes for the years
premises, situated in the TownHolland, Mich.
Gethsemanemeans oil press. It Joe Victor et al,
1926, 1927 and 1928, that pursuship of Park, County of Ottawa,
was a place some three fourths of for the dissolution
ant to the provisionsof said mortStale of Michigan, viz: all that
a mile east of Jerusalem,where oil of Victor Gas and Oil Co.
gage, said mortgagee has elected
part
of
Section
Twenty-seven
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
was crushed nut of the olives.
to declare the whole debt secured
Tyler Van Landegend
(27),
Township
Five
(5),
north
at the Court House in the City of
2. Hla companions (v. 37).
thereby to be now due and payof range sixteen (16) west, able; and there is due and payDealer In
Peter. Jnme* and John. The anmo Grand Haven, in said County, on
hounded and described as fol- able at the date of this notice upon
Windmills,Gasoline Engines
the 14th day of May, A.D. 1930.
disciples who had been with Him
lows: Beginning at a point on the the debt secured by said mortgage,
Pumps and Plumbing Supplies
on the Mount of Transfiguration Present: The Hon. FRED T.
49 W. 8th St
east and west quarter line of the sum of Twenty-eight Hundred Phone
are permit led to go with Him Into MILES, Circuit Judge.
said Section Twenty-seven(27) Sixty-four and 4/100 Dollars
An applicationhaving been filed
the deep shadow of the Garden.
424 feet west of the center quar- ($2,864.04);and that no action or
in said Court in said cause, by Joe
They slept, while He prayed.
ter post of said Section;running proceedingat law or dtjierwu*
3. Jesus sorrowing even unto Victor and others for the dissoluthence east on the east and west has been instituted to recover said
H. R.
tion of the Victor Gas and Oil
death (vv. 37. 38).
The cause of HI* suffering was Company, a Michigan Corporation, quarter line of said Section to debt or any part thereof,that, by
Drugs, Medicines and
the water’s edge of Black Lake; virtue of a power of sale therein
not primarily physical, hut spiritual. and for the appointmentof a rethence northerlyand easterly contained, said mortgage will be
Toilet Articles
The physicalI* not to he minimized, ceiver or receiversthereof,
along the waters of Black Lake foreclosedand the land and premOn motion of Robinson A Parbut the burden of sin— the world'a
to the west line of Elmgrove ises therein described lying and
sln-was pressing heavily upon sons, attorneys for petitionerit is
Plat, so-called;thence northerly being in the County of Ottawa,
Him. He was being made sin for ordered that all persons interested,
CLARE E.
along the west line of said Elm- State of Michigan, as follows,toall stockholdersand creditors,
us (IT Cor. 5:21).
grove Plat to the northwest cor- wit:,
and
show cause, if any they have, why
4. The prayer Itself (v. 30).
”0 my Father, If It be possible, said Victor Gas and Oil Company ner of said Plat; thence easterly NorthwestQuarter of the SouthCARL
E.
along the south line of the right west Quarter (NWKSWK) of Seclet this cup pas* from me.” What should not be dissolved,and said
Attotneys
of way formerly owned by the tion Three (3) and the Northeast
was this cup? It was not prayer receiveror receiversappointed, at
Pere MarquetteRailway Co. for Quarter of the Northeast Quarter
to he delivered from the cross. The the Court House, in the City of
a distance of 797 feet; thence (NE14NEK) of Section Nine (9), For your convenience. Arrange for
Idea Hist He desired to escape from Grand Haven, in said County, on
north 61 degrees west to a point all in Township Eight (8) North, \ppointments Monday, Tuesday
the cross end thus stop short of His the 28th day of June, A.D. 1930, at
67 rods south from the north sec- Range Fifteen (16) West, containand Wednesday.
redemptive work I* not to be en- 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said
tion line of said Section Twenty- ing Eighty (80) acres, more or less,
tertained.Redemption through (he day, or as soon thereafteras said
PETERS
BUILDING
seven; thence west parallel vwth according to the Government sursacrifice of Himself was the su- matter can be heard.
Opposite Warm Friend Tavern
the
north
line
of
said
Secticn
preme purpose of Him coming Into
It is further ordered that notice
vey thereof,
Twenty-seven(27) tp the north
the world. The hollnes* and per- of the contents of this order shall
Will be sold at public auction to
82 E. 8th St
and south quarter line of said the highest bidder for cash by the Phone 5291
fection of His nsture moved Him be served by mail upon all creditSection; thence south along said Sheriff of Ottawa County at the
lo shrink from the mountain of sin ors and stockholders of said cornorth and south quarter line of front door of the Court House, in
which was resting ti|»on Him. mration at least thirty days besaid Section to the south line of the City of Grand Haven, In safd
Though the cup was hitter. He
ore the date of such hearing, by
Dr. J. 0.
said right of way of said Rail- County and State, on Tuesday,
bowed In submissionto the Father's directing the same to them at their
will. After this prayer. He returned last known Post Office Address, way Co.; thence southwesterly July 8, 1930, at 10:00 o’clock in the
Dentist
to find Ids disciple* asleep. They and shall also be published once in
along the southeast line of said forenoon, Central Standard Time, Hours: 8:30 to 12:00
Phone
right of way of said Railway Co. to pay and satisfy the debt secured
bad boasted of their fidelity,hut each week for three weeks in suc1 :30 to 5
5p
p.m.
6-4604
now .•ouldnof'Vstch with Him one cession in the Holland City News,
920 feet more or less, to the by said mortgage and the costa and
212 Med. Arts Bldg.
hour. He withdrew the second and a newspaper printed, published and
nlac'’ of beginning.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
disbursements allowed by law upon
third time and prayed practically circulatingin the County of OttaDated this 17th day of April, said foreclosuresale.
1930.
the same words. Each time upon wa, prior to said date of nearing.
Dated this 6th day of April, 1930,
His return He found the disciple*
AUSTIN HARRINGTON. THE FEDERAL LAND BANK
FRED T. MILES.
asleep. The last time he bade them,
Mortgagee.
Circuit Judge.
OF SAINT PAUL
"sleep on.” He no longtr needed RobinsonA Parsons.
DIEKEMA, CROSS A TEN CATE,
Mortgagee.
their sympathy. The battle had
Attorneysfor Petitioners.
Ambulance Service
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
Clapperton A Owen.
been fought and gloriouslywon
Business Address:
Business Address:
Attorneys for the Mortgagee,
Phone 5267
without them.
Holland, Michigan.
Holland, Michigan.
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
•• E. »th 81
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